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SPORTS

Arizona
votes go
to Forbes

Lady Tigers
pound CFS
to advance
Page 10A

Dole takes
North, South
Dakota primaries
By JOHN KING
AP Political Writer

WORLD

Summit sets
terms for talks

BERNARD KANE/Ledger & Times photo

WPSD reporter Jennifer Gladstone (right), was questioned by Mark Blankenship (left), attorney for the
Calloway County Animal Shelter, at Tuesday's preliminary hearing.

LONDON (AP) — Prime
Minister John Major and Irish
leader John Bruton today set
June 10 as the date for starting
all-party negotiations in Northern Ireland, following elections.
Supporters of the Irish Republican Army had demanded a
firm date for negotiations as the)
only way to restore the ceasifire broken on Feb. 9.
The two leaders said intensive consultations with Northern Ireland parties would begin
Monday and continue through
mid-March.

Judge discharges
intimidation claim
By JIM MAHANES
Staff Writer
Felony charges were discharged Tuesday against Marilyn J. Arcoli, director of the
Calloway County Animal Shelter and humane society board
member Keith Heim.
The two faced one count each
of intimidating a witness after
shelter employee Darla Speed
alleged Heim raised his voice
and threatened Speed if she
talked to a television news
crew.
Following testimony from
Speed, Heim and others, Calloway County District Court
Judge Leslie Furches ruled that

Citadel wants
judge removed
CHARLESTON, S.C. (AP) —
The federal judge hearing a
legal challenge to The Citadel's
all-male corps of cadets should
step aside, the school claims.
In a motion filed in federal
court Tuesday, attorneys for
the state milita%, school contend U.S. Digrrict Judge C.
Weston Houck lost the appearance of impartiality when he
discussed the case with a state
official who is a strong advocate of women in the corps.
State Higher Education Commissioner Fred Sheheen said in
a deposition that he had several conversations with Houck
last summer and gave the
judge information about the
state budget and funds for the
alternative women's leadership
program at Converse College.
The 4th U.S. Circuit Court of
Appeals has said states may
keep public single-sex education as long as similar opportunities are available to both
sexes. The Supreme Court has
yet to rule on the question.

MARILYN ARCOLI
probable cause was not shown
to warrant sending the case to
the grand jury.
Calloway County Attorney
David Harrington can still pre-

sent the case to the grand jury
for a possible lesser charge.
"I personally believe this was
the strongest case they had,"
said defense attorney Mark
Blankenship. "They put (on the
stand) the actual victim and
another witness and the judge
was not moved by that. I don't
set any possible way to make
this case stand. I think it's the
end of that."
,Arcoli currently faces 10
misdemeanor counts of second
degree animal cruelty based on
charges filed by Harrington.
Harrington filed those

Flat-tax champion Steve Forbes captured Arizona's winnertake-all primary Tuesday, shocking Pat Buchanan and Bob Dole
to seize an improbable lead in the
Republican presidential race.
Stung in the day's showdown
contest, Dole took some solace in
winning North and South Dakota.
"It's a wide open race," Forbes said as the campaign headed
to South Carolina for a Saturday
primary.
Forbes' Arizona win came just
three days after his victory in
Delaware, giving him a dramatic
turnaround after weak fourthplace showings in Iowa and New
Hampshire. He vowed to dig into
his personal fortune and spend
whatever it takes to be competi-

tive in the burst of contests just
ahead, a problematic development for a Dole campaign edging
toward the primary spending cap.
"A week ago they wrote our
obituary," an ecstatic Forbes told
cheering supporters in Phoenix.
"Now tonight we can perhaps
write the obituary of conventional
political punditry in America."
Lamar Alexander was a dim
afterthought on the first multistate primary day of the muddled
GOP campaign and some leading
Dole supporters said it was time
for the former Tennessee governor to step aside.
With nearly 90 percent of
Arizona's vote counted, Forbes
was winning with 34 percent and
under the winner-take-all system
got all 39 of the state's nominating delegates. Dole was second at
29 percent, almost 6,000 votes
ahead of Buchanan, who had 214
percent. Alexander was a very
distant fourth at 7 percent.
Tuesday's results put Forbes
well ahead in The Associated
ISec Page 3

Governor honors
Steely for work

past, her interest in the juvenile
By AMY WILSON
program was sparked after a
Writer
son shot himself.
friend's
Three years of volunteer work
and watching the vio"That
coordinating a juvenile communimade me contelevision
on
lence
ty service program has led to a
said. "It is only a
she
cerned,"
state award for Ramona Steely.
matter of time before it trickles
Steely, who works with Jane
to us."
down
•See Page 3
Ann Turner, Calloway County's
went to Assistant
Steely
So
was
court-designated worker,
Warren Hopkins
Attorney
County
awarded a Governor's Volunteer
and District Judge Leslie Furches
Service Award.
and they assisted in getting the
Steely and five other recipients
program started.
across the state will be honored
at a dinner tonight in Louisville.
"I don't think a more qualified
with some minor fine-tuning,"
"I set up community service
could have been selected,"
person
said committee Chairman David work for kids ages 14 to 18,"
Hopkins said. "I can see the benBoswell, D-Owensboro.
Steely said. "I've used 36 diffe- efits of her program. She shows
Rep. Robert Damron, the bill's. rent non-profit agencies such as
the teens that there is more to life
primary sponsor, sounded confi- the county judge/executive's
what they have been
than
dent that the measure would pass office, various United way agento. It has been proven
exposed
the Senate. He said House sup- cies, the National Guard and the
effective."
porters would withhold judgment fire and police departments."
The teens who qualify for the
on Senate changes until it
Although Steely has been a
volunteer for United Way in the • See Page 3
•See Page 3
Staff

Committee passes weapons bill
By BRUCE SCHREINER
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) — A
Senate committee attached extra
restrictions to a concealedweapons bill and voted to peel
away the anonymity of people
given permits to carry guns.
The Senate Licensing and
Occupations Committee approved
the bill without a dissenting vote

after tacking on a dozen amendments Tuesday. Some of the
amendments would place more
restrictions on where people
might be able to take concealed
weapons.
The debate now shifts to the
full Senate, where more changes
are possible.
think the bill is basically in
a moveable fashion right now

Quayle doesn't
regret being on
campaign trail

WEATHER
Tonight...Clear and cold.
Low in the mid teens. Northwest wind around 10 mph.
Thursday...Mostly sunny
and cold. High in the lower
30s.
LAKE LEVELS
KENTUCKY. ...354.6,-0.5/4?
354.6,-0.4/50'
BARKLEY.

INDEX
Two Sactiona — 24 Pages
SB, 6B
Clasalfisods
70
Condos
MA
Deaths
IA
—
Form,
10A, 11A
Sports
11,4.0A
Today.

By AMY WILSON
Staff Writer
Former Vice President Dan Quayle likened the rigors of the campaign trail as similar to the challenges faced after winning an
election.
"It is too early to tell who will win the Republican primary,"
Quayle said. "The candidates are going through an excrutiating
task. Going through a campaign is like a marathon, but so is the
presidency."
Quayle was in Murray Tuesday night to give a lecture sponsored
by Murray State University's Student Government Association.
Prior to the lecture, he met with reporters at a brief press conference. Because his plane encountered poor weather, the press conference had to be delayed about a half hour.
Quayle said many people around the country are p little surprised
at what is happening in the Republican primaries.
"Most of us thought that Phil Gramm would chase (Bob) Dole
• See Pomo 3

BERNARD KANE/Ledger I Times photo

Fornw Vice President Dan Quayle spoke to reporters Tuesday prior to his lecture at Murray State University. He described the Republican primary as "being up for grabs."
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New Pediatric Unit
opening on third floor

Children

Hospitals Week

To alleviate some of these tears, the
professionals at the hospital have developed
2-hour propane and invited the following
schools: Primary 1 Grade students from
Murray City and Calloway County School
Systems. the Murray Christian Academy
and the EastwoodChristian Academy.

We look forward to having your children in

our facility to learn about hospitals on the
following dates:
April 16, 17 and 18.

MilkelOPIIIIMINIMIIMMOMP•J**1111

•

•

Murray
Post Office
830-11:30a.m.&12:30-3p.m.

Miracle Moments

Thursday,March 21

•

Murray-WeaksCenler
Senior Citizen Center
8:30-11:30 a.m.

Friday,March 22

•

Hazel
Dee's Bank
8:30-11:30a.m

Wednesday,March 27

•
Friday.March1
• Buchanan

Amminstimm,
MUM
ACT FAST
SO DO
POISONS

Murray
Olympic Plaza
830-11:30a.m.

Thursday,March 28

Post Office
8 30-11:30a.m.
Whitlock
Johnny Lee's Grocery
1-3 pro.

•

Murray
Court Square
8.30-11:30a.m.&12:30-3p m.

3011MINIMIONSr M-1721

Friday,March 29

•

Wednesday, March13

•

Murray
Piggly Wiggly
8.30-11:30a.m.&12:30-3p.m.

Paris
Wal-Mart
9-11:30a.m.&12:30-3p m

Thursday,March14

•
•

Canton
Hilltop Kash Market
9-ham.
Canton
Woods & Wetlands Wildlife Center
12:30-2.30p.m

Call for a FREE Physician Directory

•
•

Miracle Moments is pleased to offer the perinatal
classes listed below. Pre-registration is required for all
classes and fees may be paid at the first class.
For class information and pre-registration,
call(502) 762-1385.
Pre-register for:
•Prepared Childbirth Class
Option 1: Mon. Mar. 4. 11. 18, 25,(7-9 p.m.)
Option 2: Wed., Mar. 6. 13. 20. 27,(7-9 p.m.)
Option 3. Thurs., Mar. 7, 14, 21, 28,(7-9 p.m.)
•Sibling Class: Saturday, Mar. 2, 10-11 a.m.
•Flefresher I: Mon., Mar. 11 & 18. 7-9 pm
•Refresher II: Wed., Mar. 13 & 20, 7-9 pm
•Flefresher
Thurs., Mar. 14 & 21, 7-9 pm
Hospital Education Unit
•Breastfeeding Support Group:
Tues., Mar 19, MCCH Board Room. 7-8 p rn
•Miracle Moments Maternity Unit Tour

C

ommunity events

Diabetics Taking Control Meeting
March 11, 1996
7:00 p.m.
Hospital Board Room
"Coping with the Diagnosis of Diabetes"

Friday, March15
e

Budl
cami

Folsomdale
Hoskins Bar-B-Oue
911 30a m
Hickory
Post Office
12.30-3p m

HE KNOWS TI-E RIGHT DOCTOR FOR YOU

Presented by Nancy Rose, R.N.
MCCH Hospice Director
For more information, contact the MCCH Nutrition

Center at 502-762-1533.
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Wednesday, March 20

The Murray-Calloway County
Hospital's Health Express will be offering
blood pressure, pulse, vision and glaucoma screenings at all of its stops during
the month of March
A Stool For Occult Blood Screening Kit
is also available for $4 This screening
detects blood in the stool
These screenings are offered to detect
disease in its earliest stages when there
are no symptoms of disease.
If you are experiencing symptoms. you
should see your physician.

•

two

dren
Hospitals
Week

The program consists of a short
presentation on each of the following:
•Poison Prevention,
•Introduction to Surgery
•Pediatric Room with a Oxygen Tent
•Ear Thermometer
•Blood Pressure
•Pulse
•Video about Hospital Departments
•Ambulance Tour

• YAM&

erv
pro
se

Within three weeks, Murray-Calloway County will begin admitting
pediatric patients to a new pediatric unit on third floor. For the last 30 years, the
pediatric unit has been on second floor.
The new I 3-bed unit has five private and four semiprivate rooms.
Pediatric Unit Clinical Manager, Lisa Moss, R.N., emphasizes,"The new stateof-the art monitoring syStem is an exciting addition to our unit. This will allow
nurses to monitor the cardiac and respiratory condition of a pediatric patient
from the nurses' station and be alerted to any change as it occurs."
Each room will be wired to accommodate one of the monitors at any bed
in the unit. Teddy bear border adds a bright touch to the cheerful rooms which
have a recliner, TV, phone and sink. There is a shower in the five private rooms
and in one of the semiprivate rooms. .
Movies, Nintendo, games and toys are available to
take to each room. Parents are still welcome to order a
meal from the hospital cafeteria menu or they can take
advantage of the easy access to a kitchen and
microwave.
Moss proudly adds,"Parents can rest assured, day
or night, that they are receiving the highest level of
quality care because every registered nurse that works
in the pediatric unit is certified in pediatric advanced
life support. That is a standard we have set and will
maintain in caring for our younger patients."
' Each new patient will receive a special orientation
to the new pediatric unit. The pediatric staff will help
allevfate some of a child's fears about being in the
hospital by using the coloring book entitled "My Stay
in the Hospital-. It explains what the child might
encounter during the hospital stay. When the patients'
treatment requires something that is uncomfortable, a
colorful sticker is given to reward their bravery.
a
"[laving special treatment room connected to the nurses' station is
definitely a plus." Moss adds. "It is equipped with special lights and equipment
needed to start IVs and perform special pediatric treatment procedures without
having to transport the child to another part of the hospital which can be
upsetting to some young patients."
- Three pediatricians are on the medical staff at Murray-Calloway County
lhospital and have offices in the Medical Arts Building. Dr. Elizabeth Alexander
is in Suite 203E and can be reached at 502-753-9723. Dr. Clegg Austin is in
Suite 17OW: dial 502-759-9223 for an appointment. Dr. Joyce Hughes is in
Suite 4N0W and her phone number is 502-759-92(X).
The new pediatric unit stands ready to provide quality care for all the
families in the region. Continually upgrading its services nd facilities
demonstrates Murrav-Calloway County Hospital's Commitment to the little
things in life.

At Murray-Calloway County Hospital. we
understand that children are frightened by
unfamiliar things such as a visit to the
hospital as a patient.

•

has.

Support Groups
Alzheimer's Disease Information
Educe* Meeting: Tuesday, Mar. 12
Support Group Meeting: Tuesday, Mar.26
4:30 p.m. in Hospital Board Room
For information about Alzheimer's Disease
meetings, call Cindy Ragsdale,502-762-1108
or Joretta Randolph,502-753-5561. Shared
Care, Adult DayCare will sit with Alzheimer
clients while caregivers attend this meeting.
Call Susan Plunkett, LPN,at 502-762-0576.
Breast Cancer Support
Thursday, Mar. 7, 7p.m.
Hospital Board Room,Second Floor
For more information, contact
Martha Andrus at 502-753-3862
Cancer Support
Education Meeting: Tuesday, Mar. 5
Support Group Meeting: Tuesday, Mar. 19
3 p.m.in the Hospital Private Dining Room
Call Nancy Rose, R.N. and Hospice Director,
or Mary Linn, Clinical Specialist,
502-762-1100 ask operator to page.
Cardiac Support Group
Tuesday, Mar. 12, 10 a.m.
Hospital Private Dining Room
"Shanng"
By Shirley Lynch, R.N.
Contact Shirley Lynch, R.N., 502-762-1170.
Compassionate Mends
Thursday, Mar.28 at 7:30 p.m.
Hospital Board Room
Cal MCCH Chaplain Mike Rumble,502-762-1274
or Hilda Bennett 901-498-8324.
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II Quayle...
most fun."
Although Quayle said he has
disagreed with Buchanan in the
past and doesn't particularly like
some of his policies, he emphasized that he will support whoever wins the nomination.
Regardless of how the race
turns out in the primary, Quayle
said he stands by his decision
made last year about not being a
candidate.
"Once you make a monumental
decision like I did last February,
you move on," he said. "I made a
decision and said I wouldn't run.
The field is set. I have seven
presidential elections to go until I
turn 73. One of those may be
when I run."
Quayle also interjected humof
into his discussion with reporters
by acknowledging that the Democrats are running on the agenda
of family values that he promoted
when he was in office.
"I was a little surprised with
President Bill Clinton's State of
the Union address because he
paraphrased my ideas with no
attribution at all," Quayle said.
"But it shows that there is a new
consensus and it is acceptable to

talk about family values in the
public arena. It may be controversial, but we have to do it for
our kids."
Although Quayle is not a candidate in the election, he pledged
to be at the convention and lend
his support to anyone who needs
it, especially the Republican contenders for congressional seats.
"My main focus is to make
sure that the Congress stays
Republican," he said. "I will be
helping people such as Rep. Ed
Whitfield to make sure they get
re-elected. We haven't had a
Republican Congress re-elected
for 60 years."
However, he has no immediate
plans to endorse a presidential
candidate, preferring instead to
back the Republican nominee.
"I've talked with all the candidates," he said. "It is important
that we clearly articulate the
Republican vision for America
and make sure our agenda is
discussed."
Quayle also briefly mentioned
his book regarding family values
which will be out in stores April
12.

•Judge...
FROM PAGE 1
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charges after Animal Control
Officer Max Parrish, Speed and
other employees swore out affidavits Jan. 30.
In those charges, Arcoli is
alleged to have euthanized dogs
before the required seven day
holding period.
Arcoli was also indicted Friday
by the grand jury on one count of
theft by extortion and one count
of theft of property, both Class D
felonies.
The incident involving Heim
occurred Feb. 1 after he and
Arcoli gave an interview to a
WPSD Channel 6 news crew following the initial charges.
During testimony, Speed said
the interview took place behind
closed doors in Arcoli's office
and at its conclusion, Arcoli
"demanded" that Speed leave the
premises for lunch.
"At that time the lady from
Channel 6 asked if I had something to say and I said yeah, our
side of the story — the truth,"
Speed said.
Speed said as she tried to go
outside to give the interview,
Heim and Arcoli told her to do it
in front of them inside the building. When she refused, she
claimed Heim got angry and
threatened to sue her.
"As I started to go toward the
door,(Heim) said, 'if you or anybody goes outside and says anything false, I will sue you personally,— Speed said.
Speed did not give the interview, saying she was too scared
to talk after the incident.
On direct examination, shelter
employee Scott Chappell said he
tried to stay out of the argument,
but that Speed was "as white as a
sheet" following the incident.

"All I know is that Darla was
more scared than I had ever seen
her," he told the court.
Both Speed and Chappell testified that Heim never got closer
than four feet to Speed during the
incident.
Chappell did say Speed was
"pinned up against the door."
"He was coming at her with his
hand raised and his voice raised.
That would pin me up against the
door," he said.
After Harrington rested his
case, Blankenship called television reporter Jennifer Gladstone
to testify for the defense.
Gladstone said the conversation between Arcoli and Speed
started out calmly.

in front of the door, had no
choice but to walk toward her.
Speed was suspended without
pay by Arcoli following the
incident.
In closing arguments, Blankenship said the incident was a
debate and should be protected
under the First Amendment.
"There is absolutely no proof
to justify a felony charge of intimidating a witness.

"I didn't pay much attention to
the conversation until it started to
get heated," Gladstone said. "I
don't know who started it, but it
got louder and louder. It was
definitely an argument."
Gladstone said she did not
think Heim approached Speed in
a threatening manner.

"I agree with Mr. Blankenship
on the free speech issue, but we
have a situation here where we
have a pending criminal case and
it is clear that this was not a
debate.
"We heard that not only from
(Speed), but from Chappell and
even their own witness said
(Heim) raised his fists," Harrington said.

She also testified that she
thought Helm's hand gestures
were made out of frustration.
Gladstone said she was actually
between the two during the
altercation.
Heim then testified in his own
defense and said he never raised
his voice or hand at Speed.
"I tend to speak loudly anyway. I was certainly not yelling
and I did not, as she states in her
affidavit, threaten her job," Heim
said. "In fact, I defused any possibility of a threat by saying to
her, 'it's not up to me, but I wonder why you would still want to
work here.—
Heim said he was trying to
leave the building and with Speed

"If we start arresting people for
debating issues then even our
new jail will not be ,big enough,"
he said.
Harrington said Speed was
scared by the incident and that
the threat of physical violence
should constitute intimidation.

FROM PAGE 1
finishes work on the bill. The
measure would • return to the
House if the Senate changes the
bill in any way.
The bill, which. easily passed
the House, would let Kentuckians
21 and older obtain a permit to
carry a concealed weapon after
paying a fee and undergoing a
background check and weaponssafety training.
A principal change by the
Senate committee would give
local governments and state agencies the option to prohibit concealed weapons in sections of
buildings they own, lease or
occupy.
Sen. Fred Bradley, D Frankfort, said his amendment
reflected concerns of state
employees who don't want people toting weapons into their
offices.
House Majority Leader Greg
Stumbo, a top co-sponsor of the
bill, acknowledged that concealed
weapons should be kept out of
places "where people's emotions
flare," such as courtrooms and
tax offices.
"I really believe there are certain areas of our governmental
entities that perhaps we would
not want people to carry concealed weapons into," said Stumbo,
D-Prestonsburg.
Sen. James Crasc, R-Somerset,
said the amendment could cause
confusion in buildings where
state agencies lease space. Those
agencies might forbid concealed
weapons, while other tenants
might allow them, he said.
Damron, D-Nicholasville, said
the amendment should be narrowed. He complained that the
change could be construed to prohibit concealed weapons in highway rest areas and public housing
projects.
Damron said people would
have to leave behind their weapons when they go into rest areas
at night, when the guns could
provide needed protection.
"The limits we're passing are
putting limits on the good guys,"
he said.
Senate President John "EcK.:,
Rose, D-Winchester, said later\
that he favors the concept of a
concealed-weapons bill.

Furches citedlte statute on
intimidation of a witness and said
it does not pertain to media interviews, only to official court
preceedings.
"A grand jury may hear this
case and hand down an indictment for harassment. That seems
to be more of what this case is
about.
"They were not trying to stop
her from testifying but they were
trying to make it rough on her,"
Harrington told the Ledger.
Arcoli will be back in court
March 8 to answer the 10 cruelty
charges against her.

•Forbes...
FROM PAGE 1
Press delegate count, with 60 so
far. Buchanan had 37 and Dole
36, while Alexander had 10
delegates.
With 996 delegates needed for
the nomination, the race has barely begun. Yet .the roller-coaster
week-to-week results and the success of the anti-establishment
candidates sparked talk in Republican circles Tuesday of a contested convention.
The top concern cited by
Arizona voters was taxes, and
Forbes, who spent more than $4
million on TV ads in the state,
won much of their support. In the
Dakotas the deficit mattered
most, followed by taxes and jobs.
Making his case for the contests to come, Forbes said: "We
believe deeply that America has
the potential for the greatest economic boom and spiritual renew-

al in its history."
Buchanan could only be profoundly disappointed. After Louisiana and New Hampshire wins,
he coveted Arizona to prove his
national appeal, drew enthusiastic
crowds throughout the final
weekend and spoke openly of
emerging as the clear frontrunner.
Instead, he ran third and came
away empty handed heading into
Saturday's South Carolina
showdown.
"We had the fire, energy,
enthusiasm and momentum," a
bewildered Buchanan said in congratulating Forbes.
Dole, on the other hand, carried North and South Dakota
handily, and brushed aside his
Sun Belt disappointment. "We're
back in the winning column," the
Senate majority leader said. "It
feels good."

In South Dakota, with all precincts counted, Dole had 45 percent of the vote, Buchanan 29
percent, Forbes 13 and 010exander
9.

KENTUCKY
LOTTERY

Sponsored by:

FROM PAGE 1
program have been assigned a
certain number of community
service hours by the court
system.
"I have the best people in the
world to take the kids." Steely
said. "I am so lucky It's a oneon-one situation tor those
involved."
Steely deferred the credit for a
successful program to those who
serve as mentors for the teens.
Since the program was established, Steely said it has helped
173 teens who have completed
3,756 hours of service
"If the teens have an interest. I
try to match it," she said "For
example, if they have an interest
in flying, I take them out to the
airport. If I feel they have other
problems, I try to match them
with positive people."
Steely said there is a need in
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Fish For Pond Stocking
Delivery Will Be: Monday, March 4
Murray - Southern States
10:00 - 11:00 a.m., Phone 502-753-142..
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There Was a Young Man from Duluth,
Who Traveled the World for the Truth,
When He Heard of My Fame,
Thru Our Doors He Came...
"You're Ugly, All Right,"
Said the Youth!
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David L. Hudspeth
Woodmen Bldg.
3rd & Maple, Murray
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FROM PAGE 1
instead of Pat Buchanan (doing
it)," Quayle said. "I am also surprised at Steve Forbes. He has a
considerable war chest and he
didn't get into the race until
September."
Regardless of how much
money a candidate has, Quayle
predicted that the one to win the
nomination will be the candidate
who has the strongest ideology
and communicates it.
"The race is up for grabs," he
said. "It is very fluid."
However, he said the two candidates sending the clearest messages are Forbes and Buchanan.
"That is the challenge to
Dole," Quayle said. "He has to
come up with a clear message
and tell the Republican primary
voters what he will do."
On the other hand, Quayle said
it will be interesting to see what
percentage of the vote Buchanan
has.
"He appeals to the social conservatives and also to the Ross
Perot voters," he said. "Those are
two significant constituencies.
Buchanan is a very aggressive
campaigner and is having the
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Insurance reform takes step back

FRANKFORT — It's amazing
what a difference two years make.
AGREE OR NOT
In 1994, the health insurance
ALICE ROUSE
General Manager
industry was anathema here. ThenGov. Brereton Jones had promised
'Where there is no vision, the people perish.'
he was going to reform the state's
system of health insurance so that
PUBLISHED BY MURRAY NEWSPAPERS, INC.
hundreds of thousands of uninsured
Kentuckians would be able to afford
Syndicated aka:List
-s
insurance coverage.
Jones also was going to rein in the
won't be able to.
billion-dollar Medicaid program of
• The industry has spent S150,(XX)
health care for the poor, disabled
on lobbying Patton, Henry' and the
and elderly that literally was - is General Assembly. It has spent
threatening to
bankrupt the
untold amounts on a statewide blitz
Treasury.
of newspaper, television and radio
Jones characteristically fumbled
ads that misrepresent health-care
badly, but legislators picked up the
Dear Editor:
reform and scare the daylights out of
reform
ball
and
carried
it to a
As a result of budget cuts and changing priorities Land Between the
touchdown which, of course, Jones people who don't recognize a con
Lakes, Youth Station Group Camp,one of their outstanding centers for
when they sec one.
claimed credit for.
environmental education, for children and teachers in Tennessee and
And there is strong suspicion that
That was 1994. This is 19% and
Kentucky was closed.
a
lot of Kentuckians , had their
the health insurance industry reigns
Murray State and Austin Peay State Universities are making efforts to
insurance
premiums increased subsupreme at the Capitol today, its top
reopen Youth Station to resume and assume the mission of providing
stantially
for
no other reason than to
executives guiding Gov. Paul Patenvironmental education for our region at this magnificent place. In this
create
a
public
backlash against
ton, Lt. Gov. Steve Henry and a
regard we are looking for persons in Tennessee and Kentucky that have
health-care
reform
and to generate
handful
of
legislators as they ostenbeen to Youth Station and recognize its value for future generations. We
support for the industry's determisibly reform the reform.
would be pleased if these persons contact us as soon as possible because
nation to repeal it altogether.
In reality, the insurance industry
we need their support.
is
repealing
health-care
reform and
We would be pleased if you would assist us in this matter.
And if anyone needs evidence
guaranteeing that hundreds of thouJoseph A. Baust, Sr., Professor
that Patton, under Henry's obvious
sands of Kentuckians won't be able
Center for Environmental Education
influence, is walking hand-in-glove
to afford health insurance and that with the insurance industry, the
Murray State University
many Kentuckians who previously
clash between Patton and Attorney
could afford insurance suddenly
General Ben Chandler over who's

Todd Duvall

FROM OUR READERS

LBL Youth Station needs support

Shelter application takes time

going to oversee insurance rates in
post-reform Kentucky is proof positive.
Patton wants an inspector general
to keep watch on health insurance
rates, an inspector general appointed (somehow) jointly by the
governor, the attorney general and
state auditor, with the power to
investigate premium increases. The
inspector general would be connected to the governor's office.
Chandler insists oversight of insurance rates is properly the attorney general's job in the same way
his office investigates and challenges utility rate increases.
Chandler's 100 percent right, but
the Patton-Henry-insurance combine will have none of it.
Can it be they're afraid Chandler
will do his job properly and take on
Humana or Blue Cross and Blue
Shield, only two of the companies

now in the process of repealing the
reform law they so despise?
Of course they are.
Even if the governor has only the
best interests of Kentuckians at
heart here - and at this point that's a
very big if - he and Henry have lost
all credibility on the subject by
dancing so graciously to the insurance industry's tune. No inspector
general appointed by Patton-Henry
and attached to Patton's office can
have the public's faith that he or she
isn't merely a figurehead set up to
make the public believe someone in
Frankfort is watching out for them.
Indeed,there is no other explanation for creating yet another bureaucracy within the governor's office, rather than giving Chandler the
resources to use his existing office,
than to make certain the inspector
general is under the watchful eye
and direct control of the insurance
industry's best friends in Frankfort
today, Paul Patton and Steve Henry.
If the Kentucky General Assembly is going to tuck tail and run
away from what it started so boldly
two years ago, the least legislators
can do is give the attorney general
some money and a mandate to keep
a sharp lookout at what happens to
health insurance rates once the
industry gets its expensive way.

Jus-r WHOSE

Editor
1 here are a lot of people who want a dog. I had to put my dog to sleep
I' ()ember
She was twelve years old. She came down with a bad
,ritection 01 the mouth. Her tongue was swollen and she could not
swallow at all. The vet said it was the humane thing to do. I went to the
animal shelter in October and put in an application. I waited and waited
and kept going back to the shelter until December.
I went in and the Animal Control Official(Max Parrish) was there. He
checked for our application and found it. They talked it over and we got a
dog. We went back in January to thank them and we saw another dog we
wanted and we put in another application. We are still waiting. But by
now I'm sure the dog is gone. I am wondering if there are other people out
there who are waiting too. I don't blame any one because they do not
seem to have enough people to check out the application or to check out
if the dogs have been fixed after they have been adopted from the shelter.
They need more people that care to see the animal get a good home than
to have them destroyed.
George & Linda Smith
P.O. Box 253, New Concord, KY 42076
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EDITORIAL ROUNDUP
Feb. 15 — The Marion (Ohio) Star on a flat tax:
It's funny. If you even consider the idea of putting the whole
country on a flat tax system, some critics immediately put you in
the same category as people who think the world is flat.
Any consideration may well wane with the candidacy of Steve
Forbes. But until it completely disappears from sight, the flat tax is
worth talking over.
To be fair, the current Byzantine tax system does have its fans.
For starters, there are those souls who take great delight in entering
into the annual challenge of Trying to Beat the Government at Its
Own Game. The goal of fiddling and calculating and reclassifying
is to shave a little bit more off the tax bite, to cut a little better deal
than the poor schmoe next door.
The current tax system is the staff of life for a whole industry of
lobbyists and lawyers in Washington, and it's the main tool for
legislators at all levels to try to control public behavior.
Set a flat tax for everyone — no exceptions — and what would
these people do for a living? Why, if they aren't careful, they might
plumb fall off the planet.
Feb. 20 — Omaha (Neb.) World-Herald on Hillary Rodham
Clinton:
Hillary Rodham Clinton, in recent interviews, has trotted out the
old saw that she is being hounded because Washington and the
nation are not ready for an assertive first lady. She appears to be
still unwilling to admit that the criticism of her may be based on
more than just a mindless, sexist animus toward smart, powerful
women.
Tho White

House Travel Office staff was fired at her insistence,
the apparent benefit of family friends who had interests in the
C I business. That's not a matter of charm or schmooze
or public
r. ii
It is cronyism.
'sirs Clinton Aid significant legal work for Madison Guaranty, a
,4t.ins and loan in Arkansas that turned out to be corrupt, on what
federal investigators believe was one of many sham transactions
arranged by Madison. Billing records that document Mrs. Clinton's
hours spent working for Madison were taken from her former law
firm, apparently without the knowledge or permission of the firm,
by the Clinton campaign in 1992. The Senate Whitewater committee subpoenaed the records in 1993, but they had vanished — until
they magically reappeared in the private quarters of the White
House two years later.
This has nothing to do with image, nothing to do with a unique,
inside-the-Beltway culture. It appears more likely to be a cover-up
of past deeds that in the view of some people could constitute
obstruction of justice.

Attention Washingtonl
US. REP. Ed WhiVield
202-225-3115 (Washington)
U.S. SEN. WENDELL FORD
173A Russell Senate Office Building, Washington D.C. 20510
202-224-4343 (Washington)
US. SEN. MITCH McCONNELL
120 Russell Senate Office Building, Washington D.C. 20510
502-442-4554 (Paducah) or 202-224-2541 (Washington)
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Buchanan,Forbes ones to beat
WASHINGTON (AP) — Don't
look for a quick resolution to the
Republican presidential race. It's
been thrown wide open by a
multimillionaire publisher and a
combative broadcaster who have
never held elected office.
The contest could even drag on
to the Republican convention in
• San Diego in August, a possibility not even considered until now.
Both publisher Steve Forbes
and commentator Pat Buchanan
are vying for front-runner status.
Both have the wherewithal to
press on for some time.
Forbes, the winner in Arizona
on Tuesday night, has his millions and is gaining momentum.
Buchanan, who won last week's
New Hampshire primary, is getting the maximum out of a
shoestring campaign and has a
band of devout followers.
Though Buchanan didn't walk
away with the top prizes Tuesday, the next contest — in South
Carolina on Saturday — seems
made-to-order for him.
Neither he nor Forbes has ever
been elected to public office —
perhaps a commentary on the
mood of the Republican electorate — yet both have emerged as
the top vote getters so far in the
I GOP race.
And, with Sen. Bob Dole still a
. contender — after a string of dis• appointing finishes and with
spending limits fast approaching
— the GOP contest now seems
sure to stretch into the later
primaries.
The twisting and turning of the
contest has only one explicit mes-

POLITICAL NEWS ANALYSIS

Tom Raum
Associated Press Writer
sage: support among Republicans
for one-time front-runner Dole is
scant.
"It's clear that it's a wide
open race," the heir to the Forbes
publishing fortune declared jubilantly after his win. Few would
dispute that assessment.
Attention now turns to South
Carolina — the gateway to
upcoming southern primaries and
clear Buchanan country.
But Dole's continued weakness
could open the way for Forbes to
surge ahead in a string of upcoming primaries in northern states.
Thus, a Dole loss on Saturday
could help Buchanan in the South
and Forbes in the North — further jumbling the race.
Dole was able to claim victories Tuesday in North Dakota and
South Dakota — and has predicted he will do better in upcoming states where negative ads by
Forbes have not been as much a
factor,
"I think Dole's going to stay
in and I think the pany leaders
will want him to stay in," said
James Timber, a political scientist at American University. "But
he's going to have to get a much
clearer message and articulate

that message."
Dole'sc campaign was heartened by exit polls showing that
about half the voters in Tuesday's
three Republican primaries said
they worry that Buchanan is too
extreme. Dole has sought to portray Buchanan as holding
extreme view.:.
It may prove to be small solace, however. The South Carolina
primary remains a huge battlefield, one that seems to favor
Buchanan.
Buchanan's trade protection
views are popular in a state
whose textile mills have been
battered for years by cheap
imports from Asia.
And, in a state with a large
concentration of religious conservatives, Buchanan's strong
prayer-in -school and antiabortion stances, strike a chord.
His strong states' rights pitch is a
winner, too, in a state that still
flies the confederate flag atop its
state capitol.
• The late Lee Atwater, a South
Carolina Republican who was
George Bush's 'campaign manager in 1988 and later Republican
national party chairman, deliberately set up South Carolina as a
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lead-in to southern primaries to
help Bush's candidacy.
Bush won a big victory there
over Dole and Pat Robertson in
1988, helping set the stage for the
southern sweep that sewed up his
nomination. Bush in 1992
defeated Buchanan in South Carolina, winning two-thirds of the
vote.
Buchanan "is running a lot
smarter campaign in South Carolina than he did four years
ago," said Merle Black, a political scientist at Emory University
in Atlanta who specializes in
southern politics.
Still, Black said that it seems
unlikely Buchanan can get more
than about a third of the vote,
even in the South. That could
lead to a convention in which
none of the candidates has a firstballot majority, he suggested.
"My sense is that Buchanan
will likely not be able to put
these guys away. And, for that
matter, I don't see any of them
being able to put him away,"
said Utah Gov. Mike Leavitt, out-..
going chairman of the Republican
Governor's Conference.
It all leads to a very closely
contested race — a race that was
once viewed as a cakewalk for
Dole.
"It's as if the Republicans arc
taking a card from the Democrats
— and shooting themselves in the
foot and aiming higher," said
Georgetown- University political
science professor Steve Wayne.
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Lufthansa ordered to pay settlement
MIAMI (AP) — Leonard Krys on to Frankfurt, where Krys was
rushed to a hospital.
began having a heart attack
The elder Krys, who lives in
somewhere over Georgia, about
hours after his nonstop flight
suburban Miami, said in a stateleft Miami for Germany. But
instead of an emergency landing,
the jet's captain continued for
Prices Good
another 8A hours to Frankfurt.
U.S.
life,
For risking Krys'
Feb. 28 thru
Magistrate Judge Linnea R. JohnMarch 5
son ordered Lufthansa airlines to
damages.
in
million
$2.7
pay
Krys suffered permanent damage to his heart and the judge
said his life expectancy has been
1407 Main
significantly reduced.
the
that
is
"Part of my anger
Phone 753-4682
airline maintains it's not their
responsibility," said Alex Krys,
the victim's son. "They say it
was my father's responsibility to
tell them to land the plane. My
father was fighting for his life."
The Frankfurt, Germany-based
airline is appealing the Feb. 4
ruling and refused comment
Tuesday, said Charles Croce,
director of corporate communications for Lufthansa in New York.
Krys, 47, apparently was
healthy when he left on a business trip to Germany in NovemEckrich
ber 1991, said his lawyer, Tod
Meat
All
later,
hours
Aronovitz. About
Krys began having chest pain and
sweating profusely, and his skin
& Franks
turned ashen-gray, court records
1 Lo
show.
$ 1 29
A flight attendant did give him
nitroglycerine and oxygen but did
not allow him to stretch out on
the floor, saying it was against
airline regulations, Aronovitz
said.
"They could have landed anywhere from Atlanta, up the East
Coast, all the way to Gander,
Newfoundland," Aronovitz said.
Instead, Flight 463 continued
Prone Farms

ment Tuesday that he hoped
Lufthansa would improve safety
procedures for in-flight
emergencies.
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"No one should have to have
their life in danger or go through
the pain I suffered on that Lufthansa flight," he said.
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New

Hours:

Mon.-Sat.
8 a.m.-7 p.m.

F-coodl 11'I rI1
We Do Custom Bar-B-Q Turkeys, Hams & Shoulders

2

NEW YORK (AP) — A
3-month-old girl was left sitting on her dead mother's lap
in a car for up to four hours
with the body of the killer
alongside her, police said.
Police officers in the city's
Bronx borough discovered the
bodies of Ardis Valerio and
boyfriend Teofilo Cabrera —
the girl's father — on Monday
night, said Officer Noreen
a
Murray,
police
spokeswoman.
Cabrera, 26, shot Valerio,
35, in the head, then committed suicide, police said. A gun
was found in the car.
The baby was listed in good
condition at the hospital early
today.
The couple were found dead
just hours after Cabrera was
sentenced to probation for
attacking Valerio's cousin
with a baseball bat, The New
York Times reported today.

EARN
5.75%
MONTHLY INTEREST
CHECKS NOW AVAILABLE!!!
TAX-DEFERRED ANNUITY
RATE GUARANTEED FOR
ONE YEAR.
EARLY SURRENDER
CHARGES APPLY.

FARM
BUREAU
INVESTMENTS
Also Available As I.R.A.

753-4703
Bob
Cornelison

Sweet Sue
Chicken &

Cream
8 oz

Dumplings
24 oz

2/$ 1

$ 1 59

Lb
39

Kraft

2/$1

2 Liter

99

Star Kist
Oil or Water Pack

$129

Bush's Blackeye

84' Peas

15.8 oz.

79'
3/9

Idaho Spuds Instant

7.25 oz. 4/$2

Potatoes

13.3 oz.

79'

Paper Towels

'Jelly or Jam

glen

Hamburger Helper 1/ v
Kraft

$399

Velveeta
Eggo Frozen

77

Waffles

77

t3

2 Lb

988
8.6-11 oz.

Hyde Park

Potato Chips

6 oz

69'

aliee
0
0
1
/
P

Owen's Best

Chicken
1 59

BBQ

I

32 oz.

1/2 gal.
Betty Crocker Asst. Variety p%

nru

(Inc

Kraft Grape

Sparkle

'
99

2% Milk

12 pk

Cranberry Sauce

1 lb.

Prairie Farm

Owen's Best
Boneless Pit

Baked Ham
$429

Lb.

Smoked Mesquite

Hot Pepper
Cheese

$3

29

99
Lb.
$4

Fresh

Crisp Green

Idaho Bakers

Onions

99C 39C 3/s1
Carrots
1 Lb. Bag

Lb

Lb.

Or

Hickory Turkey

Baby Peeled

Lb.

Snow White

Sweet

Red or White
Seedless

Mushrooms
8.z.

Potatoes

Grapes

0
99' 49 89!
Lb

1-800-572-1717

ae a.
aaraa....4110.41.4110.11kaaValla

Lb
$ 1 19

Pepsi, Diet Pepsi, MI, Dew,
Diet Mt. Dew, Cal. Free Pepsi

0
99

Ocean Spray

Kraft

Lb.

Tomato

99

Pepsi, Diet Pepsi, Mt. Dew,
Diet Mt. Dew, Cal. Free Pepsi

16 oz.

99

Hunts

15-20 oz.

Libby Lite

Bologna

Pork Roast

Sauce
15 oz

Rice Krispies or
Frosted Flakes
$ 1 99

Blue Bonnet

Baby_ Back Ribs
$489

1

Boston Butt

8 oz

Kellogg's

Chili Hot Beans, Great Northern,
Mixed Beans

$1

1

Owen's Best Extra Lean

Ground Round
Cheese $ 1 99
Chunks
I Lb.

9
4 Roll Pkg.

Lucks 15 oz.

Owen's Best
Honey Dipped

%, Lb

1 Lb

$2

Bathroom Tissue

12 Pk. Cans $279

Bacon
$ 1 69

Angel Soft

Orange Crush, Squid,
Barq's Root Beer

Mac. & Cheese

Lb
1 39

Oscar Mayer

Steak

R ch

Whole Milk
Gal $ 1 89

Eckrich
All Meat

MEW
Muscular Dystrophy Association

Round

$ 1 99
I Lb

79C

Lb.

Thanks to MDA research the future
looks brighter than ever

US Choice

Cutlets

Chicken leg Os.

KEEP THE GREEN LIGHT SHINING

Catfish Fillets
$189

Pork

Beef
Ground
3-4 Lb. Pkg.

Fruit

Pork Steaks
Boneless Eye of

Seaboard Farms Frying

Margarine

Fresh

Extra Lean

Owen's Best Family Pack

Flay

Extra Lean

U.S. Choice Boneless

Round Roast Shoulder Roast
1
19
1
$,?
Bologna
Lb.

Sour

Deli Hot Line
753-7811

We Accept Food Stamps - We Reserve The Right To Limit Quantities

U.S. Choice Eye of
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Fern Terrace Lodge has special celebration
Valentine's Day was celebrated
in a big way at Fern Terrace
Lodge on web. 14, complete with

Are you ma rut? have you worn your hair,
your makeup and the same old looks for 10
years or more?
Being in a rut becomes a habit, &quick and
easy routine. When you become a caricature
of yourself, then you are in a rut.
You're symptoms can vary from emotional
to the physical, according to Christain
Wright.
You will notice a rut when you start to feel
uncomfortable. If this is left untreated it can
destroy self confidence.
Unlike more serious disorders this malaise
can be self diagnosed. When you walk down
the street and catch a glimpse of yourself in a
window and say "Is that really me? It is time
for a change!
You can get out of a rut easily enough', you
don't have to make drastic changes_ Go to
D.K. Kelley for a total image consultation.
With a few T17104 changes you can have a
whole new look and give yourself a fresh
perspective on life and yourself.
If you have always worn your skirts the
same length or the same sty k dress or if for
some reason you think you absolutely cannot
wear a certain color, get an unbiased opinion
from a professional.
A simple change of blush or lipstick can
allow most of us to wear a more wide range of
colors than we thought possible.
This spring is a season for all kinds of
colors and patterns, mix, match and whatever! The rule is that there is no rule.
Go ahead — try something new and
different You are never too old or too young
to be a link daring. If you love full khaki
skirts, hey; try a straight denim one. Change
your lipstick to a couple of shades lighter or
darker.
Changes don't have to be major to give us a
perk or to lift our spirits. Come in soon, try
outs new look at D.K. Kelley — who knows
whatjust a little change can do? You might he
pleasantly surprised.
Congratulations to Pat Cherry who won
the cute animal print tee shirt last week at our
luncheon.
Be sure to come by and see all of the great
"new looks and have lunch on us on Friday.
Stay tuned to next week's Fun & Fashion
report.
P.S. To really pamper yourself, try the
Essential Day Spa, next to the YMCA,for a
massage and herbal steam — it is a great way
to start on a new you

D.MTIff

305 South 12th
- Murray KY • 753-7441

the presentation of the royal court
and superlatives.
The court consisted of Truman
Smith, king, and Nitaree Bowland, queen; John Ross, prince,
and Ouida Burk, princess; Jesse
Ross, duke, and Monico King,
duchess.
With the musical accompaniment of Marie Taylor, pianist,
and Dean Ross, vocalist, who
also served as emcee, certificates
were presented to several residents in recognition of their
unique qualities and achievements, who were as follows:
Lalla Boyd, oldest female resident; Francis Wilkerson, oldest
male resident; Pearl Skinner,
longest-residing female resident;
J.W. Clark, longest-residing male
resident.
May Smotherman, most
humerous; Tot McDaniel, best
personality; Lonnie Rayburn,
greatest wisdom; Bemis Bridges
and Lyla West, most polite; Gracie Herndon, most talented; Tennie Colson and Lexie Morton,
most helpful.
Special certificates were
awarded to Margaret Elkins for
all the effort she has made in
creating and publishing a monthly newsletter, published by and
for the residents; and to Mary
Lou Erwin for serving faithfully
and cheerfully as the lodge's mail
carrier.
James Grace was presented a
framed copy of a poem titled
"The Whittler," written by
another resident, Margaret Elkins,
describing the special person he
is and how everyone at Fern Terrace feels about him.
Heart-shaped Valentine balloons were given to all residents
who attended the party as an
expression of our love and appreciate to all, a lodge spokesperson
said.
The poem written by Ms. Elkins about Grace is reprinted as
follows:
The Whittler
By Margaret Elkins
There is one among us who is
quiet and shy
Much of the time
But surprises us all with his
teasing antics
That make our little corner of
the world shine
With spontaneous laughter.
He shakes hands with everyone
he knows.
Greeting new arrivals sets his
face aglow.
Although he doesn't know all
of our names,
His friendly gestures and

MWC Roast event will be Monday
The special dinner and "roasting," sponsored by Murray Woman's
Club will be Monday, March 4, at Curtis Center Ballroom, Murray
State University. A social hour will begin at 6 p.m. and dinner will
be served at 6:30 p.m. Roastees will be John Dale, Betty Lowry and
Houston Nutt. Tickets are $20 per person which includes a $10
donation and dinner reservations. There will be two prizes of $250
in cash from special $10 tickets with sales to continue until the time
of drawing during the event. Proceeds will go to Spouse Abuse,
Rape Crisis Program, and MWC house. Tickets may be purchased at
several business places or by calling Naomi Rogers, Drusilla
McKinney or Lois Pharris. Dinner reservations must be made by
Thursday, Feb. 29.

Brooks Chapel plans meeting
FERN TERRACE LODGE photos

Crowned as 1996 Valentine King and Queen at Fern Terrace Lodge were
Truman Smith, King, left, and Nitaree Bowland, Queen.
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Glendale Center plans meeting

411%

Crowned as 1996 Valentine Prince and Princess at Fern Terrace Lodge
were John Ross, Prince, left, and Oulda Burk, Princes.

The annual March organizational meeting for the Caring and Sharing Center's Clothing Department of Glendale Road Church of
Christ will be Sunday, March 3, at 5 p.m. in the east end of the
multi-purpose room of the church. New time scheduling possibilities
and your ideas will be discussed. This is a service to the community
of clothing, household and furniture items for families who have lost
,their homes by fire, for victims of spouse abuse, and any one in
need. Dewayne Hargper, deacon in charge of the center, urges all
interested persons to attend. The Caring and Sharing Center is open
from noon to 4 p.m. on Tuesday and Thursday.

Singles (SOS) plans activities
Singles Organizational Society (SOS) will meet Friday, March 1,
at 5:30 p.m. at Chamber of Commerce Centre to carpool to Logan's
at Paducah. The SOS is a nonprofit, nondenominational, support and
social group for single adults, whether always single, separated,
divorced or widowed. For more information call Larry, 753-9395,
Jane, 489-2046, or Martha, 759-2512.

Workshop will be at Locust Grove
A Sunday School Workshop for pastors, staff and Sunday School
teachers, leaders and members will be Saturday, March 2, from 8:30
a.m. to 2:30 p.m. at Locust Grove Baptist Church. The workshop
will be led by the Rev. Terry Garvin, associate pastor of First Baptist Church, and the Rev. Glynn Orr,- pastor of Westside Baptist
Church. There is no charge but each participant will be responsible
for his or her lunch. Reservations are not necessary, but it would be
helpful to know how many are planning to attend. Persons may call
the Rev. David Smith, host pastor, at 753-9550 or 759-1818.

60 Months 5.06% $500
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why not cut back on fat?
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And a flushed, boyish, flamboyant face.
He touches our hearts with his
bashful smile,
And we forget our troubles for
a while.
He seems to walk in a field of
dreams,
His simplicity of life so serene.
He walks, unassuming, toward
the Promised Land
Where we hope some day to
be.
Always willing to lend a helping hand,
The Whittler's calm humility
Takes us a step closer to the,
promise of eternity.
If there are lessons to be
learned,
Let us observe the quiet life of
James Grace
And strive to reach the eternal
destiny for whic41, we yearn
By following the glowing
example of
The Whittler in this time and
place.
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Poplar Spring Baptist Church will have a youth revival starting
Sunday, March 3, and continuing through Wednesday, March 6. The
Rev. John Galyen will be the speaker and Max McGinnis will be
guest song leader. A meal and fellowship will be at 6 p.m. and worship at 7 p.m. each evening. The public is invited.

cheerfulness remain the same.
Tucked safely away, his knives
are his prized possessions.
And for a very good reason.
You see, he k "the Whiffler"
we've all come to know.
He whittles in every time and
season,
Be it fall, summer, winter or
spring.
The woods, his favorite whittling place,
Dance to the music that chirping birds sing.
The Whittler's name is James
Grace,
A peaceful man with a sheepish grin

24 Months 4.77% $500
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Youth revival scheduled

Crowned as 1996 Valentine Duke and Duchess were Jesse Ross, Duke,
left, and Monico King, Duchess.
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Brooks Chapel United Methodist Church will have a special meeting on Thursday, Feb. 29, at 7 p.m. The purpose will be to discuss
the Easter Victory Celebration. Any church who would like to participate or help Brooks Chapel with the celebration is urged to send a
representative to this meeting. Church members expressed thanks to
each one who helped with the recent Gospel singing for funds for
this celebration. Persons interested in helping with this celebration
are asked to contact Rita Culver, 753-2913, or Tane Alexander,
753-6250.

Volunteers are needed

CURRENT
INVESTMENT RATES
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Volunteers are needed Monday, March 4, to help with the set up
for "Celebrate Women 1996" to be Tuesday, March 5, at Curris Center, Murray State University. Also volunteers are needed to help
with various aspects of the conference on Tuesday. If interested contact Shannon Hall at 762-6117 or 762-3808.

International event on March 2
Christian Student Center at 1403 Olive Blvd., Murray, will host
its dinner for its international friends on Saturday, March 2, at 5:30
p.m. Following the dinner there will be a time of fellowship to visit
with the internationals. To reserve your place at this activity, call the
center, 759-9533, by Thursday, Feb. 29, according to Charley Bazzell, campus minister for University Church of Christ.

Candlebox Concert cancelled
The Candlebox/Seaweed Concert, schduled for Friday, March 1, at
Lovett Auditorium, Murray State University, has been cancelled.
Because of the unusually late confirmation of this date by the band's
booking agent, MSU was forced to conclude that too little time was
available to adequately prepare for the logistical concerns,of a show
of this caliber. Tickets will be refunded by the outlets from which
they were purchased.

Special production at theater
"Amen Corner," a play by James Baldwin, will be presented at
Johnson Theater, Doyle Fine Arts Center, Murray State University,
on Friday, March 1, at 8 p.m., Saturday, March 2, at 2 p.m. and
Sunday, March 3, at 6 p.m. This play, directed by Doris Clark and
Stephen Keene, is sponsored by the Office of African-American
Recruitment & Retention. For reservations call 762-3088.

Carol Turley

Tupperware Express
Just Call (502) 753-9472
Have your Tupperware shipped directly to your door!
•
My new consultant number is #900082
(Please use this number when ordering.)
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Annual Style Show planned

4-H projects
are planned

Pageant is scheduled
Applications are now being
accepted for the title of Mrs.
Murray, an official preliminary to
the Mrs. Kentucky International
Pageant.
The woman chosen will
become an ambassador from the
area and will receive an offical
title and sash.
If chosen as Mrs. Kentucky
International, the woman will be
flown on an all expense paid trip
to the Mrs. International Pageant
to be held at Tyler, Texas, in
August 1996.
Some of the state prizes are
crown and banner, photo shot,
one year appearance contract,
1,000 publicity photos, stationery, Colesce terry cloth robe,

By GINNY HARPER
4-H County Agent
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KATHY MOWERY photo

Style Show planning is underway by the Music Department of the Murray Woman's Club. The annual fundraising event, with this year's theme
of "Under the Bigtop," will be held at noon and 7 p.m. at the club house
on Tuesday, March 19. The proceeds from the show are used for
sophomore music scholarships at Murray State University, awards in
the middle and high school music contest, and in support of many
community cultural activities. Pictured are Style Show coordinators,
from left, Vicky Cratton, Betty Lowry, Martha Crafton, Neva Grey Allbritten, Annie Nance, and seated, Katherine Morris. Tickets are $10 each,
which includes a meal and style show both times, and may be purchased from any department member.
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The 4-H Elect4 Project is an
excellent way for youth to get
involved in the world around
them and understand it more
fully.
4-H Electric Project 1, scheduled for this week, has been
changed to March 6, 7 and 8. Dr.
Dwayne Driskell and Retired
Prof. Arlie Scott will be leading
the session in Electric Project 1
on these dates and Electric Project 2 on March 4, 5 and 6.
All meetings will be from 3:30
to 4:30 p.m. at the Murray State
University Howton Ag Engineering Building, located on North
16th Street next to the Boy Scout
Museum.
Students will learn these skills
in Unit 1 Electric: Fundamentals
of electricity, flow of currents
and voltage, safety with electricity, conductors and on-conductors,
understand simple circuits, and
fuses and why fuse.
Student who have completed
Unit 1 in previous years may
enroll in Unit 2 which explores
magnetism.
All interested youth of the
community are welcome in these
sessions. A limited number of
slots are still available, so call
and secure your space. To enroll
you must call the Calloway
County Extension Office at
753-1452.

LaCosta Beane

Local girl
wins honors
LaCosta Beane was named as
the Supreme High Point Winner
at the 1996 America's Most
Beautiful Girls Pageant at
Paducah.
She also won optionals of
Photogenic, Most Beautiful and
Best Dressed.
Beane, a 16-year-old sophomore at Murray High School, will
advance to the national pageant
in May.
She is the daughter of Terry
and Denise Beane, and the granddaughter of Teddy and Aleta
Beane of Kirksey, and Robert and
Virginia Skinner and Jerry Ray of
Murray.

LifeHouse will
hold training
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GARDEN DEPARTMENT photo

Plans for the annual benefit luncheon and card party of the Garden
Department of the Murray Woman's Club were further made at the
February meeting. The party will be Thursday, March 7, at noon at the
club house, 704 Vine St., Murray. Lunch will be served and guest may
eat only or stay and play Bridge, Rook, Canasta or any other card game
of their choice. Punch will be served in the afternoon along with door
prizes. All proceeds will go toward MSU Horticulture Scholarship funds.
Tickets are $7 each and may be obtained from Martha Farris, 753-7012,
Eva Morris, 753-8584, Jan Ochoa, 759-4154, or Janet Wallis, 489-2186.
Hostesses at the February meeting were, from left, Ann Uddberg, Jan
Ochoa, Pat Sanders and Janet Wallis.
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LifeHouse Care Center for
Women will begin its seven-week
volunteer counselor training
program on Thursday, March 7.
Training will take place at
1508 Chestnut St., Murray, next
door to Murray Christian Fellowship, from 6 to 9 p.m. on Thursday evenings for seven weeks.
Voluntees will have the opportunity to learn communication
techniques and how to give emotional support and guidance to
clients.
Abortion procedures and how
to help clients with the birth
option decisions of parenting and
adoption will also be taught.
For more information call the
LifeHouse at 753-0700.
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Carol Julian of the Murray State University Alumni Office, and Paul
Radke, MSU Director of School Relations, recently presented a program, "In Search of Thoroughbreds," at a meeting of the Murray Rotary
Club. They described policies and procedures of MSU enrollment,
recruitment, and incentives.
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$300 gift certificate, Hawaiian
Tropic products, professional
pageant and interview training,
etc.
Competitions will include personal interview, on-stage interview, aerobic wear and evening
sown.
Married women living in the
area who are between the ages of
24 and 56, have been married at
least two years, and who are
interested in applying should submit a short biography, including
birth certificate, marriage license,
and a recent photo to Sherri Price
Ferrari, P.O. Box 1984, Brentwood, TN 37024 or call
1-615-661-0804.

REVIVAL
"A Time of Renewal"

Sunday-Tuesday
March 3-5
7:00 p.m.
-ALL ARE WELCOME-

Rev

Roger I lorson

Paris 1?e,triit coipt

Goshen United
Methodist Church
(Hwy. 121 N. at Stella)

Leap Into Spring
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With Big Savings From
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ONE DAY ONLY
Thursday, February 28

Bacon baby boy
born on Feb. 22

New Spring

Mr. and Mrs. Bryan Bacon of
Mayfield are the parents of a son,
Marshall Douglas Omar Bacon,
born on Thursday, Feb. 22, 1996,
at 4:25 p.m. at Western Baptist
Hospital, Paducah.
The baby weighed eight
pounds two ounces and measured
19% inches. The mother is the
former Leila Umar. A sister is
Hillary Bacon, 20 months.
Grandparents are Farouk and
Dee Ann Umar of Murray and
Frank and Elizabeth Bacon of
Madisonville.
Great-grandparents are Harold
and Opal Milligan of Vienna, Ill.,
and Elizabeth Mullins and the
late Claude Mullins of Ashland.
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Suits

25

Dresses

20

%
Off

% Off

Sportswear

10

Swimsuits

Dailey named
to Dean's List

20%
%

Off

Off

Spring Fashion

John David Dailey has been
named to the Dean's List at the
University of Kentucky, Lexington. He is among the top five percent of all undergraduate
students.
Dailey, a senior, is majoring in
Health Administration of Allied
Health Professions.
He is the son of Paul and
Cheryl Dailey of Murray.

Handbags

Shoes

25%

25

Off

% Off

Hours: Mon.-Thurs. 9:00-5:00 • Fri. 9:00-7:30 • Sat. 9:00-500 & Sun. 1:00-5:00
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The Future In Fitness Now In Murray!
GRAND OPENING
Monday, Feb. 19th at 9 a.m.

Ladies' Dress & Casual Shoes

$5.99

Curves for women is the first to offer the 30 minute
total workout, & one-on-one weight loss counseling
in one affordable program!
Fit & Slender

, Pair
All Sales•Final

Open: Mon.-Fri.
9-12 and 4-7

Factory Discount Shoes
Open Mon.-Sat. 9-6 (Fridays 'til 8) Sun. 1-6
753-9419
Downtown on CoUrt Square
Pierre-Dumas

•

4

66% Off f4.
''//041‘ P,f1N7

and

Nurse's Uniforms

.044‘4
• 44
1146, 1110+1 HO

Fit & Slender is the first weight loss counseling program that is
designed around erercise This program produces permanent
results fly protecting lean muscle you lose body fat while
actually increasing metabolism
Permanent results, unthout permanent dieting!

30 nitwits circuit
t is a breakthrough se
set to mete, that dams both strength training &
aerobia at the MEW UMW. CatitkOl is the urogis first 30

V

minute total workout/
'offer timed on first vlall enrollment & 11 mo ns. c4 program

urves
.for women

For more information
CALL

759-3400

108 Hwy. 121 N
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Celebrations for Senior
Adults are announced
LOUISVILLE — Encouragement, insight, spiritual deepening
of lives and camaraderie are all
part of experiencing a Senior
Adult Celebration, a daytime
retreat for senior adults, sponsored by Kentucky Baptist Convention Family Ministry
Department.
This event is designed to help
senior adults feel a greater sense
of self worth and usefulness,
enjoy fellowship, renew their
commitunent to serve and provide the means for local churches
to expand their ministry to and
with senior adults.
The celebrations are held in six
locations to facilitate attendance
in various regions of the state as
follows:
First Baptist Church, Hopkinsville, March 11, can be reached
from the Southwestern, Western
and Southern regions;
Cave City Convention Center,
Cave City, March 12, central to
the Southern region;
Central Baptist Church,
Winchester, March 14, central to
the North Central, South Central
and parts of Northeastern and
Southeastern regions;
Crestwood Baptist Church,
Crestwood, March 14, central for
the Central region;
First Baptist Church, Prestonsburg, March 19, central to the
Northeastern and parts of the
Southeastern regions;
Zion Baptist Church, Henderson, May 21, central to the Western region.
All meetings will begin at 9:15
a.m, and end at 3:30 p.m. except

Hello
Stranger!
Searching for some answers
to all those whozwhaVwhere
questions about your new city?
As WELCOME WAGON
Represenative, it is my job to
help you get over the hurdles of
being a newcomer.
By bringing you some useful
gifts. Community info. Adivce
on reliable business in your
new neighborhood and more.
Call..

vitrime fEifolt
140s1ataa Kathryn Ovtiand 7531079
Hostess Ingeborg King 4924348

the Cave City meeting which will
begin at 9 a.m. and end at 2:15
p.m.
The Rev. John Laida will
deliver the morning message at
all locations. He served as pastor
of First Baptist Church, Clarksville, Tenn., for 28 years after
pastoring three churches in Kentucky. Since his retirement in
1987, he has served as interim
pastor in various churches in
Tennessee and Kentucky and
speaks at revivals and
conferences.
Afternoon entertainment will
vary from location to location.
The Humorous band, Live
Longer and Like It Band, composed of senior citizens and based in Winchester, will entertain in
Hopkinsville and Winchester.
The Lexington based barbershop quartet, The Barons, will
entertain in Cave City.
The barbershop quartet, Way
over 44, part of Louisville's
Throughbred Chorus, will entertain in Prestonsburg and
Henderson.
The Swordsmen will entertain
in Crestwood.
Conference topics vary
between locations. They include
the following:
Beginning a Senior Adult
Program; Celebrating in Life's
Changes; Enhancing a Senior
Adult program; Gadgets: Those
'Thangs' I Don't Understand;
Healthy Eating and Nutrition;
Hugs, Tugs & Giggles; Safety,
Security & Scams; Senior Adults
and Witnessing;
The Decision is Yours; Associational Senior Adult Ministry;
Always a Parent; Beyond the
Stained Glass; Fitness for
Seniors; Developing a Senior
Adult Choir; Developing a Senior
Adult Drama Ministry; For Men
Only; Mission Opportunities;
Table for One; AIDS: Destroying
the Myths;
Creative Program Ideas; Fitness — Body/Nutrition; Living
Longer and Loving It; Mending
Relationships; Outside These
Walls: Ministry Near Home;
Traveling Safety; Computers and
the Internet Are Your Friends;
and many others.
Registration and additional
information may be obtajned by
calling the Family Ministry
Department, 1-245-4104%
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CHRISTINE WITTMAN, principal consultant for Wittman and Wittman, is
pictured during. recent seminar, "A+ Customer Service and Telephone
Skills." The seminar was co-sponsored by Professional Secretaries
International, Business and Professional Women, and Murray-Calloway
County Chamber of Commerce. Approximately 40 professionals
attended the seminar.

Goshen to hear Hopson
Revival services will be held at
Goshen United Methodist
Church, Highway 121 North at
Stella, on March 3, 4 and 5 at 7
p.m.
The Rev. Roger Hopson, Paris
District Superintendent, will be
the evangelist.
A native of Savannah, Tenn.,
he is a graduate of University of
Tennessee at Martin. He received
his Master of Divinity at Interdenominational Theological Center.
Rev. Hopson was a 1996 delegate to the General Conference in
Denver, Colo., and also a 1996
delegate to the World Conference
in Rio de Janciro, Brazil.
A potluck meal will be served
on Sunday, March 3, at 5:30 p.m.
Prayer circles will meet at 6:30
p.m. with preaching at 7 p.m.

Teresa LeighAnn Storey
and Jeffrey Thomas Ferguson

Storey-Ferguson vows
will be said March 30

Rev. Roger Hopson
each evening. The public is
invited, a church member said.

Farley presents lesson
Roseanna Miller opened her
home for a meeting of the Suburban Homemakers Club held Feb.
12. Pat Rogers was cohostess.
"Adapting Recipes" was the
subject of the lesson presented by
Jo Farley. She gave examples of
how to make a high fat recipe
into a low fat one. She also
explained how to use applesauce,
spices, trimming fat and other
things that can help reduce fats in
the foods eaten.
Lou McGary gave the devotion

JUST ARRIVED! °

from Acts 9:36. She emphasized
that each person has her place in
the world.
Seven members answered the
roll by telling what she most
needed to do in her spring
cleaning.
Wilma Wilson, president,
urged members to sign up for
Green Thumb, a horticulture
publication; to go to the Southern
Women's Show in Nashville,
Tenn.; and participate in recycling to benefit the Family
Resource Centers of the city and
county.
Refreshments were served by
Mrs. Miller and Mrs. Rogers.
The club will meet Monday,
March 11, at the home of Pat
Rogers.

Dianne,

1996 OVC Championship

Tee Shirts
$1999
only

.A.AM.

each

Available in M - L - XL - XXL

The truth is now
known
You're guilty as
charged.
Your bail has been
set high
You turn"40"today
and that's no lie.
,„110.
4

Teresa LeighAnn Storey of Murray and Jeffrey Thomas Ferguson of
Madison, Ala., announce their approaching marriage.
Miss Storey is the daughter of Charles and Jeanette Storey of Murray. She is the granddaughter of Mrs. Frona Storey of West Helena,
Ark., the late Herman Storey of Blytheville, Ark., and Mrs. Edna
Bolin and the late John H. Bolin of Gosnell, Ark.
Mr. Ferguson is the son of Tommy and Patsy Ferguson of Clinton.
He is the grandson of Mrs. Mary Martin and the late Ike Martin and
the late Dallas H. and Eva Ferguson, all of Clinton.
The bride-elect, a graduate of Calloway County High School, is a
graduate of Murray State University with a Bachelor of Science
degree in Marketing. She is employed by Storey's Food Giant,
Murray.
The groom-elect, a graduate of Hickman County High School, is a
graduate of Murray State University with a Bachelor of Science
degree in Agricultural Mechanization. He is employed by John Blue
Company, Huntsville, Ala.
The wedding will be Saturday, March 30, 1996, at 5 p.m. at First
Baptist Church, Murray.
A reception will follow the ceremony at the Knights of Columbus
Hall, Murray.
All relatives and friends are invited to attend the wedding and the
reception.
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HOSPITAL REPORTS
Two newborn admissions, dismissals and one expiration at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital for Friday, Feb. 23, have been
released as follows:
Newborn admissions
Miller baby boy, mother, Charmin
Dice, Calvert City;
Moreland baby girl, parents, Buddy
and Patricia, Mayfield.
Dismissals
Mrs. Cheryl Rickman, Farrnington;
Mrs. Sandra A. Puma and baby boy,
Cadiz; James C. Paschall, Water
Valley;
Eunice Henry, Mrs. Kathryn Outland, Mrs. Vera B. Ward, Mrs. Sharon
Ann Jackson, Chester Paul Wildey,
Ottis L. Hurt, Miss Talia Adams,
Jesse Arnold, Mrs. Carol Ann Lane,
Mrs. Georgia Adams, Miss Heather-M.
Riley,
Mrs. Linda Faye Fristoe, Mrs. Oveula Ruth Lassiter, Mrs. Culista
Thompson,
Miss Jill T. Fisher, Ms. Virginia K.
Miller, Mrs. Lori Ann Callihan, and Otis
C. Ayers, all of Murray.
Expiration
Mrs. Mary E. Fox, Dover, Tenn.
• • • •
Two newborn admissions and
dismissals at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital for Saturday,
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Good Reasons To Shop Downtown
New Shipments
Picture Frames * New Baskets
• LOTS Pi
• Angel Aghans
• Sunflower • Apple • Fish Palm Mats
•Spring Afghans
• Lilac, Gardenia, Sunflower Candles

4
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HOLLAND DRUGS
Show your support and pride for the IVSU
Racers by wearing your OVC
Championship Tee Shirt sold exclusively at
the Murray JCPenney store.
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101 S. 4th

753-1462
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METAPHYSICAL
FAIR
March 9, Holiday Inn
2910 Ft. Campbell Blvd.
Hopkinsville, KY
9 a.m. - 9 p.m.
BOOTHS
• DEMONSTRATIONS
• KIRLIAN PHOTOGRAPHY
• IRIDOLOGY • DOOR PRIZES
• READINGS •

Store Hours: Mon.-Sat. 10-9; Sun. 12:30-5:30

Free Lectures Every Half Hour with $5 Admission

Chestnut Hills • Murray

A Pegasus Production Fair

Feb. 24, have been released as
follows:
Newborn admissions
Giron baby girl, parents. Carlos and
• Lori, Mayfield;
Hodges baby boy, parents, Cindy
Crutcher and Jeff Hodges, Murray.
Dismissals
Roy D. Barrett, Camaron Stockwell
and Chase Stockwell, all of Dexter;
Miss Ruth Eden Lamb, Almo; Mrs.
Carolyn Palmer, Mayfield; Mrs. Verity
Paulette Owen, Paris, Tenn.;
Miss Megan N. Riley and Stephen
Ladon Norsworthy, both of Benton;
Mrs. Catherine R. Steinfeldt,
Andrew T. Snellen, Harold L. Dunn,
John L. Porth Sr.,
Mrs. Linda K. Wilhoite and baby
boy, and Mrs. Janet West, all of
Murray.
• • • •
One newborn admission and
dismissals at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital for Sunday, Feb.
25, have been released as
follows:
Newborn admission
Fry baby girl, mother, Jer. Price,
Murray.
Dismissals
Mrs. Kathrine D. Hutson, Paris,
Tenn.; Mrs. Brenda Carol Henson,
Benton;
Miss Robyn Elyse Ridley, Hardin;
Mrs. Patricia C. Moreland and baby
girl, Mayfield;
Shellie Mason Crass and Mrs. Katie
Arnold, Murray.
• • • •
One newborn admission and
dismissals at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital for Monday,
Feb. 26, have been released as
follows:
Newborn admission
Al Oahtani baby girt, parents, Mohra
Al Oahtani and Muchubab A. Oahtani,
Murray.
Dismissals
Miss Amelia D. Moody and Mrs.
Mary Beth Weatherford, both of
Buchanan, Tenn.;
Miss Maria G. Cryer, Gilbertsville;
Johnathan L. Montgomery, Kirksey:
Mrs. Peggy Wyatt, Dexter;
Audrey Newsome, Mrs. Catherine
Dunn and Mrs. Lori L. Counts Giron,
all of Mayfield;
Mrs. Makayla M. Gaia and Ms.
Charmin D. Dice and Miller baby boy,
Calvert City;
Mrs. Kay H. Weber, Ken Brandon,
Mrs. Nissa M. Wallace, Miss Courtney
Coleman, Wendell Lee Lovett,
Ms. Shelve Jean Burgess, Preston
Tra Scalf, Mrs. Marie Libassi, Mrs.
Cordi• Murphy,
Mrs. Lillian Eileen Gierhart, Miss
Karl Sue Cotterman, Mrs. Sharon W.
Calhoon,
Ms. Cindy Brantley Crutcher and
Hodges baby boy, Abdulla Almoqbil,
Mrs. Eliza Jones,
Mrs. Carol J. Sims, Jonathan L.
McGehee, and Ms. Shannon K.
McDougal, all of Murray.
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CALENDAR
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Wednesday, Feb. 28
Murray An Guild/open 10 a.m.-3 p.m.
- --Health Express of MCCH/Murray
Court Square/12:30-3 p.m.
Immanuel Lutheran Church free soup
supper/5:30-6:30 p.m.; Lenten service
follows.
First Presbyterian Church ARK &
WOW/5 p.m.; Choir/6:30 p.m.:
Session/7:30 p.m.
St. John's Episcopal Church Holy
Eucharist/5:15 p.m.
University Church of Christ Bible
Classes/7 p.m.
Glendale Road Church of Ghost Bible
A group.of musicians and singers performed recently for a monthly
classes/7 p.m.
birthday party for the residents and patients at West View Nursing
West Fork Baptist Church Bible
Study/7 p.m.
Home. Pictured, from left, Mabel Rogers, Doris Rose, Helen Boughton
Coldwater Church of Christ Bible
who plays the violin In the name of Epsilon Sigma Alpha, Lorraine
Study/7 p.m.
Adams, Ruby Mae Jones, Warren Boughton, Dr. Charles Smith who
Westside Baptist Church service/7
plays the harmonica, and Allene Knight, pianist.
p.m.
Dexter Baptist Church worship/6:30
p.m.
Grace Baptist Church Kids Club,
Youth, College/Career and Adult Bible
Studies/7 p.m.
Memorial Baptist Church Mission
Friends, GAs, RAs, Youth, and prayer
service/7 p.m.: Choir/8 p.m.
Reading Room open/12 noon-3
p.m./Christian Science Church.
The 109th World Day of Pray- globe for worship and learning.
Elm Grove Baptist Church Bible
er will be observed by Church
Study/7 p.m.
"This year's service entitled
New Mt. Carmel Baptist Church prayWomen United of Murray and
er service/7 p.m.
Calloway County on Friday, 'God Calls Us to Respond' lifts
Coldwater Baptist Church prayer
March 1, at 2 p.m. at Hale up the nation of Haiti, rememberservice/7 p.m.
Chapel of First United Methodist ing God's call to us through the
New Ufe Christian Center/prayer and
prophets and apostles that we
Church.
praise/7 p.m.
First United Methodist Church PreThis annual event brings care' for one another and creaschool Music and Choristers/4:15
together women of Protestant, tion," a CWU member said. All
p.m.; Kids Club/5 p.m.; Singers
Roman Catholic, Anglican and women of all churches are invited
Unlimited/5:30 p.m.; Adult Handbells/6
to
attend.
Orthodox traditions around the
p.m.; Adult Bible Study/6:30 p.m.;
Chancel Choir/7:30 p.m.
First Baptist Church Fellowship
supper/5:30 p.m.; Library open/6:15
p.m.; Children's Choirs, Youth Prime
Time, Praise!/6:30 p.m.; Prayer and
Bible Study/6:35 p.m.; Sanctuary Choir
and Intercessory Prayer/7:45 p.m.
First Christian Church Handbells/4:30
Rho Chapter of Alpha Delta Pardue's talk.
p.m.; FFC dinner/5:30 p.m.; Bible
Kappa met Saturday, Feb. 10, at
The devotion was given by
Study/6:05 p.m.; Choir/7:30 p.m.
Emmanuel Baptist Church Bible
9 a.m. at the Holiday Inn for a Nancy Lovett who read two
brunch. Betty Hassell was excerpts, "Do What You Can" Study/7 p.m.
Christian and Missionary Alliance
hostess.
.and "No Affectation," from
Bible Study/7 p.m.
The guest speaker was Andrew
Today is Mine'
St. Leo Catholic Church Masses/noon
Pardue, a student at Calloway
President
and 6:30 p.m.; MSU supper/5 p.m.;
I Blakeney presCounty High School.
Teen Life/7 p.m.
ided. The altruistic project for
Wrather West Kentucky Museum,
Pardue talked about his experi- February was $61 to the Heart
MSU/open 8:30 a.m.-4:15 p.m. No
ences, both here and in Russia, Fund.
charge.
with the students from Russia. He
The chapter will meet Monday,
Eagle Gallery at Doyle Fine Arts Cendisplayed some albums of pic- March 18, at 7 p.m. at Calloway
ter, MSU/open 8 a.m.-6 p.m. No
tures chronicling the activities of County Public Library.
charge.

World Day ofPrayer
program to be Friday

Pardue speaks about
Russia at Rho meeting

the students here and in Russia.
"Due to the lack of mobility,
teen-age Russians spend more
time with their families playing
card games, Backgammon, Chess,
etc., to pass the time," Pardue
said.
A question and answer session
with Rho members followed

I1
Andrew Pardue
showing a Russian hat

Wednesday, Feb. 28

Murray Rotary Club/noon/Seven
Seas
Murray Kiwanis Clubi6 p m /Sirloin
Stockade
Dexter Pentecostal Church service/7
p.m.
Young in Hearts/10:30 a miGlendale
Road Church of Christ.
First Baptist Church Mothers' Day
Outig a.m. and 3 p.m.; Work Day/9
a.m.; Work Night/6,30 pm
St. Leo Catholic Church Masses/noon
and 611,30 p.m.; Legion of Mary/9,45
a.m.; RCIA/7 p.m.
St. John Episcopal Church Evening
Prayer/5:15 p.m.
District basketball Tournament with
Calloway County High School Laker
Girls playing Marshall/6 p m. and
CCHS Laker Boys playing Murray High
Tigers/7:30 p m. at Marshall County
High School

Carolyn and Ed Boling University Center.
Following a noon luncheon,
UT Martin archivist Dieter Ullrich will conduct a tour from 1:30
to 2:30 p.m. of the Special Collections Library, a new facility of
the Paul Meek Library.
Society president John Brinn
of Murray invites the public to
attend this open meeting.
Reservations at $10 each may
be made by writing to secretarytreasurer William Wilson, Rt. 2,
Box 266, Water Valley, KY
42085, or by calling Walter
Haden, UT Martin professor of
English at 1-901-587-7286.
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ter, MSU/open 8 a.m -6 p m No
charge
Curtis Center Gallery, MSU/open 11
a.m -10 p m Exhibition by Katherine
Stinchcomb No charge

ENROLL NOW
Yearly Tuition Rates

First Child

$1,250

Second Child

$1,000

3rd & Additional Children

*750

Come join us as we provide a Christian
environment and academic excellence
for our children.
For information packet &
applications, call
753-6487 or 437-4432.
• Grades K-8
• Before and After Care Available
• Open Enrollment
• State Certified Teachers
• Daily Bible Classes

Preparing our children to be the
light of the world.
EBA Statement of Non-Discrimination
EBA admits students of any race color, or national and ethnic origin to all the rights, privileges, programs &
activities generally accorded or made available to students at the school.
It does not discriminate on the basis of race, color, national & ethnic origin in its educational policies, admissions
policies, or other school administered programs.

HI-ENERGY
WEIGHT

CONTROL CENTERS®

FOR BOTH MEN 8 WOMEN

• NO DIET PILLS
• GROCERY
STORE FOOD
• INDIVIDUAL COUNSELING
• PROFESSIONALLY SUPERVISED
• YOUR RESULTS GUARANTEED
IN WRITING
• THE DIFFERENCE IS...WE CARE!

time for a
new dress
a casual,
light hearted
dress or a
lavishly
elegant dress!
s
Stv::‘
4)0. Aev.
N‘
•' e

First Christian Church Bible study:
noon, Singles/7 p m
First United Methodist Church
Ouilters/9 30 a m
Singles Friendship of Paris,
Tenn./7 30 p m /Farm Bureau Building.
Pans Info/Kennith Broach, 753-3580
"Gu•lwa•r" Senegal' film
showing/7.30 p m /Curris Center Theater, MSU No admission
"Not My Cup of Tea" theater
production/7 p m in Room 310B of
Wilson Hall, MSU Info/762-4634
Wrather West Kentucky Museum.
MSU/open 8 30 a m -4 15 pm No
charge
Eagle Gallery at Doyle Fine Arts Cen

EMMANUEL BAPTIST
ACADEMY

Historical Society
to meet at Martin
The Jackson Purchase Historical Society will meet Saturday,
March 2, at the University of
Tennessee at Martin. This will be
the first meeting there in the society's 38-year history.
The society, based in Kentucky
and Tennessee, consists of persons with an interest in the area's
history.
Dr. Lonnie Maness, UT Martin
professor of history, will be the
keynote speaker. The subject of
his lecture will be "An Untutored
Military Genius: General Nathan
Bedford Forrest."
Registration for the meeting
will be from 11:45 a.m. to noon
in Rooms 201 and 203 of the

Thursday, Feb. 29

Thursday, Feb. 29

Currie Center Gallery/open 11
a.m.-10 p.m Exhibition by Katherine
Stinchcomb No charge.
Thursday, Feb. 29
Brooks Chapel United Methodist
Church special meeting for Easter
Celebration/7 p.m. Info/753-2913 or
753-6250.
Health Express of MCCH/Water Valley M.I.LW Ceramics/9-11 a.m.; Pilot
Oak Grocery/12:30-2,30 p.m.
Adult Children of Alcoholics and/or
dysfunctional families/6:30
p.m./Calloway County Health Center.
Info/753-6026 or 753-7405.
Hazel Center open 10 a.m.-2 p.m for
senior citizen' activities.
Weeks Center open 8 a.m.-4 p.m for
senior citizens' activities.
TOPS KY #469 meeting/7 p.m. with
weigh-in/6 p.m /Annex of Calloway
Public Library

All regular-priced

dresses

20
,
off
LIMITED TIME OFFER!

MAU RICES
Store Hours: Mon.-Sat. 10-9 p.m.
Sunday 10-5 p.m.
Chestnut Hills Shopping Center • Murray, ICY

Together you and a friend
can lose 6 lbs. per week.
no, Jackson, TN
ar an
Ws a pastor, She's a secretary
Lost 135 lbs. together!
"We eat out a lot an being able to
real food meant we didn't have
to totally change our lifestyle.
Jo has several health
Due to the
problems, but she
overwhelming
was able to lose
response...
the weight
easily."
special will

continue thru
Thursday,
Feb. 29th.

767-0780

Two can join for
the price of one!
during our
Grand Opening Special.

OVER 40 LOCATIONS TO SERVE YOU.

ea

305 N. 12th St.
11111111175
,2 1
University Square • Murray Vki('•-

CALL NOW FOR FREE CONSULTATION
.1
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Kings ship
Gretzky to
St. Louis

4TH DISTRICT TOURNAMENT

Lady Tigers
trounce CFS
for 20th win
Murray moves into
district title game,
regional tourney
By MARK YOUNG
Staff Writer

Gretzky says trade is
disappointment,relief

LADY TIGERS 70, CFS 33

By R.B. FALLSTROM
AP Sports Writer

MURRAY
19 40 Si — 70
11 17 21 — 23
CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP
MURRAY (70)
WIllarns 15, Howard 10, Dowdy 8, Greene 8, Maddox
6. Shaw 6. Banks 5, Beane 4. Shaw 4, Thorns. 4.
Chnstophsc Duffy TOTALS FG-A 26-63 Threepant 3-12 (Greene 2. YA barns) FT-A 3-4 Rebounds
26 (Greene. Snycle. +4 Record 20-6
CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP (33)
Cocknol IS, Fenn* 10. Mien 6. Scruggs 2, Forts,
Moore, lick Vail TOTALS FG-A 14-3a Three-point
0-1 FT-A 5-7 Record 5-16

DRAFFENVILLE — While
beating Christian Fellowship has
winner of Thursday's Calloway
been no great feat this season, County-Marshall game. RegardMurray accomplished several less of the outcome, the Lady
things with its 70-33 Fourth Dis- Tigers are also in the First Regtrict tournament win Tuesday
ion tournament at Murray State:
night:
"After last week (games with
*The Lady Tigers advanced to Graves County, Marshall County
Friday's tournament champion- and Fulton County), we needed a
ship game;
breather," he added. "I don't
*Moved into the regional tourmean to belittle Christian Fellownament for the second straight ship because they're much
year; and
improved, but it was nice to get
*Posted their first-ever 20-win our other players in the game."
season.
Christian Fellowship (5-16)
And while CFS did play better game out firing in the first quarthan in its previous game with
ter, and led 7-6 after a bucket by
Murray, an 82-17 demolishing, Kristy Fennel.
the outcome was never really in
But reality soon jumped up and
question.
slapped
the Lady Eagles squarely
"The main thing we came to do
in
the
face
as Murray closed the
was advance to the championship
opening
quarter
with a 13-4 run
game of the district and get to the
to lead 19-11 and never trailed
region," said Murray coach Jimagain.
my Harrell after his team
"They hit some shots in the
improved to 20-6 on the season.
first quarter and we came out a
"And getting 20 wins for a school
little flat; we kind of stood
record is something we really
around
and watched," Harrell
wanted."
said. "But then we picked it up in
The win moved Murray into
Friday's 6 p.m. championship
game, where they will face the • See Page 11A

MARK YOUNG/Ledger & Times photo

Murray's Sara Williams attempts to steal a pass from Christian Fellowship's Lacy Cockrell in the
first half of Tuesday's 70-33 Murray win in the Fourth District tournament at Draffenville.

ST. LOUIS (AP) — Wayne Gretzky, the
ambassador of hockey, has a new address:
St. Louis.
Gretzky, who failed to win a Stanley Cup
in Los Angeles, was traded to the St. Louis
Blues on Tuesday night, ending weeks of
rumor and speculation about his future.
"I'm emotionally drained," Gretzky said
at a new conference in Los Angeles. "I'm
disappointed to be leaving Los Angeles but
I'm excited to play in St. Louis. ... It's
always tough when you move. Nobody likes
to make changes. Sometimes it's just
timing."
The 35-year-old superstar said he expects
to sign with the Blues in two to three weeks.
"It wasn't a financial issue," he said.
"Finances never really were a factor."
Gretz4 can become a free agent after this
season, and the Kings risked losing him
without compensation if they failed to sign
him. He said it "could conceivably happen"
that he plays out the season with the Blues,
then signs elsewhere.
"I think it's been tough on everyone,"
Gretzky said. "It's been very unfair for all
of us. I think everyone is relieved."
Word of the trade from St. Louis came
while McMaster and Kings governor Bob
Sanderman were meeting into the evening at
the Forum in Inglewood, Calif.
Earlier in the day, Sanderman announced
there was "no conclusion" to the negotiations with Gretzky and his agent, but the
talks were to resume.
"We want to do what's right for Wayne,"
Sanderman said at the time.

Kentucky victory tour rolls on
No. 1 Wildcats hold off Auburn 88-73
By KEN BERGER
AP Sports Writer

Unnmsity of Kentucky photo

Kentucky guard Anthony Epps scored 12 points and dished out seven
assists as the Wildcats downed Auburn 88-73 to improve to 15-0 in the
Southeastern Conference.

KENTUCKY 88, AUBURN 73

AUBURN, Ala.(AP) — To the
untrained eye, it might have
looked like No. I Kentucky was
in trouble. Instead, Auburn ended
up being just another stop on the
victory tour.
The Tigers, unranked and outmanned, still have a knack for the
upset. Auburn had beaten Kentucky the last two times the teams
met with the Wildcats holding the
top ranking. Auburn also knocked
off then-defending national
champion Arkansas last season.
The arena filled with tense
gasps with every play as Auburn
jumped to an early 7-point lead.
Then, the juggernaut took over,
and Kentucky extended its
24-game winning streak with an

KENTUCKY (24-1)
Anderson 2-5 4-4 & Walter 4-15 3-6 11, McCarty
5-12 0-0 11, Deb 7-10 0-0 IS, Epps 4-7 1-2 12, MINam 3-10 0-0 8. Pope 1-6 2-2 4, Tumor 2-4 4-4 8.
rd 5-7 0-1 11, Edwards 0-0 0-0 0. Totals
14-19 88
AUBURN (18-10)
Donald 240.0 5, Vallame 8-10 2-3 22, Burke 64
2-5 14, Flanigan 5-14 7-8 17, Weems 2-7 0-0 4,
Smith 1-4 0-0 3, Chiliad 0-0 1-2 1. Caldwell 0-1 0-0
0, Jefferson 3-7 1-2 7, Clerk 0-0 0-0 0. Totals 27-56
13-20 73,
Halftime—Kentucky 41, Auburn 32 3-Point porde—
KenIxity 8-20 (Epps 34. lAwcar 2-4, McGarry 1-2.
ShWiDard 1-2. Ds* 1-3. Anderson 0•1. Pope 0-2).
Auburn 6-16 (WIllams 4-5, Smith 1-1, Donald 1-3,
Caldwell 0-1, Flanigan 0-2, Weems 0-4) Fouled
cut—Pope Rebcuride—Kentudry 41 Maker 15).
Auburn 34 (Burke 7) Aesiate—Kentucky 22(Eppa 7).
Auburn 21 (Flanigan 9) TO louts—Kentudty 19,
Auburn 20 A-10,106.

3SMI

88-73 victory.
"This is a toukh environment," Kentucky coach Rick
Pitino said. "But we never
wilted. We never let them have
that big run that Auburn is known
to have here."

The ease with which the Wild"It would be a big accomplishcats turned back Auburn's emoment," forward Walter McCarty
tional opening act was mirrored
said, "but our main goal is to
by the smugness in Pitino's
win the national title."
voice. He explained how KenAnthony Epps added 12 points
tucky won by only 15 points —
for Kentucky, while Antoine
well off its season average.
Walker and McCarty each had
11.
"Everybody's entitled to an
Franklin Williams led Auburn
off-night," Pitino griped.
(18-10, 6-9) with a career-high
Kentucky (25-1, 15-0 South22 points, while Wes Flanigan
eastern Conference), which has
had 17.
only lost to Massachusetts, needs
Though shooting only 43 peronly one more victory to become
cent and suffering uncharacteristhe first team to go undefeated in
tic breakdowns on defense, Kenthe SEC since Alabama in 1956.
tucky was again overwhelming.
The Wildcats' final league game
The Wildcats got 20 points off
is at home against Vanderbilt.
second
shots and 29 off
Pitino politely acknowledged it
as a "proud" accomplishment. turnovers.
Not surprisingly, it wasn't
His players, preaching the perfectionist teachings of their coach,
• See Page 11A
seemed less thrilled.

Crum gives Cards passing mark Bred.s take 12-4 win
THOROUGHBREDS BASEBALL

Louisville awaiting
NCAA decision on
Walker's eligibility
By MIKE EMBRY
AP Sports Writer
After road tests at Cincinnati
and Memphis last week, Louisville coach Denny Crum gave a
passing grade to his No. 21
Cardinals.
The Cardinals (19-8, 10-2 Conference USA) upset No. 7 Cincinnati 72-66 and lost 57-54 to No.
14 Memphis. They close out the
regular season at home against
Marquette (18-6, 8-4) tonight and
No. 2 Massachusetts on Saturday.
"I said going in that the one
thing I knew would happen
would be that we'd find out how
good we are and if we're competitive with these top teams,"
Crum said. "I feel a lot better

about our team than I did going
in last week."
Louisville committed 46 turnovers in the two games, including a season-high 26 at Cincinnati, after making just 18 turnovers in its previous two games.
And the Cardinals, ranked second in the nation in field-goal
shooting at 49.9 percent, shot just
39.7 percent at Memphis and
scored a season-low 21 points in
the second half.
"We were fortunate in Cincinnati," said Crum, whose team
has won nine of its last II games.
"We made a lot of mistakes but
we survived them and played
good defense. We played good.,
defense against Memphis. We
made a few turnovers and we
didn't shoot the ball well." •'
Much of Louisville's shooting
.woes can be attributed to guard
DeJuan Wheat, who is playing
with a jammed middle finger on
his shooting hand. The team's

Dantzler and Alvin Sims trying to
pick up the slack in 3-point
shooting.
"You only want the guys
shooting it that shoot it well," he
said. "That just beats you. If you
don't shoot it well, you're going
to lose. Everybody has got to
play to their strengths. What we
need to do is get DeJuan
healthy."
Louisville is awaiting the outcome of an appeal to the NCAA
to restore center Samaki Walker's
eligibility. He is sitting out while
the NCAA rules on his father's
purchase of an automobile.
Crum indicated that he
wouldn't change his starting
lineup if Walker did return this
season. The Cardinals are 11-2
with Walker on the sidelines.
"We already have a starting
rotation that is playing well,"
Crum said. "You don't like to

leading scorer with 17.9 points a
game, he has made just two of 25
shots the past two games.
"We don't have anybody else
that can do the things he can do
offensively," Crum said. "We
just have to keep working and get
him well."
Crum said he 'ivouldn't have
players such as forwards Damion • See Page 11A
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at Ole Miss Tuesday
OXFORD, Miss. (AP) —
Greg Harvey pitched four
innings of hitless relief to
ensure Murray State's 12-4 victory over Mississippi on
Tuesday.
Ole Miss jumped out with
two runs in the first inning on
an RBI single by Jason Huisman and an RBI double by
Todd Mensik. The Thoroughbreds tied the score in the third
inning on an RBI double by
Tom O'Brien and a Rebel error.
Murray State (2-7) took the
lead for good with two runs in
the fourth on a run-scoring
ground out from Eddie Doyle
and an RBI single by Craig
Delk.
The Thoroughbreds extended

their lead to 7-2 in the fifth
with a run-scoring double by
Darryl Marshall and a two-run
double by Doyle.
Ole Miss (6-3) could only
manage two more runs on a
two-run homer by Mensik in
the fifth.
Murray State starter Keith
Gallagher (2-1) earned the victory, limiting Ole Miss to four
runs on seven hits in five
innings. Harvey picked up his
second save, shutting out the
Rebels over the final four
innings.
Ole Miss starter Jason Easterling (0-1) allowed four runs,
three earned, on six hits in the
first four innings. He walked
three and struck out three.
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BRIEFS
MSU runner McKinney named OVC's best

BUSINESS • HOME • CAR • HEALTH • LIFE

Murray State sophomore distance runner Jason McKinney was named
indoor track Athlete of the Year by the Ohio Valley Conference office McKinney received first place in every event entered at the indoor championships
held in Murfreesboro, Tenn last weekend He won the mile, the 3,000 meters
and the distance medley
'Jason would have entered every event if he could have, MSU head coach
Boby Doty said He works so hard and nobody's more deserving of this
honor.'
McKinney, a native of Georgetown, Ill , was also selected the 1995 cross
country Runner of the Year, leading the MSU squad in every meet while winning the championship in only his second season

'Your more than one company agency."
David King

Gerihe
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Grimes Co 72 St Mary 26
4th District
Marshall Co os Christian Foible/tip 7i
6th District
Caldwell Co 72. Livirvion Central 46
Ilth Markt
Union Co 65, Providence 42
7th District
South Hopkins 100 Msdisorantle-North Hopkins

The Murray State Rifle team traveled to West Virginia last weekend for
their final regular season performance Seven shooters from MSU competed
in the match
Senior Jake Fisher of Glendora, Calif. had his best performance of tie
year, placing seventh in smallbore (1153) and placing ninth in air rifle (381)
Senior Krisb Noakes-Penrod of Pueblo, Colo placed eighth in air rifle with a
score of 382.
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Local boxers compete at Golden Gloves
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JACKSON, Tenn. - Five Murray boxers from the West Kentucky Boxing
Club recently competed in the Golden Gloves at Jackson, Tenn. Joshua
Hodges (95 pound-beginner), Jeremy Clinard (95-novice), Vincent Clinard
(119-novice), Shea Simmons (125-novice) and Ben Carnahan (156-beginner)
all reached the finals in their divisions.

MARK YOUNG/Ledger & Times phob

Murray's Emma Shaw keeps her eye on the ball in Tuesday's 70-33
Fourth District tournament win over Christian Fellowship.

•Lady Tigers...

Motoring Bulls take
Timberwolves 120-99
By CHRIS SHERIDAN
AP Basketball Writer
Their dominance is so allencompassing that the Chicago
Bulls are now being compared to
the best teams of this century in
other professional sports.
The verdict after 56 games is
this: No team has ever started a
season or reached 50 victories as
quickly.
Chicago (50-6) got to 50 wins
Thursday night with a 120-99
home victory over the Minnesota
Timberwolves.
The teams they bettered:
-The 1982-83 Philadelphia
76ers, who started 50-7.
-The 1912 baseball New
York Giants, who opened the season 50-11.
-The 1976-77 Montreal Canadiens, who had seven losses and
10 ties by the time they notched
victory No. 50.
-The Miami Dolphins from
1970-74, whose 50-7-1 record
over that span is the best stretch
encompassing 50 victories in
NFL history.
Chicago is trying to become
the first NBA team to reach 70
victories. The 1971-72 Lakers
hold the record of 69, and the
Bulls need to win 20 of their
final 26 games to do so.
"We're just motoring along,"

Michael Jordan said after sparking a fourth-quarter surge that led
the Bulls over the Timberwolves.
"We're playing ugly basketball
and we're winning. I think we
have to put some touches on our
game a little."
Jordan had 35 points, including
11 each .in the third and fourth
quarters. Chicago led 82-76
before Kevin Garnett, who scored
a career-high 20 points, hit two
baskets in the final period to
bring Minnesota within a basket.
Jordan then scored eight points in
a 16-2 run as the Bulls went up
98-82 with just over seven
minutes left.
_."I really got going toward the
end of third and in the fourth, and
we really needed it at that time,"
Jordan said.
Rockets 105, Raptors 100
At Houston, Kenny Smith put
some more distance between himself and the end of the bench.
Smith, who was benched for 11
of 12 games before leading a victory over the Lakers last Saturday, scored 21 points - one shy
of his season-high - to help the
Rockets hold off the Raptors.
Hakeem Olajuwon scored 35
points, including 15 in the final
6'A minutes, and had 15
rebounds and five blocked shots.

FROM PAGE 10A
good enough got Pitino.
"I'll tell you one thing," Pitino warned. "If we play this type
of defense against a top 20-type
opponent, we go down tonight."
A sequence near the end typified Kentucky's mastery on this
dominant run, during which only
two games have been decided by
less than 10 points.
Auburn, bidding to get the
Wildcats' lead into single digits
with five minutes to go, cut it to
10 twice on drives by Williams.
But Delk answered both times
with layups of his own. The
Wildcats made six straight foul
shots to push the lead to 83-68,
the final victory margin.
"They needed a shot, they hit
it. They needed a rebound, they
hit it. They needed a trap, they
got it," lamented Auburn coach
Cliff Ellis, whose Tigers have a
computer ranking of 101 and
probably need to win the SEC
tournament to make the NCAA
tournament. "It's not in the numbers, but you look up,, and it's
there. They're good."
One necessary ingredient for
the upset abandoned the Tigers
- 3-point shooting. Sharpshooter
Lance Weems managed only four
attempts from beyond the arc,

making none.
At one point, Ellis employed
perhaps the only trick that would
have delivered the upset - a
sixth player. As the ball bounced
toward the sideline off an Auburn
player, Ellis playfully tapped it
back in to his team. Needless to
say, it didn't work.

• Daily & Weekly Rentals
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column. Murray was 29 of 63
from the field, 3-of-12 from
3-point range and 3-of-4 at the
free throw line.
Lacy Cockrell topped CFS
with 15 points while Fennel had
10. The Lady Eagles, who were
5-for-8 from the field in the first
quarter, finished 14 of 30 from
the outside and 5-of-7 at the free
throw line while missing their
only 3-point attempt.
"We'll have to gear up for Friday no matter who we play," said
Harrell, whose team swept both
Calloway and Marshall during
the regular season. "It will be a
whole lot more interesting then
because both of those teams are
capable.
"Our starters only played about
half the game tonight and it was a
good win for us," Harrell added.
"And getting to the championship
game is what you play for."

•Crum...
FROM PAGE 10A
change' too many things when
things are going good."
But he said Walker would give
his squad a big boost on the
frontline. Walker averages 15
points and 8.2 rebounds.

"Inside he would give us a
heck of a boost because he can
score, rebound and block shots,"
Crum said of the 6-foot-9 sophomore. "I think that would tend to
make us a much stronger basketball team because that's where
we're the weakest."

FOR SALE
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SAVE UP TO $500 PER YEAR ON GAS
Premium Grade Gas
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FOR SALE
NEW PROPANE GAS TANKS
Payment Plan Available

Fuelish Person: Someone paying rent or more per
gallon for gas on the tank they will never own.

Lake Region Propane Gas

759-2571

Warkentin - Penner
Carpentry Company
435-401,3
435-4040

*Full Seafood Menu
*Baked/Broiled
*Grilled
*Blackened
*Cajun Specialities
*Steaks - Prime Rib
*Unique Salads

513 S. 12th St.

753-8355

112041 District
Hainan 79 Cumberland 62
Seth District
Psry Co Central 73 Haxaro 60
51411 District
June Buchanan 119 Jackson Cly 65
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Chi* Co 60 Let Co 55 or
60411 District
Beery 64 Fed, Creek 54

31 Small Lane
Hardin, Kentucky
753-S011
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FROM PAGE 10A
the second quarter."
In fact, Murray owned the second quarter, outscoring CFS 21-6
to post a 40-17 lead at halftime.
Sara Williams scored nine points
in the second frame, including a
3-pointer, while five other players added at least one bucket.
Murray shot a red-hot 17,of 29
from the field in the first half.
The situation continued to
worsen for Christian Fellowship
in the third quarter as they were
outscored 13-4 and trailed 53-21
heading into the fourth. Mary
Kay Howard scored all of her 10
points in the second half, and the
final score matched Murray's
biggest lead.
Williams led Murray with 15
points. After Howard's 10, Wendy Dowdy and Becky Greene
tossed in eight points apiece as
10 players reached the scoring

New, 4 BDR, 21/2
Bath, Brick Home
Quality Construction
Must Selll
$194,000 (OBO)

•Kentucky...

901 Sycamore

PREP BASKETBALL

Racer Rifles wrap up regular season
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McCallon receives
conservation award
•

The Outstanding Cooperator
Award is sponsored each year by the
Goodyear Tire and Rubber Company and is given to the Calloway
County Conservation District's Outstanding Cooperator when they enter the Goodyear Contest.
7 he cooperator award is presencd to a landowner or operating unit
ho have applied several conservalion practices, have been very
ooperative with the district and
have al ays been aware of conservng .011 and water.
A'fit'n the district entered the
;oodear Contest last year, Rob
was chosen as the disriL t's outstanding cooperator.
v1,.('„illon owns and operates a 280
icre larm, four miles northwest of

Murray. Two hundred and thirty
acres of his land along with 2,200
additional rented acres are being
cropped in a corn, wheat, and
soybean rotational cropping system.
McCallon has been very active in
applying and maintaining practices
such as a erosion control pond,
diversions, rip-rap grade control
structures, and grass waterways. He
has carried out agronomic practices
such as conservation cropping systems that include crop rotations,
minimum tillage, no-till, crop residue management,cover crops pasture and hayland management. He
has continued to be very cooperative and interested in proper conservation treatment on his land and the
land that he tends.

NOTICE
The Murray Ledger & Times is updating its
photo files. If you have brought any pictures in
that you wish to have back please come to our
office and pick them up by March 1, 1996.
Photos brought in before 1995 will be thrown
‘
away.

Covered?
Don't wait until an accident to
find out that you're not totally
covered. See me today about
your auto policy.

Ashley Ross • 753-0489 • Ross Insurance

TIRES•TIRES,TIRES
*New and Used *Lowest Prices!
*FREE Mount and Computer Balance
C>viners Gerrald Boyd and Ronnie Melon

WAREHOUSE
TIRE
400 Industrial Rd.
753-1111
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'Cockroach
lodges itself
in camper's ear
SYDNEY, Australia (AP)
— Sydney's infamous cockroaches are sure to figure in at
least one backpacker's
nightmares.
Early today, emergency
medical workers reached into a
19-year-old man's ear with a
pair of tweezers and pulled out
a PA -inch-long cockroach, an
ambulance spokesman said.
The man, a guest at the Jolly Swagman Youth Hostel,
refused further treatment. The
man's name and nationality
were not immediately
avaitable.
Cockroaches thrive in Sydney's humid, subtropical climate — and in the local consciousness. Fans even nicknamed the New South Wales
Rugby League team "The
Cockroaches."

Kaelin completes testimony
LOS ANGELES (AP) —
Nicole Brown Simpson believed
a jealous O.J. Simpson was spying on her and predicted he
would one day kill her with scissors, Brian "Kato" Kaelin said
in his deposition testimony.
"She had said that, 'If
would ever kill me, he'll get
away with it because he's 0.J.
Simpson," Kaelin said.
To that, Simpson lawyer
Robert Baker said, "I think this
is very entertaining. Not true, but
entertaining."
The 717 pages of deposition
transcripts, obtained by The
Associated Press, has Kaelin
painting a much bleaker picture
of Simpson's relationship with
his ex-wife than Kaelin gave in
testimony during the criminal
trial.
During the closed-door deposition, Kaelin testified Simpson
was frustrated and upset when he

of deposition testimony Tuesday,
Baker made a rare public statement, blaming opposing lawyers
for trying to pollute the jury pool
for the lawsuit.
"This case ought to be tried in
the courtroom and not on the
pages of newspapers and not the
airwaves," Baker said, with a
silent Simpson standing at his
side. "It seems that although Mr.
Simpson went through a lengthy
trial — nine months — and was
acquiued in less than four hours,
this fact is forgotten."
Simpson was to return today to
answer questions about his personal finances. Lawyers hoped to
wrap up their questioning of
Simpson today.
Kadin testified for three days
earlier this month, describing
Simpson as much more upset
after the dance recital than he did
in his trial testimony. Kaelin said
in the deposition that Simpson
was frustrated because his exwife wouldn't let him see their
daughter and that she took her
children out to dinner without
inviting him.
Kaelin quoted Simpson as saying his ex-wife was "playing
hardball" with the children.
"She has no right," Kadin
paraphrased Simpson as saying.
"They're his kids, too. ... she
can't just run off with them."
The tension continued that
night during a trip to McDonald's
in Simpson's Bentley. Kaelin said
Simpson hardly spoke and wolfed
down his food. "It was like
immediate. It was right out of the
parking lot and it was gone."
The following day, when Kaelin was at Simpson's house, Kaelin started thinking about the
three thumps he heard on his wall
the night of the slayings and
wondering for the first time if
Simpson could be the killer.
"I mean, it crossed my mind.
... I was just trying to figure it
out. I was going, 'No, it can't
be,' and just all that stuff was
adding up."

returned from a dance recital,
then acted oddly during a trip to
McDonald's shortly before the
June 12, 1994, slayings of Ms.
Simpson and her friend Ronald
Goldman.
Kaelin, Simpson's former
house guest, also said that Ms.
Simpson confided in him that she
felt Simpson was videotaping her,
tapping her phones and spying
"because he's jealous."
Simpson was acquitted of the
slayings .in October, but the victims' families filed a wrongfuldeath lawsuit against him.
Baker repeatedly pressed Kaelin on his testimony and accused
him of lying. At one point, he
even raised the possibility that
Kadin was involved in the slayings, asking him whether Kaelin's boot soles matched the
bloody shoe prints at the crime
scene.
Following Simpson's ninth day

Puzzles cast light on past
LEXINGTON, Mass. (AP) —
Before television, before video,
before the computer, they were a
popular distraction. Piece
together jigsaw puzzles and you
could find a lovely landscape or a
map of the world.
Simple fun for a simpler time.
But puzzles still abound, and
their fans are turning up for a
revealing museum exhibit that
traces the history of the pastime.
Puzzles on display at the
Museum of our National Heritage
include a four-piece children's
puzzle crafted in the 1880s and a
2,500-piece puzzle made in the
1940s.
The later puzzle portrays people disembarking from a ship
near the white cliffs of Dover in
Britain. A puzzle in the exhibit
from the 1850s forms a scene
from the antislavery classic,
"Uncle Tom's Cabin." One from
1909 shows George Washington
crossing the Delaware.
"Just about all our history and
pop culture shows up on puzzles,— said Anne Williams, a professor at Bates College and a
puzzles expert who owns more
than 5,000 puzzles.
Jigsaw puzzles, named for the

saw that was used to cut them,
were first manufactured in the
United States in the mid-19th
century, mainly for children.
In 1907, they became an attraction for adults as well, when a
Boston woman whose name is no
longer remembered pasted magazine pictures onto wood, cut them
up and sold them to benefit local
hospitals.
In 1909, Parker Brothers, the
Salem-based game manufacturer,
stopped producing all of its other
games to concentrate on puzzles.
"There was no radio and TV,
and jigsaws were a social event,"
Williams said.
Puzzles where the pieces can
be reassembled into a specified
shape existed as far back as
ancient Greece. But it wasn't
until 1766 that Englishman John
Spilsbury cut the first jigsaw
puzzle out of wood. It sits under
a glass case in the entrance to the
museum's exhibit.
The first jigsaw puzzles were
made of fine mahogany and were
the playthings of rich children. A
puzzle cost about one pound sterling, more than the average person made in a week.
Skilled cutters, many of them
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women, sawed each puzzle into
intricate, interlocking shapes.
Some pieces were in the shape of
hearts, arrows and even dancing
ballerinas.
Jigsaw puzzles have changed
with the times: In the 1930s, they
bore cartoons, Norman Rockwell
pictures of wholesome Boy
Scouts, radio and movie stars and
nostalgic snow-covered scenes. In
World War II, they were covered
with battle scenes including one
of brawny Marines downing a
Japanese plane.
Recent puzzles show everything from the space shuttle to a
sarcastic two-faced puzzle with
former President Richard Nixon
on one side and former Vice
President Spiro Agnew on the
other.
Puzzles have become more elaborate as technology has
improved. One company makes a
magnetic globe with interlocking
countries. The manufacturer,
Multiconcept Designs of Hamilton, Ontario, guarantees it will
send new pieces if political
boundaries change.
"I was hoping Canada would
split because then I would get
new pieces," Williams said.
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A cave fish swims in
the dark waters of caves
and has sightless eyes.
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Students receive DECA awards c
The following students received
awards in regional DECA competition held at Murray State University
and an invitation to compete in state
competition March 6-9th in
Louisville.

The students are: Debra Noonan Spelling; Nikki McMillen - State
Officer Candidate(treasurer); Ju sun
Kimbro - 1995-96 Region 1 Treasurer; Amber Flood - DECA Creed
Speech; J. R. IVIauzy - Sale Demon-

DNA testing offered
to cattle breeders
NORWALK, Conn. (AP) —
DNA testing, a relatively new
arrival to the courtroom, is
expanding to the barnyard.
Cattle breeders will be able to
verify a cow's lineage using a
new DNA testing device called
the StockMarks for Cattle kit,
says the developer, Perkin-Elmer
Corp. The company says the
results will be as accurate as
DNA tests for police work in a
murder case or determining
human paternity.
"For 50 years blood typing has
been the only scientific means of
determining bovine paternity,"
said Stephen Bates of PerkinElmer's Applied Biosystems
Division in Foster City, Calif.
"DNA analysis is far more accurate, easily automated, cheaper
and less labor-intensive."
The company estimated that
400,000 cattle a year are tested
by blood typing to establish

paternity. .14reeders keep such
records to track inheritance of
such traits as high milk production, carcass size and protein content of milk.
"Considering that a typical
replacement bull is used to sire
tens of thousands of offspring,
you understand why breeders
benefit from highly definitive
tests," said Bates.
Perkin-Elmer sees other agricultural uses for this type of
DNA testing.
Plant breeders are interested in
developing plants with such traits
as taste, texture, resistance to disease, protein content, yield, coloring and resistance to environmental conditions.
DNA tests using the "polymerase chain reaction" can be developed for detecting plant diseases
and for analyzing transgenetic
plants to determine if a gene has
been transferred to a plant.

USDA tests insurance plans
WASHINGTON (AP) — The
Agriculture Department is ready
to begin testing two new types of
crop insurance that for the first
time would protect farmers
against losses not related to bad
weather.
The two pilot programs will be
available this spring to farmers in
selected counties, Agriculture
Secretary Dan Glickman
announced Tuesday,
One program, called "income
protection," will protect against
losses in yield and low harvest
prices. A farmer would be paid
when gross income falls below
the level of income selected.
Coverage will be available in
the test counties to growers of
corn, wheat and cotton.
The second program, "crop
revenue coverage," would pay
losses from the established yield
coverage at a higher price if the
harvest-time price exceeds the
spring price, Glickman said.
The Agriculture Department
said crop revenue coverage
"should be particularly attractive
to corn growers who have suffered a major crop loss and then,
due to rising prices, were
required to pay back advance
deficiency payments."
Unlike traditional crop insur-

ance, the new variety would
replace lost bushels at the higher
price existing at harvest time.
Crop revenue coverage will be
offered this spring to corn and
soybean growers throughout Iowa
and Nebraska.
Income protection will be
available for corn growers in
Champaign, Ford, Iroquois,
Livingston and McLean counties,
Ill.; Benton, Fountain and Warren
counties, Ind.; and Adair, Audubon, Cass, Dallas, Guthrie and
Shelby counties, Iowa; cotton
growers in Autauga, Lawrence,
Limestone and Madison counties,
Ala.; and Brooks, Colquitt, Dooly
and Worth counties, Ga.; and to
spring wheat growers in Kittson,
Marshall, Polk and Roseau counties, Minn.; and Grand Forks,
Pembina and Walsh counties,
N.D.

JUSTIN KIMBRO
stration; Casondra Houk - Outstanding Chapter Member; Danielle Williams - Full Service Restaurant
Management; Heather Roach - Entrepreneurship Participating Event;
Jodi Manning - Entrepreneurship
Participating Event; Lisa Crowder Ad Layout; Nekesha Miller - Travel

and Tounsm Essentials; Misty Mason - Travel and Tourism Essentials
and Ashley Morns - Retailing
Concepts.
The Parliamentary Procedure
team consisting of.: Tony Shepard,
Mark Kendall, Wendi Ellis, Linda
Skaggs, Shanna
Norsworthy,
Heather Glisson and Darlene Foster.
The following students were invited as delegates: Anne Michael,
Lori Stalls, April Green, Crystal
Luffman, Michelle Faihst and
Becky Hubbard.
The follwing students were invited to the Quiz Bowl: Christy
Ramsey, Melissa Brandon and
Shannon Williams.
A total of 456 students from 15
schools competed in the competition with Muray/Calloway DECA
students receiving 29 state invitations. DECA is taught under the
Marketing Education courses at
Kentucky Tech. The local DECA
advisor is Don Darden.
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Neo-Nazi
taken into
custody
TORONTO (AP) — A German
neo-Nazi is behind bars today
after arriving at Toronto's Pearson International Airport with a
suitcase containing racist videos.
Oliver Bode, 29, who publishes
a neo-Nazi newspaper in Germany, was being held in an
immigration detention center
after his deportation hearing was
adjourned Tuesday.
"This gentleman is a leading
luminary of the neo-Nazi movement in Germany," said Bernie
Farber, spokesman for the Canadian Jewish Congress, who
attended the hearing.
Immigration adjudicator Ed
McNamara ordered Bode held
pending resumption of his deportation hearing next week.
"Considering the number of
convictions and the nature of the
convictions and the pattern that
emerges, I'm satisfied that you
are a danger to the public of
Canada," McNamara told Bode.
Immigration official Robert
Lambert said Bode, who arrived
in Toronto on Saturday, has 14
hate-crime convictions in Germany. Bode denied he had such
an extensive record.
Ernst Zundel, a Toront6-4based
Nazi sympathizer who denies the
Holocaust occurred, acted as
counsel for Bode. Zundel said his
friend arrived with a suitcase carrying three videos of footage
taken from neo-Nazi rallies in
Germany.
Bode spent several days in
Toronto last year helping rebuild
Zundel's home after it was
damaged in a bomb attack. •
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Valid at pamcipaung stores mly Not valid with any other offer Prices may vary
Customer pays sales tax where applicable Our drivers carry less than $2000 Cuh
value 11251 CI 994 Domani, Pau, fix.

How You UM Rua A.

753-3030

Stk t;(4),M8

•

DOMINO'S
$17,376"
PIZZA

1996 Plymouth Voyager
•

Stk. #96102

Build Your Own!
Any Size Any #
Toppings Pizza
• Eschidea Dominator
• Deep Dull Extra
Valid at participating stores only Not va/sd with arty other offer Prices may vary
Customer pay, sale. IA1 *heft applicable Our dnvera carry leo than $2000 Cash
value I/20e 01994 Dominos Piera. Inc
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Pima A. Home

/52.40ae.

$16,995"
All prices are plus tax, title and license All rebates applied to purchase
price

"Whatever it takes, we want to be your car or truck company."

How You Like Pizza At Home.
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1996 Ram Pickup SLT

NOBODY
KNOWS

•••••••••11.1.....M.

P69P6EY

2400 E. Wood St., Paris •642-5661 • 1-800-748-8816
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John Thomas Baker

Mrs. Trudie Wrather Miller

Investments Since 1854.

A

Deaths
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Bell South
1
2
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/
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461/4
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HI WARD
LYONS

Hilliard
Court Square
Murray, KY 42071
(502) 753.3366

Our Best Investment Is You.

BUILDING?
REMODELING?
See Us First!

Mrs. Trudie Wrather Miller, 93, Rt. 2, Murray, died Tuesday, Feb.
27, 1996, at 10:10 p.m. at West View Nursing Home, Murray.
Preceding her in death were her husband, Herbert T. Miller; two
sons, Charles Thomas Miller and Joe Rob Miller; one greatgrandchild, Charles David Borders; one great-great-grandchild, Micah
Smith; three brothers, Ellis, Calvin and Raymond Wrather.
She was a member of Coles Camp Ground United Methodist
Church. Born Sept. 20, 1902, in Calloway County, she was the
daughter of the late Charles Thomas Wrather and Dora Smith
Wrather.
Survivors include one son, James Dale Miller and wife, Jo, Rt. 2,
Murray; one sister, Mrs. Dona Holland, Rt. I, Almo; a daughter-inlaw, Mrs. Faye Miller, Murray; a sister-in-law, Mrs. Bcaurdean
Wrather, Rt. 1, Almo; a brother-in-law, Verdie Miller, Branton, Fla.;
one niece, Mrs. Magielene Belcher, Rt. 1, Almo.
Also surviving are nine grandchildren, Mrs. Mary Lee Ramsey, Rt.
1, Almo, Mrs. Linda Hoke and husband, Jackie, and Mrs. Shirley Carpenter and husband, Jackie, all of Rt. 2, Murray, Kathy Miller and
Gregory Miller, Murray, Michael Miller and wife, Sue, Lexington,
Ricky Miller and wife, Martha, Arlington, Mrs. Patti Hosford and husband, Carl, Rcidland, and Jeff Miller and wife, Sherry, Nashville,
Tenn.; 17 great-grandchildren; seven great-great-grandchildren.
Blalock-Coleman & York Funeral Home will be in charge of funeral and burial arrangements.

John Thomas Baker, 71, Rt. 5, Murray, died today, Feb. 28, 1996,
at 1:52 a.m. at his home.
A retired mechanic, he was a member of Eastwood Baptist Church,
Murray. Born Jan. 9, 1925, at Hickman, he was the son of the late Lon
Thomas Baker and Birtie Ivy Baker.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Daisy Jenkins Baker; four daughters, Mrs. Carolyn Perry, Jackson, Tenn., Mrs. Kathy Slater, Dougway,
Utah, Mrs. Shirley Milzarek, Bartlett, Tenn., and Ms. Linda Baker,
Murray; two sons, Michael Baker, Murray, and John T. Baker Jr.,
Dotsonville, Ga.; one brother, Clarence Baker, Three Oaks, Mich.; 28
grandchildren; one great-grandchild.
The funeral will be Friday at 1 p.m. in the chapel of J.H. Churchill
Funeral Home. The Rev. Loyd Jenkins Jr. and the Rev. Randolph
Allen will officiate. Burial will follow in Barnett Cemetery at Pottertown in Calloway County.
Friends may call at the funeral home after 5 p.m. Thursday.

Mrs. Eva White Hurt
The funeral for Mrs. Eva White Hurt will be Thursday at 2 p.m. in
the chapel of Miller Funeral Home of Murray. Dr. Billy G. Hurt will
officiate. Mrs. Oneida White will be pianist and soloist. Burial will
follow in Murray City Cemetery.
Friends may call at the funeral home after 5 p.m. today
(Wednesday).
Mrs. Hurt, 86, Troy, Mich., formerly of Calloway County, died
Monday, Feb. 26, 1996, at 5:15 a.m. at Oakland General Hospital,
Madison Heights, Mich.
Her husband, Galen Hurt, preceded in death. She was a member of
Green Plain Church of Christ, Murray. Born April 13, 1909, in Caboway County, she was the daughter of the late David H. White and
Flora White.
Survivors include one daughter, Mrs. Martha Jane Staff, Royal Oak,
Mich.; two grandsons, Arthur Staff, Ypsilanti, Mich., and Michael
Staff, Royal Oak; two sisters, Mrs. Novie Hale, Murray, and Mrs.
Ruby Keegan, Troy, Mich.

Mrs. Katherine Anna Holman
Mrs. Katherine Anna Holman, 83, Bardwell, died Tuesday, Feb. 27,
1996, at 11 a.m. at Lourdes Hospital, Paducah.
A retired bookkeeper for Bardwell Milling Co., she was a member
of Bardwell Church of Christ and Bardwell Homemakers Club.
Her husband, Lucian Holman, two sisters and three brothers preceded her in death. She was the daughter of the late Alexander Flint
and Stella Womble Flint.
Survivors include one daughter, Mrs. Lucy Hunt, Cunningham; one
son,- Dr. William A. Holman, Murray; one sister, Mrs. Lorene Nicholson, Lowes; six grandchildren; two stepgrandchildren; six greatgrandchildren.
The funeral will be Thursday at 11 a.m. in the chapel of Milner
Funeral Home, Bardwell. John Dale will officiate. Burial will follow
in Rosclawn Cemetery, Bardwell.
Friends may call at the funeral home after 6 p.m. tonight
(Wednesday).

Mrs. Mavis Pauline Cohoon
Graveside services for Mrs. Mavis Pauline Cohoon were today at 10
a.m. at Murray City Cemetery. The Rev. R.J. Burpoe officiated.
Pallbearers were Max Morris, Lamon Lovett, Barry Stokes, Phil
Morris, Gene Dunn and Thomas Cohoon. J.H. Churchill Funeral
Home was in charge of arrangements.
Mrs. Cohoon, 68, Mockingbird Drive, Murray, died Monday, Feb.
26, 1996, at 5:30 a.m. at her home.
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James H. Marsh

—Open Saturdays Until Noon—MMIIIEr k-xy

We carry a
complete line
of kitchen
appliances to
fit your needs.

Holland Tire Co.
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Bear wrestling ban approved
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• Dishwashers
• Ranges & Stoves
• Cooktops
• Ovens
• Microwaves

Funeral rites for James H. Marsh will be today at 1 p.m. in the
chapel of Blalock-Coleman & York Funeral Home. The Rev. William
E. Tate will officiate. Music will be by Good Shepherd United
Methodist Church Choir with Betty Pool as accompanist.
Pallbearers will be Fred Roberts, Franklin Rogers, Billy Joe Kingins, Mel Day, Johnny Miller and Johnnie Yarbrough. Burial will follow in Murray Memorial Gardens.
Mr. Marsh, 78, New Concord, died Sunday, Feb. 25, 1996, at 2:45
p.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
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OKLAHOMA CITY (AP) —
Democrat Penny Williams
offered an amendment increasing
The state Senate passed a bill
Tuesday that combines a ban on
the penalty for abusing a current
bear wrestling with tougher
or former spouse to up to a year
penalties for spousal abuse —
in jail and a $2,000 fine. The curalthough hurting a bear carries
rent penalty is a $500 fine and 90
the stiffer fine.
.days in jail.
The measure was drafted after
Legislators approved it on a
Democrat Lewis Long saw news
voice vote after she noted that the
reports of bear wrestling at a bar. stiffer fines were still "not as
much as the $5,000 for wrestling
Eyewitnesses said the bear was
a bear."
declawed, defanged and not much
Her amendment makes a secbigger than the men who wrestled
it, jerking it with a chain.
ond domestic abuse conviction a
The bill makes bear wrestling a
felony punishable by up to two
misdemeanor, with a maximum
years in prison and a $5,000 fine.
penalty of one year in jail and a
The bill passed 46-0 and goes
S5,000 fine.
to the House.

1

120th ANNIVERSARY SALE
• Dishwashers
• Refrigerators
Washers
Dryers

Celebrate with us, 120th Anniversary Sale with Stone-Lang Co.
Vicki Oliver, staff hearing instrument specialist has just returned
from Qualitone, the world's headquarters in Minneapolis, MN. She
received extensive training in the newest technology available today, which will better serve you regarding your hearing problem,
and see the latest technology in the ultra cic canal hearing aids.
Come by and see the newest technology in hearing instruments so
small that even those closest to you may not know that you're
wearing hearing aids at all!

We also do
Replacement
Insía Ilations

ADVANTAGES OF HIDDEN EARS

90 DAYS
SAME
AS CASH
Frigiclaire

•Ask About Our Builders Discount•

411 Maple Street

2) Excellent Acoustic Performance

3) Automatic Volume Control

4) Less Wind Noise

5) Highly Telephone Compatible

No Payments!
No Interest Charge!

•

1) Small Size - Nearly Invisible

See the new Ultra Hidden Ears, and receive $200 OFF retail price, plus a two year warranty, and
receive a complimentary battery club. Other models are available that may suit your needs.
But HURRY, offer expires March 31, 1996.
Please call NOW appointments are requested as it will reduce waiting to a minimum.

4

(502) 753-8055 Outside Murray: 1-800-949-5728
Since 1876 • A Name You Can Trust

HI

LI t..1,
Murray, Ky.

LLIi

STONE-LANG CO.

754-1713

HEARING AID CENTER
206 S. 4th • Murray
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Hours:
Mon.-Sat.
7-9
Sun.
11-7:00

1GA
Boneless
Fully Cooked

Red
POTATOES

ILL111117S
,
sioaaE

HAM

99
16 Oz.
Roll

Lb.
Field Sliced

Limit 2

$1.79
lb. $3.99
lb. $1.19

Bacon

Field

16 oz.

Select Trim

T-Bone-Steak
Value Pack Fresh

Fryer Breast

10 Lb.
Bag

Wieners or
Sliced Bologna

Yellow

$1.49
16 oz. $2.29

IS Oz. Pkg.

Billshire Farm

Smoked Sausage

99'
c
2 Lb. Bag 79

Onions

3 Lb. Bag

Crisp Florida

Carrots

GROUND
MEAT
73% Lean 3 Lbs. or More

Fresh
California

Ground Beef
93% 2 Lbs. or More

Ground Beef

Lb

Certified 3 Lbs. or More

Ground Chuck

Lb

80% Lean Any Size Pkg.

Ground Pork

Lb

Store Ground Any Size Pkg.

Ground Turkey

$1.48
$1.18
$1.08
Lb.98'

ORANGE JUICE

MARINATED MEATS

T-Bone Steak

b.

Fryer Leg Qtrs.

BROCCOLI

Minute Maid Frozen

18
Size

12 Oz.
Can

$4.19
79'

California Naval

4 Lb. Bag $1.79

Oranges
Michigan Red Delicious

Lb.

Apples

3 Lb. Bag

*Inv
to to

$1.49

atato

=us
tato

rhu-1.1.

Golden Flake Asstd. Varieties

POTATO CHIPS
6 Oz. Bag

1GA

Crackers
Lb. Box

79'

1GA 32 oz.

6 Pk. 20 Oz. Btls.

1GA 64 ox..

Salad
Dressing

Pepsi,
Diet Pepsi

Apple
Juice

ICA Cut Cr. Beans, Peas,

TO

Cr. I W.IL Tallow Corn

Vegetables

I)1ZZA
.Ocean Sprit;
.-

Shedd's Country Crock
Original or Churn Style

MARGARINE SPREAD
Asst. Varieties 14-16 oz. Box

48 Oz. Bowl

4

$199
Effective Dates:
Feb. 28-Bar. 5

32 Oz. far

BISCUITS

64 Oz. lug

12 Oz. Can

9199

HOMETOWN PROM.

•••

•

Pillsbury Big Country

CRABAPPLE OR CRANBERRY
NICE COCKTAIL -

We reserve the right to
limit quantities and correct
printing errors.
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Texas
Man uses marijuana
executes to aid terminally ill
killer

Dixieland Center • Murray

753-0901

Have you or someone you know always wanted to play the guitar, banjo,
mandolin, fiddle, dulcimer or autoharp but just didn't know where to go for
lessons? Then this is what you've been waiting for! JAMESON'S
MUSIC has opened this area's first instrument "school"!
Guitar classes and private instructions are now available for beginners and
more advanced players as well. Specialized private instruction also available
on the following subjects:

I Bluegrass Guitar
.1' Country Guitar
I Bluegrass Fiddle
I Music Theory
LOA AN( ® .1' "Lead" Guitar

.1' Bluegrass Banjo
I Autoharp
.1' Heavy Metal Guitar
I Dulcimer
.1' Bluegrass Mandolin #

The instructors are area musicians well known for
playing and instructional abilities.
Such as:
($ Scottie Henson - Banjo, Dulcimer, Autoharp,
and Bass.

cf Jamie Jameson - Bluegrass and Country
Guitar, Guitar Classes, and Music Theory.

4 Chris Thile - California prodigy that now lives
in Murray! He teaches his extraordinary technique
on mandolin and bluegrass fiddle.
IOC

cf Clay Perkins - Heavy Metal Guitar.
The cost is ONLY $10 PER SESSION whether it
be class or private instruction. So,if you are ready to
take that big leap into higher thinking and a lifetime
of good times, CALL JAMESON'S
TODAY and reserve your session.

MUSIC

Ovation

HUNTSVILLE, Texas (AP)
— More than 21 years after
confessing to stabbing seven
people to death. Texas'
longest-serving condemned
inmate went quietly to his
execution by injection.
Kenneth Granviel. 45,
uttered a quick and emphatic
"No" when asked if he had
any last words Tuesday night
before the drugs flowed into
his arm.
Granviel, who also confessed to five rapes, claimed
uncontrollable sexual urges
were at the root of his crimes.
He was convicted only for
the murder of 2-year-old
Natasha McClendon, who was
stabbed to death along with
her mother and three other
relatives in Fort Worth .in
1974. Each was stabbed with a
butcher knife.
Granviel, a family friend,
said he couldn't stop himself
from killing the girl. "There
was nothing I could do about
it," he testified. "I could see
myself stabbing this little girl I
used to play with, I used to
buy candy for."
Granviel surrendered to
police in 1975 after raping a
woman and abducting another,
and holding several people
hostage at a Fort Worth house.
He later admitted to killing
two female friends who had
been raped and stabbed. Granvie' led police to their bodies.
Granviel originally was
scheduled to become the
state's first prisoner to be executed by injection in September 1977. Since then, 105 killers have gone to Texas' death

chamber.

COVINGTON, Ky. (AP) —
On the first floor of the building
across the street from the Kenton
County Courthouse in downtown
Covington is a justice of the
peace.
On the fourth floor is a club
that buys marijuana on the street
and redistributes it for medicinal
purposes.
At least two nationally recognized doctors support the work of
Richard Evans, 32, who makes no
secret about the efforts of his
marijuana "buying club" to provide the drug to terminally ill
patients.
Evans thinks the government is
hypocritical in permitting the
medical use of synthetic THC —
the active ingredient in marijuana
— but outlawing the plant itself.
"It's like the government is
saying you can have vitamin C.
but you will go to jail for orange
juice," he said.
But Covington police apparently don't agree with Evans'
methods.
Police raided Evans' apartment
on Feb. 15, seizing marijuana,
bottles of marijuana extract and
drug paraphernalia. No arrests
have been made, but Evans
expects charges. He also expects
to defend his right to distribute
marijuana as medicine.
Gatewood Galbraith, a Lexington attorney and nationally
known advocate for legalized
marijuana, said he will represent
Evans should charges be filed.
"I have been waiting, as has
he, for any charges to be filed,"
said Galbraith, who ran for governor last year.
Commonwealth Attorney Don
Buring would not comment on
Evans' case. But, Buring said, his
job is to enforce the law.
"If they want to get the laws

peolla-(4

EarZEN

Lead Guitar Amps & Cabinets

Paraguay is the only country with a flag the front and back of
which differ. It's red, white and blue striped with the national coat of
arms on the front and the tresaury seal on the back.

on marijuana changed, they
should contact their local legislators," Buring said.
"I don't necessarily like all the
laws I am required to charge people under, but they are there, and
I follow that."
Evans said the club is not
located across from the courthouse for any symbolic reasons.
He said he has lived in the apartment for the past seven years and
did not become interested in the
medicinal use of marijuana until
about three years ago, when he
saw how the drug improved the
lives of several of his terminally
ill friends.
Evans said he uses marijuana
for medical purposes himself,
although he declined to specify
his ailment. Evans said he
received a prescription in Holland
to take marijuana.
Evans said he is director of the
year-old Americans for Compassionate Use. His operation is one
of 37 marijuana-buying clubs
across the country.
Evans said his club has about
30 members. Some members
receive the drug free because
they are on limited incomes due
to their medical disabilities,
Evans said. The club buys marijuana in large quantities to keep
the prices down, he said.
"Unfortunately we have to buy
it off the street," Evans said.
"That has been our only source. We are currently working on
ways to make sure we no longer
have to buy it off the street."
Marijuana has been shown useful in treating the nausea and
vomiting of cancer chemotherapy; glaucoma; muscle spasms of
people with multiple sclerosis,
paraplegia and quadriplegia;
migraine headaches; and chronic
pain. The drug also helps slow
down and reverse the weight loss
due to AIDS, said Dr. Lester
Grinspoon, a professor at Harvard
Medical School, and the author of
the book, "Marijuana: The Forbidden Medicine.'
AIDS patients are the people
who first started marijuanabuying clubs, Grinspoon said.
Authorities have not bothered
most of the marijuana-buying
clubs in the United States, he
said.

H & G Construction Co., Inc.

tir Gr
NITENTION: Merchants and Citizens of Murray, Kentucky
We express our appreciation to the people of Murray and to the businesses on Chestnut and
4th Streets for the cooperation that has been given to us during the "Chestnut Street
Expansion." We understand that highway construction can be burdensome as well as test the
patience of the people involved.
Now that the spring construction season is upon us, it is our goal to complete the project in a
timely and professional manner. We request your continued hospitality and cooperation.
The"Chestnut Street Expansion" will greatly benefit Murray and be directly advantageous to the
commerce of the community.
Any inquiries regarding the project can be addressed at our office trailer on Chestnut Street
(753-5900) or by calling our Paducah office.
Sincerely,
H & G Construction Company, Inc.

GENERAL CONTRACTOR
Heavy Highways
Bridges
Underground Utilites
Commercial Buildings
P.O. Box 8409
Paducah, Kentucky 42002
,
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City schools
honored
Murray City Schools were among
one dozen Kentucky school districts
honored for significant improvement in their safety efforts on behalf
of students and school system employees.
That is the eighth year in which
the awards have been presented
through the Trust's Worker's Compensation Program in an effort to
promote a safe environment in the
classroom, on school buses, across
the school campus and throughout
The
activities.
school-related
awards were presented Feb. 25 in
Louisville during the annual conference of the Kentucky School Boards
Association.
School districts are divided into
six groups, based on the number of
employees. Awards are presented in
two catergories: highest percentage
of dollar savings in worker's compensation over the past five years
and greatest percentage of reduction
in injuries over the past year which
was the catergory of Murray High
School.

Retired MSU
professor
publishes essay
Retired professor of English at
Murray State University, Dr. Robert
Roulston, has recently had an article
published in "New Essays on F.
Neglected
Fitzgerald's
Scott
Stories."
The edited book is published by
the University of Missouri Press in
Columbia and has an introduction
by Jackson R. Bryer, a noted Fitzgerald scholar. Bryer comissioned
Roulston's article. "The Swimmers:
Strokes Against the Current," along
with pieces from other prominent
writers on Fitzgerald.
The subject story of the article
was originally published in 1929 in
"Bit of Paradise: 21 Uncollected
Stories" by F. Scott and Zelda
Fitzgerald. According to Roulston,
this story is one of several precursors to Fitzgerald's "Tender is the
Night," published in 1934.
Roulston is the author of numerous articles on various American
authors, particularly Fitzgerald. In
1995, Bucknell Press/Associated
University Presses published "The
Winding Road to West Egg: The
Artistic Development of F. Scott
which
Roulston
Fitzgerald,"
coauthored with his wife, Helen H.
Roulston, an assistant professor of
English at Murray State University.

Feb. - Mar. 1996
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Sunshine Bitesize

Turner

Dogfood

2% Milk
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20 Lb.
(Bag
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HOME OF LOW LOW LOW PRICES
Ragu Traditional

Spaghetti Sauce

83 1$ 19
Jar

Spider-Man or X-Men
Chef-Boy-Ardee

Ro-Tel

II

Tomatoes w/
Green Chili
10
Oz.
Can

So-Dri

Paper Towels

Pasta w/ Meat

59C

15
Oz.

Can

69c

Jumbo44
Roll

Spring tree
planting
season nears
County Ranger Ron Talent states
that it is now time to begin planning
for your spring tree planting program.
The Kentucky Division of Forestry is now taking orders for tree
seedlings fdt planting this spring.
These seedlings will be lifted at the
nursery and delivered sometime_ in
late March or early April, depending on the weather.
If you are interested in obtaining
tree seedlings for spring planting
and wish some information about
them, contact Ron Talent, County
Ranger for Calloway County at
753-9894 evenings,or call the Kentucky Division of Forestry Office at
Mayfield, 247-3913.

Spring fire
season begins
in March
Spring fire season will begin on
March 1st and continue through
May 15th. During this time it is
illegal to bum between the hours of
midnight and 4:30 in the afternoon.
During fire season our airplane
will be flying to report any fires
burning before 4:30 p.m. Anyone
found burning illegally will be
issued a citation tcrappear in court.
Ron Talent, Forest Ranger in
Calloway County is asking the
people in Calloway County to burn
only after 4:30 p.m., and even then
you should not burn if it is dry and
windy. If a fire burns out of control
after 4:30 p.m. the person responsible is liable for any damage and
could be issued a citation. All fires
should be attended until extinguished.
Let's all be careful when burning
and help prevent forest fires!

Baby

Fresh-Express

D'Anjou

Carrots

Pears

Garden Salad

59cLb. 99ciLb.
Lettuce
D 59cLarge $1•9710
'
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Bag
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Center will start special program
With the 1996 season set to open
in just a few days, staff at the
Wickliffe Mounds Research Center
has announced plans to begin anew
Volunteer Program this year.
With our expanded events schedule, we have plenty of opportunities for volunteers to become part of
our educational mission," said Rebecca Fye, assistant director and
curator of education for Murray
State University's archaeological
museum and research center.
Fye said that Wickliffe Mounds
museum and research programs are
getting more active, and they are
seeking volunteers who are interested in learning and teaching at the
same time.
"Larger museums offer opportunities for community members to
develop new interests and skills as
active volunteers," Fye explained.
"Now, we're in a position to offer
the same kind of program."
Volunteer positions to be filled
include: Archaeology Field Volunteer, Archaeology Laboratory Volunteer, Visitor Services and Museum Shop Volunteer, and Docent.
Fye says that volunteers have

always been welcome to participate
Informally in the summer archaeological programs. Utilizing what
she describes as the key to a
successful volunteer program, Fye
says the program is now being more
clearly defined so that staff and
volunteers will know what to expect, while keeping the flexibility to
include area community members
as their interests and schedules
allow.
Archaeology Field Volunteers
will work mainly during the summer months when research crews
conduct surveys and excavations.
"If we get a corps of trained volunteers, we may be able to do some
limited projects in the spring and
fall, too." Fye said.
Archaeology Laboratory Volunteers are needed throughout most of
the year."The lab work is crucial to
research," Fye said. "These workers
wash, catalogue, label, and help
analyze all the finds."
Visitor Services and Museum
Shop Volunteers will work with
visitors coming to the museum."We
need friendly, knowledgeable,
public-oriented people for this job,"

notes Fye. "The Visitor Services
Volunteer is often the first person
our visitors encounter, and good
public education starts with that
enthusiastic,first impression."
Volunteers who are comfortable
talking to groups, like hands-on
activities,and enjoy both indoor and
outdoor settings may find their
niche as Docents.
"So many of our visitors ask for
guided tours," Fye explained, adding that since this service is limited
by the number of museum staff,
volunteer Docents will be able to
enjoy working with appreciative
audiences.
Persons filling all of these volunteer positions will be required to
complete training sessions conducted .by Wickliffe Mounds personnel. "The archaeologists are
learning new things, the museum is
changing, and each volunteer position requires specific skills and
knowledge," reports Fye, and says
they are prepared to provide the
training needed to successfully
carry out each position.
In addition to personal satisfaction and new skills, volunteer ben-

vraltgArts si_ ,iP-rlut!Nd4.1•:111
1995 Chevrolet C-1500

$14,495

Stk.1196128.1, Loaded, P/S, P/B, Low Miles, Tilt, Cruise, 1 -Owner.

1995 Plymouth Neon

$9,995

Stk.896078.1, 4 Door, Auto, P/S, P/B, Air, Low Miles.

1995 Dodge 1500 SLT

$15,995

Stk.#96279.1, LWB, Loaded, Topper Shell, Low Miles, One Owner

.

eras include a discount on Museum
Shop purchases, invitations to lectures and "Friends of Wickliffe
Mounds" members-only events,and
admission discounts for family and
guests.
March 1 is the opening date for
the 1996 season. Anyone interested
in becoming a Mounds volunteer
may contact Fye at(502) 335-3681
for more information, or write
Wickliffe Mounds Research Center,
94 Green Street, P.O. Box 155,
Wickliffe, Ky.42087. Murray State
University is an equal education and
employment opportunity, M/F/D,
AA employer.

Part of the Toddler II class at Wee Care Child Development Center pose In
their "elephant ears" during circus week.

Celebration will be in March
The month of March is again
being celebrated as Social Work
Month.The National Association of
Social Workers (NASW) initiated
National Professional Social Work
Montn in 1962 as a time to honor
social workers and raise the public's
awareness of the important and
sometimes unnoticed work that social workers do. In 1984, former
President Ronald Reagan officially
designated the month of March as
Social Work Month.
Edrena Harrison, lecturer in the
department of sociology, anthropology and social work and cosponsor for the Social Work Club at
Murray State University, says that
she believes Social Work Month
helps citizens to understand what
social workers really do."There are
concentrated efforts to place articles

in newspapers and present programs
on radio and television stations to let
people know the different types of
services that we offer and methods
that we use in our work. We also try
to dispel stereotypes or myths of
what our profession is about," Harrison said.
Students at Murray State University are celebrating throughout the
month of March through activities
planned by the MSU Social Work
Club.
Murray's mayor, Bill Cherry, will
kick the month off by signing a
special proclamation designating
March as Social Work Month. Articles and pictures concerning social
work and its importance will be
submitted.- to campus and local
newspapers. Distribution of posters
and brochures will also be used to

$15,995

1995 Ford F150

Stk.#96286 1, SWB, Green, 1 -Owner, P/S, P/B, P/VV, Tilt, Cruise, AM/FM
Cassette.
•
,

1994 Toyota Extended Cab Pickup

$10,495

Stk./196026 1, One Owner, SWB, Air, P/S, P/B.

1994 Dodge 1500 SLT

$14,995

Stk.#96313.1, Loaded, Local, P/VV, P/DL, Tilt, Cruise, Air, CD Player.

1994 Pontiac Bonneville

Jeanette Rankin was the first woman to be elected to the United
States Congress. A Republican, she served froM 1917 to 1919 as congresswoman at large from Montana.

heighten awareness. The MSU Social Work Club will sponsor a
membership drive and a celebration
in the social work department in the
faculty and student lounge in Faculty Hall.
Other activities include the sale
of "100 Ways to Stop Violence" tshirts and other social work-related
paraphernalia, such as mugs, buttons,etc., presentations of apprec iation to local social workers in
agencies, hospitals, etc., and a
monthly MSU Social Work Club
meeting for all members and sponsors.

Harrison noted that "there are
only a few local social workers in
Murray, so the officers and members of the Social Work Club go out
to where they work and usually
present balloons and a certificate."
She believes that Social Work
Month has_had an impact throughout the years. "More and more
people are becoming aware of the
different roles that social workers
play within their profession."
To receive more information about Social Work Month or to inquire
about becoming a part of the Social
Work Club, contact Harrison at
(502) 762-2506.

$11,995

Stk.#96183.1, 4 Door, P/S, P/B, Air, P/Windows, Tilt, Cruise.

1994 Pontiac Grand Am

$11,995

$15,995

MURRAY

$13,995

When You Need A Doctor. WV

Stk.#96084.1, 2 Door, V-6, P/S, P/B, Air, Tilt, Cruise, Red.

1994 Buick Roadmaster S/W

$14,995

Stk.#96237.1, Loaded, 1 -Owner.

1994 Jeep Grand Cherokee
Stk.#96244.1, Black, 4X4, V-8, 1 -Owner, Local.

1994 Dodge Customized Raised Roof Van
Stk.#96243.1, P/S, P/B, Air, Tilt, Cruise, AM/FM Cassette.

1994 Geo Metro

Special $5,995

Stk./05456.2, Good 1 ransportion, Air, P/S, 1 -Owner.

1993 Dodge Spirit
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$6,495

Stk./06059.1, Low Miles, 1 -Owner, Tilt, Cruise.

1993 Chev. 2500 Club 4X4

$17,995

Stk.H96280.1, Diesel, Low Miles, Red.

•

1993 Plymouth Voyager

$11,995

Stk.#96033.1, Rear Air/Heat, P/S, P/B P/VV, P/DI, AM/FM Cassette

1992 GMC Extended Cab

MEDICAL CENTER

$11,995

Stk.11383.1, Auto, P/S, P/B, P/Windows, Tilt, Cruise, Air, Sharp.

1992 Chevrolet Astro 4WD Van
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RuniAlPractice•Internabiledicine•Pediatrics

$9,895

Stk.#96202.1, P/S, P/B, Air, AM/FM Cassette.

1992 Dodge Dakota

$7,495

Stk.1196253.1, LWB, Auto, P/S, P/B, Air.

1992 Dodge Dakota Sport

$5,995

WALK IN AND AFTER
HOURS CENTER

Stk./06126.2, SWB, P/S, P/B, Air, AM/FM.

1992 Ford Probe

$5,895

Stk.fl96224.1, 2 Door, 5 Speed, Tilt Cruise, Low Miles.

,

1992 Dodge Dakota

$4,995

Stk.#96200.3, LWB, AUTO, P/S, P/B, Air.

.

1992 Chevy Van C-20

$8,495

Stk.#95183.2, SWB, P/S, P/B, Air, Tilt, Cruise, AM/FM Cassette.

$7,995

1992 Ford F-150
Stk./196178.1, Auto, V-8, P/S, P/B, Air, Good Work Truck.

$6.995

1992 Geo Prizm
Stk. #96039, P/S, P/B, Air, Door Locks.

1992 Ford Aerostar Ext. Van

$10,995

'. •

Stk.#95124.1, Loaded.

$4,895

1992 Geo Prizm
Stk.#95578.2, 4 Door, P/S, P/B, Air.

$7,495

1991 Dodge B250 Conversion Van
Stk./06190.1, SWB, V-6, P/S, P/B, Air, Windows & Locks.•

[

8 A.M. TO 8 P.M.
MONDAY-FRIDAY
9 A.M. TO NOON
SATURDAY

Medical Arts Building
Suite 480W
300 South 8th St.
Murray, KY 42071
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1991 Chevy Club 4X4
Stk.#96294.1, Extra Clean, Loaded, 1 -Owner.
All Prices Plus Tax, Title & Licence
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Awards presented to conservation winners
North Elementary
receives award
Calloway County Conservation
District honor awards are given to
persons or organizations who give
their support toward soil and water
conservation and help in carrying
out conservation measures and
programs. Also, the school with the
highest percent of participation in
the poster and the essay contest is
eligible for this award.
This year the school who had the
highest percent of participation in
the poster contest was North Calloway Elementary with 100 percent
participation. North Elementary
prepared 561 posters.
Cook from North Elementary
received the school's honor award.
This past year the Calloway
County
Conservation
District
hosted a "Youth Ag Day" for all
fifth graders in Calloway County.
With the support of local businesses
along with several volunteers, the
event was a success. Approximately
450 students along with their teachers toured Ponderosa Farms owned
by Rick and Stacy Murdock. They
learned more about the important
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The Master Conservationist
Award is presented by the Calloway
County Conservation District to pay
tribute to landowners who are concerned about the quality of our
environment and who practices
conservation on their farm.
A master conservationist is one
who realizes the value of our land
and knows that we do not take care
of it today,it will be gone tomorrow.
In order for anyone to be considered
for this award,a land user must have
completed over 90 percent of
needed practices according to their
conservation plan.
This year's Master Conservationist Award will go to Murrell Madrey. She and her husband Ernest
Madrey, have been cooperators
with our district since 1961. Over
the years they completed 100 percent of their conservation plan.
After the death of her husband,
Mrs. Madrey has kept an interest in
protecting her land from erosion.
She has continued to do repair work
on her conservation structural prac-
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role agriculture plays in the community.
Donna Gilland from Benton, volunteered her time to help the Calloway County Conservation District
this past year to help coordinate this
event. She was one of the major
individuals who was assisting the
district in planning and coordinating "Youth Ag Day".
Gilland received the district's
Honor Award.
Ted Howard, who has recently
retired from the Calloway County
Extension Service, was also recognized. Twenty-eight years ago he
became the county extension agent
for agriculture in Calloway County.
Over the years he has worked with
our youth, farmers, and the general
public in agriculture for our area. He
has been a supporter and partner
with the conservation district during
his time as county agent from
helping with tours, field days, and
soil and
water conservation
education.
Howard received the district's
Honor Award.

tices along with other agronomic
conservation tillage measures.
Mrs. Madrey's farm is located
two miles west of Murray on Hwy.
121. Conservation activities in
Agriculture and Woodland Improvement were carried out on two
different tracts, that total to 257
acres. Structural practices such as 2
1/2 acres of grass waterways, one
rip-rap grade control structure and
over 1100 ft. of diversion ditches
have been installed. A no-till rotational conservation cropping system of wheat, soybeans, and corn
along with crop residue practices
are being used. On her second tract
near New Concord, 80 acres of
woodland improvement, 12 acres of
tree planting and 29 acres of timber
improve harvesting practices were
carried out with the assistance of the
Division of Forestry.
In addition of being a good
conservation steward of the land,
she has served on the 4-H council
and has been a 4-H leader for 44
years.

Local students win
annual poster contest
The Conservation poster contest
is sponsored by the Courier Journal,
Farm Bureau, Kentucky Educational Department, and the Calloway County Conservation District.
The poster contest is designed for
students in grades one through six
for creating an interest in conservation and the environment_
The subject for the 1995 contest
was "Soil Conservation, Ground
For Kentucky's Future." There was
a total of 1,079 posters prepared this
year.
The following students were
poster winners: Hollie West,Trevor
Anderson, Christopher Hill, Seth
Barrow, Chad Pritchbu and Ali
Musser.
Hollie West is the school winner
from Murray Middle and will receive a certificate from the Courier-Journal,$15 and a shirt from the
district.
Trevor Anderson is the school
winner from Murray Christian
Academy and will receive a certificate from the Courier-Journal, $15
and a shirt from the distria.
Christopher Hill is the school
winner from East Elementary and
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Award recipients honored at the Calloway County Conservation District
banquet were (front) Rachel Murrell, Murrell Madrey, Rob LIcCallon,
(back) Donna Gilland, Ted Howard and Less Watson.

Hollie West is the first place
county winner and will receive a
$50 U.S. Savings Bond and a
certificate from the Courier-Journal
plus $25 from the district. As first
place county winner, Hollie's poster
was entered in the state contest.

There were at total of 87 essays
entered into this years contest.

BERNARD KANE l..r.cge, & I mes photo

Calloway County Conservation District presented awards to
(front)
Christopher Hill, Hollie West, Seth Barrow, (back) Trevor Anderson
and
Chad Pritchett. They were winners of the district's poster contest
promoting conservation techniques.

Murray,
Kentucky
Bel-Air Center
Murray, KY
Phone 753-2310
Hours: Mon.-Sat. 9-6
Sun. 12-5
Owned & Operated
By: Opal Hart
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,
... 44160000010
11010111
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45019

39.99

Tractors require
some assembly

1698.88

Special
purchase

2-pc. RoboGrip pliers set features
Sears exclusive self-adjusting
design for one-hand operation.
7-in. and 9-in. pliers

Thru March 30
Reg 209999

Save '401
Craftsman 15.5-HP, 42-in. hydro
lawn tractor changes speed
without clutching or stopping

CRAFTSMAN
33084

400..

.
..••••••1100

59.99

Special
purchase

Special
purchase

Over $150 value. 84-pc.
mechanic's set-all the tools
of our 70-pc. set plus 14
additional tools, FREE!

13-drawer professional chest
and cabinet
8-drawer chest
139.99
5-drawer cabinet
159.99
.

139.99

Special purchase

14.4 volts-our best industrial cordless drill value ever' 6-position adjustable
clutch. 2-speed gear box: 0-350 and 0-1400 RPM. Reverses to back out stuck
bits, screws. Includes 2 removable battery packs and case

Finance Charge

for 3 months- NO payments,
NO billing, NO finance charges
on ALL home appliances and
home electronics ttr:int'il!lirazgh March 6.

Ali Musser is the school winner
from Calloway Middle and will
receive a certificate from the Courier-Journal,$15 and a shirt from the
district.
Trevor Anderson is our second
place county winner and will receive $35 from the district and a
runner-up certificate from the Courier-Journal.

1

FREE

factory-installed
icemakera $100 value!

Ice, crushed
ice & water
dispenser

)414A

Kenmore'

429.99

Thru Mar. 12
Reg 46999

Save $40
Extra-capacity Plus washer
with Dual Action° Plus,
agitator, 2-speed motor.

mdlow.

•

349.99

r,

FREE
$50 U.S.

Thru Mar. 12
Peg 3791'9

Savings Bond when •
you buy any
Kenmore washer
over '429.••

Save $30
Itt$

Extra-large capacity, 10-cycle
electric dryer with 4 temperatures, lighted drum

Kernmarle"

1111bwil

25751

65751

••with moil-in coupon. through March 12 Voictin MD Bond volu• at sole is 1 2 It .aiue at maturity
am.

Kenmore'

Kenmore

55261
6501
34412

599.99 999.99
Through March 12 Rog 69999

Rachel is the second place county
winner and will receive $35 from
the district and a certificate from the
Courier-Journal.
Whitney Coleman is the first
place school winner from Calloway
County High School and will receive $15 and a shirt from the
district plus a certificate from the
Courier-Journal. Whitney is also the
first place county winner and will
receive a $50 U.S.savings Bond and
a certificate from the CourierJournal plus S25 from the district
As first place county winner, Whitney's essay was entered in state
contest.

BERNARD KANE/Leoger & Times photo

will receive a certificate from the
Courier-Journal, $15 and a shirt
from the district.
Chad Pritcheu is the school winner from North Elementary and will
receive a certificate from the Courier-Journal,$15 and a shirt from the
district.
Seth Barrow is the school winner
from Southwest Elementary and
will receive a certificate from the
Courier-Journal, $15 and a shirt
from the district.

Two win essay contest
Whitney Coleman and Rachel
Murrell are the conservation essay
winners.

*err

Through March 12 Rog 122999

Save $100

Save $230

20.0 cu ft.' refrigerator with adjustable shelves. gallon door storage. Twin crispers. meat drawer. All
frostless, with textured steel doors.

21.6 Cu. ft.' refrigerator with spillproof adjustable glass shelves,
adjustable gallon door storage.
Meat drawer with temperature
control. Never needs defrosting!
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FROM ONE FRIEND
TO ANOTHER.
CAIN'S SALE OF GREAT TRADES
TRUCKS
'95 DODGE RAM 2500 H.D. SLT
5 9 Liter Cummins Diesel, Automatic, Loaded With Full
Power, Sliding Glass 2-Tone Blue/Driftwood A Real
Nice Truck That Shows Alot Of Care
, Traded By Calvin Tyler, Paris, TN - Thanks)

'94 CHEV. C1500 SILVERADO STEPSIDE
Timeless Conversion, Leather, Real Wood, Ground
Effects, All Power ++++ Sharpest Looking In Town.
Only 16,208 Miles. Bal. Of Fact. Warr. Its Brand New.
(Traded By Jane Drew, Buchanan, TN - Thanks)

'94 DODGE RAM 2500 H.D. ST LWB
5 9 Liter Cummins Diesel, 5 Speed, Air, Tilt, Cruise.
Running Boards A Real Workhorse Thais Really Been
Pampered
(Traded By Glenn Cook, Mayfield - Thanks)

'94 DODGE RAM 1500 SLT LWB
318 Magnum V8, Automatic, Air Cond., Power Windows, Locks, Etc. A Real Sharp Truck That Shows
Great Care. Bal. Of 60,000 Mile Added Care. Red/
Silver
(Traded By Richard Kilroy Sr., Benton - Thanks)

'93 CHEV. C150 CLUB CAB
Silverado That Has It All, Air, Tilt, Cassette, Wheels,
Power Windows/Locks, Bed Liner Too. Only 24,382
Babied Miles. Bal. Of Fact. Warr. Blue/Silver.
(Traded By Joseph Newton, Murray - Thanks)

'93 FORD F150 XLT SWB
Black, V8, Automatic, Air, Tilt, Cruise, Power Windows Locks. AM/FM Cassette, Factory Chrome
Wheels A Real Nice Truck.
(Traded By Craig Banks, Murray - Thanks)

'92 DODGE RAM 150 LE LWB
318 V8, Automatic, Air Cond., Tilt, Cruise, Power
Windows/Locks, Wheels. Even A Bedliner. Truck
Looks New.
(Traded By Howell Tedder, Cadiz Thanks)

'92 DODGE RAM 150 LE SWB
318-V8, Air Cond., lift, Cassfflte, Factory Wheels.
Excellent Condition. We Sold It New! Black.
T,aaed By Gerald Booth, Kirksey - Thanks)

11,455
19,884
18,670
16,489
16,390
12,840
s11,410
9,860

CARS & VANS
'94 BUICK REGAL GS CPE
Big V6. Automatic On Floor. Power Everything Even
Driver Seat, Alloy Wheels This Car Shows Great Care You Won't Find A Nicer One.
(Traded By Benny Wyatt. Murray - Thanks)

'94 MITSUBISHI EXPO WGN.
Need Room For 7 But Don't Want A Mini-Van - This Is It.
Automatic, Air Cond.. Tilt, Cassette A Real Sharp
Vehicle With Balance Of Fact Warranty.
/Traded By Mark Shoulta, Calvert City - Thanks)

'93 BMW 3251 4 DR.
Knock Down Gorgeous With Every Option. Leather,
Sunroof Premium Sound, Alloy Wheels A Lot Of Miles
But Look At This Car Pampered From Day One.
( iraded By Steve Dublin, Murray - Thanks)

'93 MITSUBISHI ECLIPSE RS
2 0 Liter, Automatic, Air Conditioning, Tilt, Cruise,
Cassette A Real Sporty Cpe. Thats Been Well Taken
Care Of
Traded By Karen Bast, Murray - Thanks)

'93 FORD MUSTANG LX
Hatchback, Automatic, Air Cond • Sunroof. Tilt. Cruise,
AM.FM Cassette, Alloy Wheels And Only 15.890 Miles
With Balance Of Factory Warranty.
(Traded By Paula Hutchings. Murray - Thanks)

'92 CHEV. ASTRO VAN CS
As Sharp As They Come. Loaded With Quad Seats,
Full Power, Deep Tint Windows, Factory Wheels And
Only 49,158 Miles
(Traded By Rodney Johnson, Holiday, TN - Thanks)

$14,670
12,822
'18,960
9,364
$8,905
11,777

Preparation saves time later
The first few days of warm spring
weather are some of my favorite
days in the year. The grass in my
own yard gets greener, and crocus
and daffodils start to bloom.
Perennials start to send up new
shoots and the buds on trees begin to
swell. Everywhere hook plants are
waking up from the long winter's
sleep.
In early spring, everything is
possible. The choices I make now
effect my garden for the rest of the
season. That's a pretty scary
thought, but it's true. I don't lways
like to think about it either, especially after the relative quiet of the
winter.
But as soon as spring arrives,
things begin happening quickly and
before I know it, I'm surrounded by
a million weeds that I really meant
to do something about weeks before. (Wasn't I going to get all my

I also have to check my gardening
tools and equipment and make sure
they are in working order. The best
time to see if the lawnmower will
start is not after the lawn is already
four inches tall.
If I wait until then, the lawnmower is guaranteed not to start and
whatever part I need to fix it will be
six inches tall.
Such is the terrifying chain of
events I hope to avoid. Id best get
going and do what needs to be done.

worker is not easy. Try harder.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22): The
sure path to success becomes slippery. Keep your footing by checking
the accuracy of the information you
TODAY'S CHILDREN are fascinated by lleV. ideas and ma\ he temptare given. Refuse to act without
ed to nit from project to project. Encourage these creatise PisCes to develop
proof.
self-discipline at a young age. Tolerant and eas> -going. these free thinkers
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21):
accept people for what they. are. When it conies to marriage. howeser. they
Knowing the ropes puts you at an
will want a spouse who shares their high standards. Urge them to show the
advantage now. You could receive a
same care in business.
substantial pay raise. Give some
thought to purchasing a car. Clear
HAPPY BIRTHDAY! IN THE
goals and each player's role in
communication is vital at place of
NEXT YEAR OF 'OUR LIFE:
actions
ensuring victors. Eel our
employment.
Do less, but do it realls well. Curb a
reflect What you feel in your heart.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
tendency to bite off more than you
Romance soars!
21'):
You will make swifter progress
can chew. Teamwork is the key to
iMas 2I -June 2(l): if vou do not fret over your workgetting ahead. Delegate authority- to
You are an ingenious business man- load. Do everything you can to clear
trustworthy subordinates. Artistic
ager who know s the score. Take away a web of confusion. If a real
and creative types will receive- 111CW
direct action on several fronts. Pas
e.staie deal is pending. settle it this
financial support as the year promore attention to ps> chic pfompt- alternoon.
gresses. Develop an idea further
ings and intuitive hunches.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan.
before presenting it to higher-ups.
(' \\CFR !June 21 -July 22): 49i: Be practical in money matters.
Vacation travel may hase to be postyour thoughts. Esen minor repairs Will make your
poned while you work on an escitAs ou kLr'efcisilti:itLi.i....
nest information.
in
!mune more comfortable. Paying
ing assignment. Temporary sacrisomeone•s motives and objectives closer attention to detail will prove
fices w ill he rewarded.
become clear. Take the initialise in
highly beneficial.
CELEBRITIES BORN ON
>our personal relationships.
AOUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18):
THIS DAV: actor Dennis Farina.
LEO link 23-Aug. 22): Your You could receive something of a
actress Michele Morgan, baseball
smooth sis le and excellent timing shock at work. Take any changes
manager Al Rosen. bandleader
put you in the swing of things today. that are announced, in stride. Stick
Jimmy Dorsey. Bright i. deas abound: take steps to to the task at hand instead of chatARIES (March 21 -April 191: An
protect yours. Romance brightens ting with co-Workers. Those who
overdue message could make this an
\k hen sou adopt a more confident
gossip v.111 waste valuable time.
A-I day! There is no need to walk on ,
approach.
PISCES (Feb. I9-March 20):
eggshells or act hard-boiled. Good
Use your negotiating skills to gain
%.1R(:0 (Aug. 23-Sept. 22): A
news centers around a romance or
long-term benefits. An older person
good das to review accounts and
events taking place at a distance.
catch up on your bookkeeping. Fam- has played a major role in your proTAURUS (April 2(i-Mas 20r: A
Hs members can help it sou tell fessional and personal life. Try not
new project or duty is sour 'elude
them esactly what you nee-d. Find- to be thrown by a change in your.
to stardom. It pays to clarits team
ing common ground with a co- relationship.
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COME SPRING...
OW WITH A
(iLLILL
Wier*.

,
TROy-BurTillers

••••

'FROM
JUST

.599
FULL, NO TIME LIMIT

WARRANTY

• Plan ahead now, grow
your best garden ever this summer!
• The choice of over 1.2 million of the best
gardeners. Prepare perfect seed beds, weeds,
cultivates, power composts
with JUST ONE HAND - ease.
• A model right for you: pick
from 7 models, all with tinesin-the-rear, powered wheels.
• Full, No-Time-Limit Warranty!
• No Money Down for qualified TROY-BILT
EASY PAY PLAN' Credit Card Services customers.

taixtleace
'In Western, Ky

Cain's0
CHRYSLER•PLYMOUTH•DODGE•JEEP•EAGLE
Hwy. 641 N. • Murray
753-6448

Pius •T a& LK. Doc Fee
and Ti.
See Dee"! Fo, Details

beds mulched first thing this year?)
I know from experience that a
little work at the beginning of the
season will save me a lot of work
later on. This is not to say that I
always profit by my own experience.
Sometimes I put off the work
even though I know better, and end
up having to see sights like my
perennials struggling to come up
through a mat of wet leaves.
I could prevent such horrors by
getting out early and taking care of a
few things, instead of wandering

THURSDAY,FEBRUARY 29. 1996
For your person:Allied daik Jeane Dison horoscope. based on your own
date ol birth. call 1 -900-9ss_77ss. Your phone company will bill you 99
cents a minute.)

The On
CPar

By Cathleen Pease

HOROSCOPES

Prices Good Thru March 2, 1996.

(111

Growing In
the Garden

aimlessly around the yard thinking,
"Wouldn't it be nice if...."?
So,before too much time passes I
need to rake the leaves off the
flower beds, spread new mulch,
dormant spray my fruit trees and
rose bushes, trim and prune trees
and shrubs, and pull any fledgling
weeds.

ICCSCIra

We Service What We Sell
Your Lawn Care Headquarters

Henry Farmers Co-OR
To advertise or subscribe to the
Murray Ledger & Times call 753-1916

1211 West Wood St. • Paris, TN • 901-642-1385
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$6.00 Column Inch
40% Discount Wed Run
40% Discard 340 Rya.
(AI:Ado Awl*Di MP*I Day Poled)
$2.00 per column Inch extra tot
Tuesday (Showing Guide).

Reader Ads
30e pie word. $6.00 minimum
1st day. ppr word per day tor
each additional consecuttve
day. $2.00 extra for Shopper
(Tues. Classifieds go Into Shopping Guido.) $2.03 extra for
band box ads.
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Yard Sale $7,50 Piet:Kt&

Iwnand
II be

A $2.00 kno wu be required to make
any changes So ad oriel deadline.
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ANNOUNCEMENTS
010
020
025
030
040
050
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slip:king
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EMPLOYMENT

060
070
090
103
110

FARMERS MARKET
190
370
390
400
550

Farm Equipment
Livestock & Supplies
Poultry & Supplies
Produce
Feed & Seed

Mobile Homes for Rent
280
285 Mobile Home Lots for Rent
300
Business Rentals
310
Want To Rent
320
Apartments For Rent
330
Rooms For Rent
340
Houses For Rent
360
For Rent or Lease

050

LOST Bieck Boston Terrier
w/white feet & nose, apprx
1yr old_ Answers to Tipper
Wearing red collar Lost in
94E area Reward! Call
753-8115 or 753-9818

BRIDGE Lessons all ages,
beginning thru intermediate Starting March 7,
13 30pm, at Senior CitiInformation
zens
753-4821

CREATIVE Signs Inc, 121
So. Mayfieid, Ky 42066.
Computer generated vinyl
lettering for cars, trucks,
100% reinsured'
vans & boats. Magnetics & ATTENTION Murray
100% investment
JOBS'
banners for all occasions. •POSTAL
grade assets,
Graphics for shop windows $12 68/hr to start, plus ben& doors, kids play bench & efits. Carriers, sorters,
Substantial penalty
customers courtesy clerks, computer trainees.
for early withdrawal
benches, plus much much For an application & exam
call
more 502-247-6050 or information,
McConnell
1-800-636-5601, ext P
1-800-553-5832.
Insurance
3482, gam-9pm, 7 days.
HOUSE of Clothes, now
Murray, KY
open Mon-Sat,9 to 5,Sun 1 AVON- $8-$15/hr No door
to 5 Nice consignment clo- to door. No minimum order
753-4199
thing. $1.03 Buys mens, Bonuses. 1-800-827-4640
women, children Jeans, Ind/Ms/rep
ALL stored items in storage sweaters, sweat shirts, BECOME a Nursing Asunits 014, 40, 56, 112, 114 dresses 13 Miles from sistant. Looking for mean& 157 at Key Mini iWare- Murray on Hwy 464. Call ingful employment that alhouses, Rt i13, Box 1260, 489-2243 or 753-6981. • lows you the opportunity to
Murray, Ky 42071 have
KIDS, KIDS, KIDS! WM really make a difference?
been abandoned and if all Coldv.ater
P. 759-4577. Britthaven is offering a Cercharges for storage units
All items $4.50 & under, tified Nursing Assistant
#14,40, 56,112, 114& 157
now $1 00. Items $450& class, • Class will begin
are not paid in full on or
up now half price Mater- soon. Britthaven offers.
before March 1st, 1996,
Paid training. Guaranteed
nity & Womens Clothes,
then Key Mini Warehouses
employment once certified
will have legal possession NEEDED 50 People who Free shoes and uniforms
of all items stored in stor- are seriously interested in KY Certification. Good salage units #14, 40, 56, 112, losing between 5 & 200 ary and benefits. Apply In
114& 157. A sale date for pounds Guaranteed or person at Britthaven of
said items in storage units your money back
Benton, Hwy 641 South,
#14,40, 56, 112, 114& 157 900-334-8827
Benton, KY. Drug Free
will be posted at a later WE
Work Place. EOE/AAE.
do machine quilting
time
$31.50 full size Pillow, pil- ContinueCar
e Home
ALTERATIONS, Ruth's low shams, dust ruffles, Health Services, Inc. CCI, a
window treatments. Murray private home
See & Sew 753-6981
health
Sewing Center. 753-5323. agency, is presently
taking
applications for a full time
RN/ Case Mgr for pediatrics. Applicant must possess a minimun of 2 years
pediatric experience. Critical Care experience and
PALS cert. preferred. Applications can be obtained by
calling 502-753-1434 or at
Tapes
the CCI Murray office located on Hwy 121 By-pass
4C act. Pt. ANAL., ice
ice
Car Audio
DIETARY AldeCook Part
Sunset Boulevard Music time. Apply in person at
Foods Unlimited, BritthaDixieland Center
753-0113
ven of Benton, Hwy 641
South, Benton, KY. Drug
Free Work Place. E0E/
AAE
Monthly income
available,
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HERITAGE MONUMENT CO.

EARN $1000 weekly stuffing envelopes at home.
Start now. No experience.
Free supplies, info. No obligation. Send SASE to: Fairway, Dept 1209, Box 4399,
West Covina, Ca 91791.

Hwy. 641 North • Murray, KY 42071
HRS. Mon.-Fri. 9:00 a.m.-4:00 p.m.
Anytime By Appointment

502-759-1333

It

Service and Quality At Everyday Low Prices
Complete indoor display for your
privacy and year round convenience.

Income Tax
Page Bookkeeping
& Tax Service
206 South 6th

753-8107
TURNING AGE 65?
PLEASE give us a call for a rate quote on
your Medicare Supplement Policy. These
policies are now written in 10 standard plans
and we write all 10,Also at age 65 to 65V2,
according to Federal Law,they are all guaranteed issue regardless of health.
As all plans are EXACTLY ALIKE, your
consideration now should be:
1. Price 2. Company stability. 3. Service.
We represent 7 A.M. Best A- or A+ rated"
companies to give you the best possible rates
and service. We may be able to save you
several hundred dollars per year. We have
been serving West Ky. for over 30 years and
would like to be your Agent.

McConnell
Insurance Agency
905 Sycamore
Murray, KY 753-4199
Nationwide toll free:
1-800-455-4199

EXPERIENCED Apt manager needed. Must have
knowledge FMHA or Section 8, & computer skills
Send resume to P.O.Box
453, Benton, Ky 42025.
HOME TYPISTS, PC users
needed. $45,000 income
potential.
Call
1-800-513-4343 Ext B8155.
WAITRESS wanted, apply
in person before 3pm, Hungry Bear Restaurant.
WANTED- Automotive
Technicians The Peppers
Automotive Group has
openings at both stores for
experienced automotive
technicians. The ideal candidates will be experienced
with all car lines in auto
diagnostics, drivaleility, air
conditioning, brakes, engines, and general maintenance. Must have own
hand tools. The ideal candidate will be ASE certified;
but we will consider a technician who wants to become ASE certified and is
willing to expend the effort
necessary to become certified. Each applicant will be
considered, regardless of
experience. We have factory, home study, and on
the job training. Your work
schedule is 800 am. to
5 00 p.m., Monday thru Friday. We offer competitive
compensation based on
experience, paid training,
six paid holidays, paid vacations, life and hospitafizalion insurance, company
paid uniforms, 401(K) plan,
and more Apply in person
to Peppers ChevroletOldsmobile- Cadillac-Geo,
Inc. Peppers Toyota Frank
Shiney, Service Manager.
Peppers Chrysler Plymouth-Dodge-JeepEagle, Inc Ronnie Gray,
Service Manager

MERCHANDISE

nsurance
Exterminating
Business Services
Heating & Coo ing
Serv:cas Orterea

230
250
290
530

TRANSPORTATION
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Help Wonted
Domestic & Childcare
Situation Wanted
Business Opportunity
instruction

REAL ESTATE RENTAL

Notice

6%
INTEREST

TOAME CALL 753-1916

Legal Notice
Notice
Personas
Cora of Thanks
In.lernory
Lost & Found

020

TAX DEFERRED
ANNUITY

5B

FEBRUARY 28, 1996

Classified

CLASSIFIED AD RATES
1211PlaY

Ang,

WEDNESDAY

Motucyc es
Auto Services
Auto Parts
Used Cars
Vans
Used TrucKs
Campers
Boats di Motors

120
130
140
15C
155
160
165
170
'BO
'95
200
210
220
240
260
380

Misceianeous
T
& Radio
Pets & Supphes

OPERATOR B in Central
Plant Two full-time positions with benefits pack
age High school graduate
or equivalent required with
three years of related experience at a similar heat
ing and cooling facility or
industrial facility requiring
multi -talented, craft
achievements Should
have an adequate working
knowledge of a combina
tion of crafts including but
not limited to the following
electrical transmission in
cluding high voltage,
branch and control cir
wiry, steam and chilled
water distribution, fire
alarm systems, elevators.
plumbing, piping, pumping,
painting, pneumatics, automation and environmental
control systems Applicant
must have a valid driver's
license and possess good
communication and coordination skills Will be responsible for assisting in
operation of the building
automation system and the
steam and chilled water
equipment in the University's central heating and
cooling plant Duties and
responsibilities include, but
are not limited to assisting
in the care and operation of
the electronic building automation system. centrifugal
refrigeration machines, fossil fuel boilers, electrical
boilers and their associated
machine components
Also, assists in water treatment and the inspection,
maintenance, and
emergency repairs of ma
chinery and equipment
Weekend work will be required and applicant must
be able to adjust to any shift
assigned Salary $7 97 per
hour. Apply at: Human Resources, Sparks Hall, Murray State University,
P.O.Box 9, Murray, KY
42071-0009. Murray State
is an EEO, M/F/D, AA
employer
PART time church secret
ary position available Skills
needed computer, bookkeeping, receptionist, etc 12
hours/week Call 1st Presbyterian Church.
753-6460.
RESUMES now accepted
920 So 12th, Murray. Retail
experience necessary
SINGER/ guitarist for working rock variety band
759-1799.
SPORTSMEN'S ANCHOR
RESORT & MARINA hiring
for summer season- store
clerks- full & part time, outside grounds work, general
maintenance- full & part
time; housekeeper- cleaning resort cottages Call for
interview, Mon-Fri only.
9-4pm 354-6568
PART time maintenance
Must have good manners,
polite and work well with
people. Lawn skills required. Starting pay,
$5.25/hr. Apply at Hilldale
Apts liffice, 7-3, Mon Fri
EOE 437-4113

HELP WANTED:
Earn up to $500 per
week assembling products at home. No experience
INFO 1504-646-1700 DEPT.
KY-2021

HOMEWORKERS urgently
needed Earn weekly pay
checks from the comfort of
your home Free details
Rush LSASE to, American
Media Associates. Dept
AA, 381 E Oak Or, Bucha
nan, Tn 38222

430
435

ata

OFFICE HOURS:
MISCELLANEOUS
•t.iblic Sae
F or Trace
F,ee Coiu— Wanted

/"..

Will babysit weekdays in
MATURE honest over 25
for furniture delivery, ware my home 6 00am 4 00pm
house setup, all around Call 759 1683
work Must be able to drive WILL babysit in my home
furniture van Apply at Wig
Mon Fri 10yrs experience
gins Furniture Hwy 641 N. References available
across from Memorial Gar 759 1810
dens between 9am & 5pm

LAW ENFORCEMENT NEED part time handyman,
JOBS NO EXP. NECES- mowing, cleaning, raking
SARY Now hiring
U S etc 753 2339, 753 8767
Customs Officers, Etc For
FOR Sale Used book store
Info Call 219 794 0010 ext WORK at home Earn $
operation Readily movable
3007, 8am to 10 pm 7 while losing weight
to another location Ap
502 354 9407
days
proximately 25 000 paper
back books of all types
LPN Full time, 2-10 shift
070
Modular shelving desk/
Excellent opportunity for
Domestic
chair stools & more Every
the right nurse Great sal
& Childcare
thing needed to operate a
ary and benefits Britthaven
used book store Priced to
of Benton. Hwy 641 South CLEANING homes & Of
Drug Free Work Place hoes is my business Linda. sell' Call 502 395 1710 or
502-395-4975
759 9553
EOEAAE
FRANCHISE for sale May
field Benton Paducah
West Ky and Ti 753 1300

tII merchandise will carry a warramv.
Barr
%% ill still lw iii business!
Tell all ,tat.r. frivnds...and n..rhane (a/Is pleaw.

World of Sound
222 S. 12th St. • Nlerray
Thanks Again, Mr. James

Going Out Of
Fabric Business
Fabrics
$1.50 yd.
Lace
1/2 Price
All Notions
25% Off
Assorted Zippers & Trims
5' ea.

PARIS LANDING FABRIC SHOP
Hwy. 79E • Paris Landing • 642-7369
Open Mon.-Set. 9-4, Closed Sundays

COST ACCOUNTING
SUPERVISOR
We're Mattel, Inc., the world's leading
play company, and we've been producing
the industry's hottest brands for 50 years.
We're currently seeking an experienced
Cost Accounting Supervisor to join our
plant Accounting Team in Murray,
Kentucky.
The person we're seeking will have a
minimum of 5-7 years accounting experience in a high volume, consumer products
manufacturing
environment. Leading
other Accounting professionals, the incumbent will be responsible for management
reporting, preparation of budgets,forecasting, and various other cost accounting
activities.
The successful candidate will have a BS/
BA degree in Accounting with appropriate
financial systems experience, as well as
solid interpersonal and verbal/written
communication skills. An MBA or proficiency with MicroControl or MacPac General Ledger is a plus.
Mattel offers a comprehensive salary
and benefits program in a progressive
environment. Please send your resume
indicating current salary to
Mattel, Inc.
Employment Manager
307 Poor Farm Road E
Murray, KY 42071-9564

ANNOUNCING! POWER
FUL NEW COMPUTERS
NOW BUILT IN MURRAY
FOR YOU, HAWKINS RESEARCH 1304-E CHESTNUT STREET, 753-7001
FREE-90 DAY 100% MONEY BACK GUARANTEE
ON YOUR NEW LOCALLY BUILT CUSTOM
COMPUTER FOR FREE
DETAILS CALL HAWKINS RESEARCH AT
753-7001.
HAVING Mac computer
trouble freeze ups or
crashes7 Need help with
setup" Call the Mac Dr for
in home service 759 9870

Mattel and Fisher- Phce have merged and as a result our manufacturing capacity
in Murray is exparicfing. We now have production operator positions available in
our world-class molding operation These 12 hour positions provide lots of off-time
and more earnings than traditional 8 hour work schedules Hours are either noon
to midnight or midnight to noon with 3 days off every other weekend The starting
pay rate it $6 20 and tops off at $8 84 Full benefits are available after a short
waiting period.
If you've got what it takes to work with the world's best toymakers contact

Murray Employment Agency
210 South 12th Street
Murray, KY
759-2150
An Equal Opportunity Employer- WFTD/V

SEE us tor your barn or roof
meta
Cut to length
Cover 36 inches many
colors Fconomy Metal &
Supply Co 489 2722
TANNING beds Cornmer
cial Wolff 502 759 4713
TOP soil grade A dark top
soil You haul or we haul
Call 474 2779 or 753 5628
UPTOWN Boutique New
shipment of Prom dresses
& accessories Chiffon
beaded & crepe
502 527 8899
WICKER furniture Couch
2 chairs & table Also new
guitar & handmade log ca
bin quilt 753 6898

a

$100

WASHER & dryer, $125
Refrigerator 753 8487

ANTIQUE Armoire with
mirror & drawers Oak,
$400 Antique dresser,
round mirror & 3 drawers
Oak $400 Matching couch
& char beige with blue &
mauve print, $400 Baby
changing table with pad 3
shelves white $60 Will de
liver 753 1206 days
759 1020 nights
MOVING sale Cherry bedroom suite Adirondack
chairs couch with chair
Lazy boy recliner, Oak sofa
table love seat, chair &
ottoman Cherry Queen
Anne entertainment center,
bicycles. 5x8 rugs Ph
759 9457

POSITION VACANCIES
The City of Murray has the following vacancy as listed:
Maintenance Worker 1 - Street Department
Salary Range: $11,500-16,000 ( depending
on experience and qualifications)
Jub applications and descriptions for the
above listed position is available at the City
Clerk•s office located at 5th & Poplar Streets
in the City Hall Building.
Deed1ine for accepting applications is 5:00
p.m. on Tuesday, March 5, 1996,
The City of Murray is an
Equal Opportunity Employer
Drug screening will be required
of all applicants.

ANTIQUES Entire estates
or 1 piece Call Larry Elkins
492 8646 days 7531418
evenings

Free training is available for the right person.
Only; those 55+ need apply.
For more information contact one of the
following numbers:

CASH paid for good used
rifles. shotguns and pis
tols Benson Sporting
Goods 519 S 12th
Murray
WANTED used riding lawn
mower that needs work
436 2867
WANT to buy Trucks up to
1 ton flatbed or dually Also
farm tractors Call us for
best prices Paris 77 Auto
RV Sales 901 642 2077

4x8 SHEET rock $3tsheet
Folding stairs, $37 SO Pas
chall Salvage, i. mile from
Hazel 498 8964
CULTURED marble sinks
cheap, Many kinds Lots of
lumber & bargains on truck
wrecked building material
Paschall Salvage 7. mile
from Hazel 498 8964
D & M MARKET coming to
life with onion sets seed
potatoes cabbage plants
& other cold plants The
prettiest Pansies anywhere All here at D & M
Market 403 Sycamore
753 748-3

DOORS some with
frames second and first
class fluorescent lights I
beams t v 7535628

LARGE stock vinyl floor
covering many kinds. rea
sonable Odds & ends of
building material CHEAP!
Paschall Salvage /. mile
from Hazel 498 8964
NEW 20 min tanning bed
used less than 100 hrs
753-1014 after 5pm
PFAFF serger Hobbyiock
794 435-4327

247-7171
Graves

753-8325
Calloway

554-2097
McCracken

I -800-866-4213
Other Counties

I'hr Senior IMployment Program is funded under the Job
Partnersi-p Act
the Wost Kentucky Pnvate Industry
and the Workforce Development Cabinet This us an
n.iIopprtuno program Auxiliary inds and services are
a‘si:a'-i,r upon resiuest to individuals with disaMlities

%farms I a,',.,,a•as I “anis liuspaal a /varier On
lseallhi an, la Wie'sicrri
Arrairciirt find 5fnhile•%1 e.nne.s:stn. ,inn'turn es
operraws
'es Inv,

linos idirii qtilltlf%

REGISTERED NURSES
CCU - Full time 3-11, 11-7, 7P
expenence preferred
ED - Full time 11-7
MS Part ome 3 11
Radiology - Part time 7-3
PRN - All areas, expenence preferred
LICENSED PRACTICAL NURSES
LTC Part time 311
SURGICAL TECHNICIAN
OR PRN
NURSING ASSISTANTS
M'S Part time 11-7
PRN All shifts
PHLEBOTOMIST
Part time & PRN
Previous expenence preferred but not required
SECRETARY
Pubic Relations Full time High School Diploma with one
to tree years clerical experience At least one year in a
hospital settee preferred Must be able to use a word
Processor at 40 wpm rate Working knowledge of Wordperfect and Pagemaker Software Programs very helpful
FILE CLERK
ImagingUerical Records Department Part are - Must
have a high school diploma or equrvalent No expenerele
required but desired 30 wpm required
FOOD SERVICE AIDE
Part time, flexible schedule
ler detail c(intact:
Iire,
1502)762-1106

PROM gowns for sale Red
beaded prom gown with
silver trim size 12 Vibrant
blue beaded gown small
Call 753 2963

--sww111•WEWIPPWW."..--..-

1

$80

REFRIGERATOR
436 2767

Ready to make a change?
Inquire now!

ROMANCE BOOKS for
sale, CHEAP' Call
759-9215

PRODUCTION OPERATOR POSITIONS AVAILABLE

ROLLED hay $19 roll
Contact Howard Brandon
753 4389 or 753 5960

ANTIQUES by the piece or
collections 753-9433 day
CU night

An Equal Opportunity Employer M/F/D/V
No Phone Calls or Agencies Please
isimerak

• Docidlines ant 2 days
In advance/

Articles
For Sale

JENN Air stove
759 9842

After 35+ years in the car & home
stereo business. I hate passed
75 years, it's time to hang it up!

Huge Discount Prices

Mon.-Frt. 8 a.m.-5 p.m.
Saturday 8 a.m.-11 a.m.

150
Domestic
& Childcare

Thanks A Lot Folks!
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Home
Furnishings

Mobile
Hansa For Reiff

NICE couch & chair $200
Blue rocker recliner $125
Beige recliner. $40 Wing
back chat $40 345-2800

28R, Trailer, no pets
Northwind Mobile Park
753-9866

NICE 2 bedroom mobile
TRADITIONAL style sofa, hi:flees furnished Small
like new, by Clayton Mar- quiet court Ideal for 1 or 2,
MS $150 753 5651
24 miles east Murray
$150-$190/mo 767-0388.
753-8216

450

NICE 3br. 1'/i bate, Westwood Subdivision Fenced
back yard central hie, appl,
wid, No pets $550/mo,
plus deposit & references
753-4076
SMALL 2br in Kirksey area
489-2377

SHADY Oaks - 2 or 3br,
electric or gas Walking dis1994 2360 LONG tractor, tance to college 753 5209
low hrs, diesel pis trite pto,
CREEKVIEW Self storage
aux hyd $8750 Paris, '77
warehouses on Center
285
Auto RV
Sales
Drive behind Shoney's
Mobile
901 642 2077
$20 $40/mo 759-4081
Home Lots For Rent
230 k4.+F diesel, p/s 4 new •MOBILE Home Village,
tires, live clutch $5750 $80/me, water furnished
Paris, '77 Auto RV Sales Coleman RE 753-9898
901-642-2077
TOBACCO barns Dark
300
30 FERGUSON loader,
fired AC- Burley 759-4713
Business
Woods bh $3250 Also 35
Remals
Mr and 6 b(h $3750 Call
370
492 61 27
641 STORAGE available,
Livestock
5x10,
10x20
10x25
4x5
A fk.41 EL John Deere trac
& Supplies
753-5585
ator $2000
LARGE storage facility. EXCELLENT hay, 90% TiColeman RE mothy, 10% orchard
94E
NEW uhl traoers in stock
753 9898
753 5490
5xE 5x10 €'6 Flatbed,
ca na_,,ers slide in H D "; DR? HWOOD Storage
cane racks on dropped ax- presently has units avail
les trailer with braker 18' able
7532905 or
Goose
Paris, 753 7536
901 64, 2i,:,77 '77 Auto
OFFICE or retail 1000sq ft 4 AKC black & white
Saes
Next to. Faye's, 310 N 12th Cocker Spaniels, 6wks old
753 7662
REPO Buildings Factory 753 7743
has 2 a]; steel Quonset
DALMATIAN and matching
buildings for immediate OFFICE space for lease
doghopse, $50 Domino is
Walnut
Plaza
104
N
5th
St
sell, (1) 40x60 Never
lovely and sweet natured.
753-8302 or 753-9621
erected Will thaw balance
She is wonderful with all
Bill, RETAIL or Office Space in
owed
Call
ages, 14 yrs old. Shots up
800-5E1 5943
S Side Shopping Center to date, AKC parents.
753-7714, ask for Tom or
USED & new Farm Equip 753 4509 or 753 6612
Boom peles bush hogs SHOP 32x50, 4 oth doors Danielle
blades, mowers, etc Parts. gas heat, air comp, office
DOG obedience classes or
901-642-2077 77 Auto 404 N 4th St $375Mo
private Serving Murray 14
RV Sales
$325 wio comp 753-3018 years 436-2858
FREE puppies to good
home Lab mix 753-1028
New &
c.gur,s, pis
ammo
Large
.••es.
•stock

0 7, •••••:€
F
430
ple21,,
-

•2

answer
,ecesage

REGISTERED Miniature
1 2,38D acts Furnished Dachshund back & tan,
very nice near MSU. No male, 24 yrs old
7 5 3 - 1 2 5 2 489-2011
pets
days,753 0606 after 5pm
19R, Jose to University &
hospital Some utilities
paid 753 8756

2400 SQ FT Commercial
I SR i.irnished apt,
• acre lot Na
$200'i • plus deposit. No 1U.
4.3«:] `•:=
central hia 2yrs
pos '21 N ,-iext. to Fair77 447
77,2, :• 1 ?3
„07F.7 •,t :and on E 94
!
—E!"
1 F-']7 ;ON uti4es, refer-••e] Po•-cl
deposit required. C
PfeardiXd
No pits $1951mo.
APFIRC,>..MATELY 277
A il-iEWOOD for sale 753 3949
acres Scutt, dl Murray,
4;37 46,1 OR 2br acts near down- beautifu. building sites, all
town Murray 753 4109
woods, $6250 Terms
1 SLEEPING morn, 1614 759 1922
Olive,
to MSU, utility COMMERCIAL Property,
Musical
furnished Coleman RE, Court Sq. Paris Tn City's
FOR
Cambridge 753 5898
best locatror- owner financPiano, $25 -59 9340
502 759-4713,
38R duplex $400/rno with ing
lease & dopes'', 1808 Mon 901-642-5300
roe 7539621
FOR SALE 4br, 2 bath
BE the first to live in this property 3 lots near lake,9
very nice new 3br, 2 bath miles from Murray,
W]ison Realty,
chng, $6.irol! near University 489-2256 $26,000
HALF a
753 5086
767
0493
box
a]]s by the
Ba•g..!
3:4
,Ary kinds Pas
EXTRA nice Duplex, 2br, 1 HALEY Appraisals Bob
mike from bath w/whirlpool tub & Haley, state certified
Ja11,alvage,
Haze 458 8564
shower. washer & dryer, 752 4218
USED sty7ofoarn for docks d'shwasher, garage & large KOPPERUD Realty has
free .1 you DICk up Call deck Close to MSU No buyers waiting to purchase
pets Call 753-5719
homes all price ranges If
354 5p tor details
HAZEL Apartments Hazel, you are thinking of selling KY now taking applications contact one of co! coulee
you must be 52. hand ous and professional
ii:apprid, or disabled Rent agents at 75",i 1222 or stop
t1a5ra'..:. on income Equal by office at 711 Main St
Hour,
Opportunity
5270574 or 492-8721
435

Names
Foe Sala

72 ACRES more or less,
fenced, stable, 2 ponds,
shed, 28x60 double-wide
wabr, 2 baths, 12x12 storage shed, satellite optional
Call after 5.30pm,
753-1428,
ACREAGE, Lovely home,
pasture, timber, creeks,
barn & more Henry Co, Tn.
901-247-5368

NEW 3br, upper 70's, all
city utilities, outside city limits 753-3672

460

Homes
For Sale
3BR. 2 bath brick home
plus shop on wooded lot
Intersection of Poor Farm
Rd & Graham Rd Call
489-2768 days, 489-2161
after 7pm
4BR, 3 bath on 3 acres on
Coles Campground road
753-1014 after 5pm

H

1984. 14.5E2 MOB!LE
home, F.,ervice pole central
air poe '• & conete steps
. $ 7 . 00 0
4351991 MOBILE home,
tex7,- 2 1-,•9•) bedrooms, 2
full baths, lot, of extras
Owner w'i. sell for less than
loan v
759-9350 after
5pm

KENTUCKY Lake Lake
land Westly Village 1br
apartment, utilities included, rent based on income 62 & older or handicap & disabled Equal
Housing Opportunity
502-354-8888

Lake
Property

1995's MUST Go' Bargain
Home Center still has (3)
1995 single wides at Bargain prices! 1995 16x80
Buccaneer, 3br, 2 bath with
northern insulation, plywood floors, entertainment
center, pantry glamour
bath v.:walk-in closet &
much more 1995 16x70,
2br. 2 bath with private
entrance to one bedroom
and bath 1995 16x70, 2be
2 bath with round tub, twin
vanities white cabinets,
blue decor & much more
Payments lower than most
340
re•-: Bargain Home Center,
Houses
across from UPS, Hwy 641
For Rent
In
Paris
So,
901-644 1176
2BR central gas hia, stove
DOUBLE Wide Salell Dis- & refrig furnished, vied hooplay homes must go' Prices kup, no pets 753-5592 afnever lower on doublew- ter 6
ides in stocir Six 1995 sec2BR house, $200 deposit.
tional homes are reduced S250/mo 753-0076
to sell' All have vinyl siding,
plywood fleors northern in 3BR, gas heat $395/mo
sulat,on deluxe ap 753-9826
pliances, fireplaces and 5BR 1 full
bath & 2'/
much more Select your
baths, gas heat 5495/mo,
home
and
dream
save $$$ plus deposit 753 0095
Open Mon thru Sat
8 305 30. Sunday 1 5 FOR -Lease, available
Bargain Home Center Hwy March 1st 2BR, brick, car641 So, Paris, Tn
port, full basement. stove &
901-644-1176 Financing refrigerator furnished
available & trade ins Fenced back yard, quiet
welcome'
residential neighborhood, 2
blocks from University
WE move Mobile Homes Small outdoor pets alfor the public Today's
lowed $500 per month
Ky
Home, Benton
Lease deposit and refer.
502-527-5645
• K.,,,ieq; 71", :
, 1(.,
7C4

.9 PRIME building lots, including corner lot in Preston Heights Subdivision,
located behind Gatesborough All underground city
utilities some with trees
They'won't last lone Call
753-2339, ASAPI
BEAUTIFUL 2 acre
wooded lot Coles Campground area well & pump,
septic, cote & meter box,
Concrete footer for trailer,
$16,000 753 1950 after
5pm
WHY pay lot rent when
you can own a 'A acre
mobile horns lot'? Call
759-9187.

WANT to buy, 3br, 2 bath
brick house in Murray, front
individual 901-247-5453.
470
liotoroyeles

1992 RM 125. sharp
753-9558 ask for Mickey.

NEW 3br, 2 bath, deck &
garage. 2 miles North of
Murray Financing available, no money down Call
Lee or Andrea Starks.
492-8238.

1987 CELEBRITY, 107xxx
miles, $1200. 753-2534,
call after 4pm:
1988 BLACK Chevy Berretta Call 753-7940

•••

AIM
timenivirriu
FOR SALE: New Construction,
2186 sq. ft., 3 br., 2 bath, Double
Garage, Whirlpool Tub, Ceiling
Fans, 9' Ceilings, PRIME
Location, Call 753-0731.

Complete Remodeling
Service
A Professional Service
Specializing in Kitchens & Bathrooms
To help you plan your New Kitchen or Bathroom

Call 753-7617
for free quote or consulting.

CONCRETE - REPAIR - RESTORATION
Driveway - Walkway - Patio - Porch
Patching - Coatings - Waterproofing
CRACKS Sealed Permanently - Free Estimates
Expansion Joints installed - 10 Yr. Warranty
RESTORE your DRIVEWAY - Local References

1-800-700-9464

kiPP44t.

THE

co

Since 1973
Serving Western KY and West TN

CLERE
CONSTRUCTION
Roofing • Vinyl Siding • Concrete
New Construction • Home Repairs

FREE ESTIMATES

502-759-9381
753-3078

753-7091

S & K
Construction
"Homes Built To Satisfaction"
See how competitive we are to
the price of double wide mobile homes.

RON HALL HEATING & COOLING
Central Heating & Cooling Service & Installation
Quality Contractor Network Heat Pump Installer

MIL

.1
,
••

ACREAGE- 1-275 acres
Owner financing

story, 4br,
REDUCED1 bath, remodeled brick
home in town Gas heat,
fenced yard, $67,900 Cell
Jean Roberts Realty,
753-1651

GATESBOROUGH, 4br, 4
'88 BIG Bear, 4 wheeler,
bath, 2 story, 4100/+ sq ft. new tires front & back,good
Lots of extras, Walnut ca- cond Call 753-4548 after 4
binets, Conan baths
decks, gazebo, sprinkler
system, large game room,
study. 753-5940,
436-5946.
1985 OLDS Cutlass Cierra,
GREAT STARTER HOME 4dr, silver, all power. $500
Attractive 2br, 1 bath house
Down, $200 per month. Alw/1 car carport, central most anyone qualifies. Wilheat/air, new roof, new
liams Used Cars, Hazel,
landscaping, and deck,
Ky Office 492-8898, Home
$61,000 Call 753-4316
492-8873.
message
Leave
1986 BMW 3251, very
NEARLY new Executive
dean, very reliable, under
Style home with ceramic retail
value, $6,000 obo.
tile, Ber-Ber carpet, top
753-0093 or 753-4444.
throughquality wallpaper
out 4BR, 2'4 baths, with '1986 CAVALIER car. Been
24 car detached garage hit in front, still drives & runs
with a finished 16x30' good. 5Sp & air, $1400.'77
game room above. No Auto-RV Sales, Paris,
Realtors please. 753-2339. 901-642-2077.

BEAUTi7UL lake setting,
perfect starteesummerf
ret,reni2r1 home, 12yrs old,
2br. 1full bath: private access to lake; MANY
EXTRAS priced to sell"
LARGE 2br, Duplex, hying Days 762- 2999/Eve
room kitchen, bath, gas 436 5505
heat 631 N 4th, $375/no
753 8767, 753 2339

MUR CAL Apartments now
accepting applications for
1 2 and 3br apartments 15 ACRES on Graham Rd
Phone 759-4984 Equal Will sell part or all together
Call 489-2768 days,
Housing Opportunity
489-2161 after 7pm
MURRAY Manor Apartments now accepting appli- '4 ACRE building lots in a
cations for 1-2br apart- already established subdiments. Apply in person vision, less than a mile to:
1 30pm-4pm, Mon-Fri, North school, 641 N, skating rink or across from Sulli1409 Duigiud Dr
van's Golf Course. Call
NOW taking applications Grey's at 759-2001 or
for Section 8 low rent hous- 753-5628
ing Apply in person at
Southside Manor, 906 6 LOTS, Rock House
Broad St Extended, be- Creek Subdivision, approx
tween 8am-12noon. No 6 mi north of Murray 3 9 to
phone calls please. Equal 4 87 Acre each 489-2422,
437 4755
Housing Opportunity.

NEW Brick Home, 1 mile
from Murray 3 Baths, 3br,
large kitchen, whirlpool tub
in master, large master br,
utility & dining rm Owner
assisted finance Call
492-8898 or 492-8873

1980 HONDA 400 street
bike, only 2050 miles, excellent condition, $600.
474-8720 after 5pm

CONDOMINIUM for sale or
lease Energy efficient, low
maintenance, 1380 sq
ivgarage 753-3293 after
6pm

':4' trade

•,vooeeici lot,
-oleman Rd
299 Call
, 4-9 261

31)

460

Farms
For Sala

A AMERICAN
STANDARD

No:

Murray, Ky.

(502) 435-4699
Awl, env.

•10•11111•••••••••

Serslom
011ered
1989 BUICK Skylark, extra
nice, 110xxx miles. $550
down, $200 per month. Almost anyone qualifies. Williams Used Cars, Hazel,
Ky. Office 492-8896, Horne
492-8873.
1989 CHEV Cavelier, red,
2dr, air, auto $500 Down,
$200 per month. Almost
anyone qualifies. Williams
Used Cars, Hazel, Ky. Office 492-8898, Home
492-8873.
1989 DODGE Spirit, good
condition, $3900 obo.
759-4819.
1990 HONDA Civic, 4dr
sedan, red, auto, p/w, pA,
$4,000. Call 489-2240 after
6
1992 MAXIMA, loaded,
36xxx miles. 753-4419.
1903 EAGLE Vision ESI,
black cherry, 31xxx miles, 1
owner, excellent condition.
Transferable 7yr/70,000
mile warranty, $13,000
obo. 759-4453.
'93 EAGLE Summit, 18xxx
miles, 1 owner, warranties,
excellent condition, 44r,
white, $7,000 pr best.
753-4571.
APS

Vane
1987 GMC Safari Mini Van,
4.3 V6, excellent condition,
127xxx miles, priced to sell.
753-2370 after 4.
500
Used
Trucks
1987 DODGE 4x4 pickup,
auto, air, swb, $5750. '77
Sales,
Auto -RV
901-642-2077.
1988 CHEVROLET Scottsdale, swb, p/b, air. Call
435-4424.
1988 FORD Ranger extended cab, w/chevy 350
V-8 engine and a TH350
auto/trans. Tinted windows, $4000. 436-2203
leave message.
1989 CHEVY Dually, 4sp,
air, new tires. Looks & runs
good. Paris, 901-642-2077.
'77 Auto-RV Sales.

KITCHEN CABINET RE- PRESTIGE Homes- QualFACING. Make your old ity homes or additions at an
new again with Formica Al affordable price. Wouldn't
RANGER 330 V, 1906 Met- colors, free estimates
you rather your home be
iner Magnum II 150hp mo- Wufff's Recovery. Murray, built with Prestige?
tor. Fully loaded, nice, KY. 436-5560.
753-5628.
$6,000 firm 4365700.
LAMB Brother Home Im- SEAMLESS gutters inREPAIR on boats, motors, provements, remodeling, stalled, residential
or compontoons. Floors & seats. additions, roofing, siding, mercial, Somali Gutter Co.
Savage parts, reasonable free estimates. 436-2269.
753-6433.
rates, 8 miles from Murray
LAMB
Brothers
Tree
Serat corner of 121 So. & Hwy
SUREWAY Tree & Stump
vice,stump removal, spray- Removal. Insured with full
280. 502-436-5464.
ing_ Licensed & insured, line of equipment. Free esFree
estimates
sin
timates. Day or night,
5 0 2 - 4 3 6 - 5 7 4 4 , 753-5484_
Swim
1-800-548-5262_
Offered
THE Gutter Co Seamless
Al Al A TREE SERVICE, LAMB'S Tree trimming, aluminum gutters, variety
stump removal, Wee spray- stump removal & light haul- of colors. Licensed, insured. Estimate available
ing, hedge trimming, land- ing. 436-2269.
scaping, mulch hauling & LICENSED for electric and 759-4690.
mulch spreading, gutter gas. 753-7203.
TOMS Window Cleaning
cleaning. Licensed & inRes & Commercial
sured, Full line of equip- LICENSED master plum436-5389
ber.
Competent
and
reament, Free estimates. Tim
Lamb
436-5744, sonable 753-8663
WALTER'S Contracting,
1-1100-548-5262_.
LONG Life. Repair leaks, Gerald Walters, owner.
Vinyl siding, painting,
A-1 Tree professionals. rod lines, remove tree
decks, additions, roofing,
roots.
Same
day
service
Stump removal, tree spray20yrs experience, free estiing, serving Murray, Callo- 436-2654.
mates. 753-2592.
way County since 1980
Free estimates 436-2247 MOODY'S Mower Repair. WILL do roofing & carpenor 492-8737.
Time for spring tune-up. try work 436-5043 ask for
Pickup & delivery. David
A & A Lawn Care, mowing,
hauling, tree trimming. 753-5668.
WOOD VCR- repairing
Free Estimates, 436-5791, MOORE'S siding, roofing, VCR's, camcorders, micro436-2528.
& decks. Quality workman- waves, Mon-Fri,9-12, 1-5.
ALL around hauling, junk ship and lowest prices, Free estimates. 753-0530.
esticlean up, tree work. Best guaranteed. Free
mates,
753-9299,
rates, Joe. 436-2867.
559-5786.
ALL Brands,Zebs VCR Repair. Prevent damage; we MULCH,delivered. Murray.
FREE house, must be torn
clean tapes, accessories 436-5560.
or
moved
sold. 759-5066.
PAINTING, interior, exter- down
ior. Roofing, home repairs, 502-753-7443
ALL carpentry 15yrs exp.,
cleaning. Free estimates. FREE puppies, 3mos old,
foundations, slabs, sidew436-5032.
Mixed breed. Cute & lovalks, driveways, buildings,
remodeling, repairs, AGC PAPER and Wallcover able. 753-5963.
certified. 489-2214.
hanging. Painting & Decor- HEALTHY puppies, shots
ating. Free est. 436-5002. started, Lab/mix.
ANTENNA Repair and installation. Replace or install PLUMBING repairs, fast 753-9689.
quality Channel Master an- service. 436-5255.
tennas, rotors, and ampliPLUMBING Repair. All
fiers. Beasley's Antenna
repair, inService, Buchanan. types plumbing
cluding thawing water lines.
901-642-4077.
Reasonable rates,
ANTIQUE refinishing, fur502-437-4545.
niture repair & custom
woodworking. 753-8056.
WANTED Pontoon boat
good conon. 753-9212.

Your Ad
Could
Be Here!

APPLIANCE REPAIRS:
Factory trained by 3 major
manufacturers. All work
and parts warranted. Ask
for Andy at The Appliance
Works, 753-2455.

Business on
a Budget?

1989 FORD Ranger, 38xxx
miles, exc. cond. $5500. APPLIANCE SERVICE.
Call 436-5375 or 436-2673. Kenmore, Westinghouse,
Whirlpool. 30+ years ex1991 FORD Ranger XLT,
perience. BOBBY
4cyl. 5sp. 104,xxx miles, HOPPER, 436-5848.
new brakes shocks uBACKHOE SERVICE,
pints. $3500. 474-8418.
BRENT ALLEN septic tank
1993 2 WHEEL dr, GEO installation, repair, replaceTracker, auto, air, hard top, ment 759-1515.
$ 7 4 95
Paris,
901-642-2077. '77 Auto- BACKHOE Service - ROY
RV Sales.
HILL. Septic system, driveways, hauling, foundations,
1993 CHEVY S-10 Blazer, etc. 759-4664.
4dr,Tahoe LT,34xxx miles,
loaded. Will consider trade BACKHOE SERVICE:
on older pickup. 753-1580. 492-8516, pager 742-8516.
1993 DODGE Dakota
Sport, V6, 3.9L, 5sp standard, new tires, $9500. Call
762-2627 evenings.

Run this 2x2 consistency ad in
Classifieds every day. including
the Shopper, for $175 a month
(paid in advance).
Rate Effective April 1, 1995

Call 753-1916 for details.

We have been your custom builders in the
past. We are now expanding our business
to better meet your needs. In addition to
custom building, we can now take care of
your remodeling needs, additions wind or
water damage or replace your roofing.

BOB'S Plumbing Service.
All work guaranteed. Free
estimates. 436-5832 or
753-1134.

'69 CHEVY, V8, 3sp, CARPENTER, ELECTRIC,
smooth paint, new tires, ROOFING. 436-5007.
chrome rims, $3,000 obo.
CARPORTS for cars and
753-7804.
trucks. Special sizes for
'91 EDDIE Bauer Ford Ex- motor home, boats, RVs
plorer 4x4, CD, sunroof, and etc. Excellent protecleather interior, tent, 65xxx tion, high quality, excellent
miles. Call Mon-Fn, after 5 value. Roy Hill 759-4664.
or on weekends, 753-4419. CERAMIC Tile installation.
510
Reasonable rates, free estimates. Professional reCampers
sults. 435-4177 leave
1987 31' ALLEGRO Motor message.
Home, 454 Chevy engine, CONSTUCTION WORK.
gen., awning, queen bed, Decks, porches, garages,
new tires, dual air, elec, carports, additions, vinyl,
step, driver door etc. etc. Free Estimates. All
$18,900, 49xxx miles. work Guaranteed. Call
Paris, days 901-642-2077, Larry McBride at 436-2102.
nights 901-642-3437.
COOKSEY'S PLUMBING
'79 FORD Coachmen 24ft, New Installation- Repairlow mileae, priced to sell. Hot water heater replace753-0076.
ment. Free estimates.
MOTORHOME, Sports- 436-2667.
craft, very nice. Must see. COUNTERTOPS, custom.
Call 502-436-5464 or 5424
Homes, trailers, offices.
Wulff's Recovery, Murray.
520
436-5560
Boats
CUSTOM bulldozing and
a mow*
backhoe work, septic sys16FT Fiberglass brail boat, tems, 354-8161 after 4pm,
nboard-outboard w/trailer, Horace Sholar.
$2500. 16FT Runabout,
100hp motor w/trailer,
$1500. 436-5811, DAVID'S cleaning services. We clean vinyl, brick,
436-2058,
drive ways, sidewalks, mo1983 HYDRA-SPORTS bile homes, R.V. 759-4734.
Bass boat. 140 H.P. John
son, at extras. Sharp, A-1 DRYWALL finishing, recondition. One owner. pairs, additions and blowing ceilings 753-4761.
$6500. 502-435-4656.
1993 BOMBER fish & ski;
88 special, boat, motor &
trailer in excellent condition; VERY low engine
hours; MANY extras- priced to sell!!! Days
762-2999/Eve 436-5505,

Benton
Wend

•

FOUR Star Mobile Home,
parts & service. Everlock
vinyl underpining, lifetime
warranty, tan, beige, white,
grey. 492-8488.
GENERAL home repairplumbing, roofing, & tree
Dimming. Call 436-2642.

1995 HYDRA Sports LS,
205 with 225hp EVIN- HANDYMAN Company.
RUDE. List $31,900, now We do it all. Repair, replace
$22,900- (one only). 1996 install or build. Special on
Hydra Sports 185, w/150hp vinyl siding soffit and facia
EVINRUDE. List $23,918, Call today 474-8621.
now $18,665. 1996 Hydra
Sports 205, fish & ski with IF you are unhappy with
200hp EVINRUDE. List your present trash salute
$26,942, now $21,900. and would like good reliable
Bear Creek Boat Works, service or just a special
pick-up.. Please call Don800-354-9501.
nas Trash, 753-0692,
20' PONTOON, $5500 436-2837, 436-5375.
Bass boat w/48hp motor,
INCOME Tax Service. Per;
$2800 436-2767
sonal, business, agriculMATCHING set, 1995 Po- tural. 7 Nights per week.
laris 650 SLE, Jet skis, Call-489-26W or 247-4621
widual tilt trailer, $9800 after 5pm
4-362767

Bruce Green
Budding Contractors, Inc.
FREE Estimates: 753-8343

Custom
CABINETS
WOODWORKING
Will Build To Your Specifications!
• Kitchen Cabinets & Vanities
• Office Furniture & Entertainment Centers
• Solid Surface Counter Tops

502-759-9672
630 N. 4th Si. (Ni to Lassiter Plaster) • Murray
A DIVISION OF SOL'TlIERN WAIL SYSTEMS, INC

Ouality Service
Free Estimates
24 Hour Service
Gutter Cleaning d
Mulch Hating
Landscaping
Hedge Trimming
Tree Spraying

Tree Service

Tree Trimming
Tree Removal
Stump Removal
Cleanup Service
Light Hauling, Etc.
Full Line of
EquOment

Owned & Operated By TIM LAMB
Licensed & Insured

502-436-5744 • 1-800-548-5262

HALEY'S
r;7'.tigt,
Duck

k71.1

Rental and Sales

Cars, Custom Vans, and Vans For Moving
"Don't Let The Name Fool You"
112 So. 12th Murray, KY 42071

Phone: 753-6910
Daily, Weekly or Monthly Rates

PS
CUSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS
CUSTOM WOODWORKING

All Types Of:
•

Custom Woodworking
Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
• Drop by and see our showroom
400 SUNBURY

MURRAY (Behind Bunny Bread)
753-5940
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LOOKING BACK
Tea years ago
The 2,800 natural gas customers in Calloway and Graves counties that are served by Murray
Natural Gas System will see a
second drop in as many months
in gas bills they receive in
March, according to Tommy
Marshall, Murray Public Works
Director.
Births reported include a boy
to William G. Jr. and Kathy
Rogers Wilson, Feb. 3; a girl to
Teresa and Joseph Ashby, a girl
to Melissa and Victor Chadwell,and a boy to Jane and Thomas A.
Chapman, Feb. 21; a boy to
Sandra and David Brewer, a girl
to Reva and Joe Green, a girl to
Melesa and Robert Adams, and a
girl to Carol and Pat McDaniel,
Feb. 22.
Mr. and Mrs. Lennis Hale will
be married 50 years Feb. 29.
Twenty years ago
An ordinance establishing the
guidelines for promotions in the
Murray Fire Department was
approved on the first reading by
the Murray City Council.
-Ws, Harlan Hodges gave
selections from the book, Angels,
Angels, Angels by Billy Graham
at a program on "Humanities" at
a meeting of Murray Chapter of
National Secretaries International
at Colonial House Smorgasbord.
Janelle Fox was chosen as
1976 Valentine Queen of Gamma
Gamma Chapter of Beta Sigma
Phi.
Murray State University Racers
beat East Tennessee in a basketball game. High team scorers
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were Jesse Williams and Grover
Woolard for Murray and Stuart
for East Tennessee.
Thirty years ago
Pvt. Harold W. Vied, son of
Mr. and Mrs. Charles T. Vied,
Rt. 1, Almo, has completed a
radio course at Army Training
Center at Fort.Ord, Calif.
Dr. Harold Eversmeyer showed
a film, "Between the Tides,"
which was about the variety of
animal life, both land and sea,
which live near or in the sea, at a
meeting of Murray Kiwanis Club.
Fay Bell and Eddie Johnston
were married Feb. 26 at Temple
Hill United Methodist Church.
Murray College High School
Colts beat Fancy Farm in a
basketball game. High team scorers were Shroat for Murray and
Elliott for Fancy Farmh.
Forty years ago
Karl Warming, administrator
of Murray Hospital, has been
named president of Western Conference of Kentucky Hospital
Association.
Mrs. J. Howard Nichols presented a program on "Families"
at a general meeting of Christian
Women's Fellowship of First
Christian Church. Mrs. Jim Hart
sang a solo.
Births reported include a girl to
Airman First Class and Mrs.
Alfonzo Hart, Feb. 18.
In first round of Fourth District
High School Basketball Tournament, North Marshall Jets beat
New Concord Redbirds. High
team scorers were Doyle for NM
and Lamb for NC.
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TODAY IN HISTORY

DEAR ABBY

By The Associated Press
Today is Wednesday, Feb. 28, the 59th day of 1996. There are 307
days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On Feb. 28, 1854, some 50 slavery opponents met in Ripon, Wis.,
to call for creation of a new political group. By July, the new group
was formally known as the Republican Party.
On this date:
In 1827, the first U.S. railroad chartered to carry passengers and
freight, the Baltimore and Ohio Railroad Company, was incorporated.
In 1844, a 12-inch gun aboard the USS Princeton exploded, killing
Secretary of State Abel P. Upshur, Navy Secretary Thomas W. Gilmer
and several others.
In 1849, the ship California arrived at San Francisco, carrying the
first of the gold-seekers.
In 1861, the Territory of Colorado was organized.
In 1940, the first televised college basketball games were broadcast,
by New York City station W2XBS, as Pittsburgh defeated Fordham,
57-37, and New York University beat Georgetown, 50-27, at Madison
Square Garden.
In 1951, the Senate crime investigating committee headed by Estes
Kefauver, D-Tenn., issued a preliminary report saying at least two
major crime syndicates were operating in the United States.
In 1974, the United States and Egypt re-established diplomatic relations after a seven-year break.
In 1975, more than 40 people were killed in London's Underground
when a subway train smashed into the end of a tunnel.
In 1993, a gun battle erupted near Waco, Texas, when Bureau of
Alcohol, Tobacco and Firearms agents tried to serve warrants on the
Branch Davidians; four agents and six Davidians were killed as a
51-day standoff begart:
Ten years ago: Swedish Prime Minister Olof Palme was shot to
death in central Stockholm.
Five years ago: Allied and Iraqi forces suspended their attacks as
Iraq pledged to accept all United Nations resolutions concerning
Kuwait.
One year ago: U.S. Marines swept ashore in Somalia to protect
retreating U.N. peacekeepers. The brother of former Mexican President Carlos Salinas de Gortari, Raul Salinas de Gortari, was arrested
in connection with the slaying of Jose Francisco Ruiz Massieu, the
No. 2 man in the ruling Institutional Revolutionary Party. Denver
International Airport opened after 16 months of delays and $3.2 billion in budget overruns.
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DEAR ABBY: My husband and I
have been married for 12 years, We
have two tine children. and 1 can

CONTRACT BRIDGE

BLONDIE

It's Time to Go to Work

01.4 BOY!"HOW GREEN WAS
THE VALLEY"! MY FikVORITE
MOVIE EVER!
VEN'T YOU
SEEN THIS
LOTS OF
TIMES?

C

SURE! I
THEN WHY
PRACTICALLY WATCH IT
KNOW IT
AGAIN?
HEART!

WELL,YOU KNOW ME BY
HEART, YET you ALWAYS
•WATCH ME
AGAIN
a'
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* DRAK

CATHY
I CAN'T • '`'IOU'RE NOT WALKING UP!.
3UST WALK
YOU'RE SITING IN YOUR_
UP AND
LIVING ROOM! YOU'RE NOT
EVEN SPEAKING! YOU'RE
SA4 "ttl"
TYPING WORDS TO COMPLETE
STRANGERS UNDER A
FICTITIOUS SCREEN NAME!

ri-CrESN'T
I CAN'T
.SEE ? ONE '1
, CLICK AND
START TALK- ' MATTER.
YOU'RE IN A
JUST
'ND, THEY'RE
IN THE
' CHAT ROOM
SAY "HIT
wITH ZOOTHMIDDLE OF
ER PEOPLE!
A CONVER' TUST START k, SATION.
TALKING!
)

FOR BETTER or FOR WORSE
MAN,"TritTi5UITct3SE
GoNNA WEiGH ATOM! Yo0
HPVE ENoUGH STOFF iN
THEE To CLoTHe fIN

pemyi

I NIE_AN,ARE WE FtEALLV
GoING -to NEED 31.0E-RIERS?
WHRT F1BO0T THESE
SHOES'EV

Nloi.d,IF I DID THE
PACKING,WE 12 SuST
HAVE-144E. BARE
SSENTiftL3 cr1--;)

HOW COULD ANYONE
T?
ARGLE WITH THAT ?

West dealer.
Neither side vulnerable.
NORTH
+ A KJ 106
V 85 3

notrump bid.
West doubled,ofcourse,and teed
off with the K-A and another diamond,at the same time leaning back
comfortably in his chair,confident of
•J 6
beating the contract with his two
410Q 7 3
trump tricks.
WEST
EAST
I won the third diamond in my
4Q83
•952
hand, making the key play of diszA
YES,MY 50N,
V 64
K Q7
carding a spade from dummy, and
AL 1M TARE!
•AK74
•985
then finessed the ten of spades. Af•K J 6
4109854 ter cashing the ace of clubs and A-K
SOUTH
of spades, on which I discarded my
•74
club loser, I ruffed dummy'sseven of
A J1092
clubs.
r-AACKt.
f ANOTHER -11
•
Q
1032
Next I trumped the queen ofdia$10 811UON OF
WRONG
A2
monds in dummy and ruffed the
( TECHNOLOGY
SHOES!
The bidding:
queen of clubs in my hand. By this
UNDONE BY
I NEED
West
North East South
time ten tricks had been played. I
1111 HUMAN
A SASSIER
1 NT
Pass
Pass
2'V
had lost two of them and had only
t OPERATING
1 PAIR OF
4
sL„ 51/41STE.114
Pass
3V
Pass
the A-J-10 oftrumps left while West
SHOES'
Dble
Pass
Pass
Redble
had the K-Q-7.
Opening lead — king of diamonds.
I'm sure youzcan see what happened next. I led the jack of trumps
Dear Mr. Becker: I have read and West won with the queen.I can't
your column for many years and say exactly what happened next,
mustsay I have learned a great deal however, because at that very mofrom it. I'm not saying
s I always play ment my wife woke me and said it
well — I don't — but once in a while was time to get up and go to work!
I manage to do something good.
This was very frustrating. beTake this deal, where I held the cause I didn't complete the endplay.
South hand.I'm sure you won'tagree Nevertheless,I'm still proud of hav\00 Dif)
with my bidding,but I am by nature ing discarded a spade from dummy
um.'P BE
an
optimist and could not resist the at trick three, even though I did it
ESSE NiTiflay
challenge of trying to make four only in my sleep. Cordially yours,
hearts despite West's opening Constant Reader.
Tomorrow:Taking out insurance.
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CROSSWORDS
ACROSS

gia)
GARFIELD
0004! NOW I
BURNED MY
FINGER!

President
Ford
.39 L-0 linkup
40 German
advance was
halted here
in 1914
42 "Perry
Mason"
creator
43 Cleo's
nemesis
45 Conceit
48 Behold!
50 Space
51 — Na Na
54 "Misery" star
56 Storehouse
58 Negative
prefix
59 Philadelphia

LA.:E linkup
4 Curtis ID
6 "Silas
Mamer"
novelist
11 Fermented
ale
13 Indecent
15 A, E,
0,
16 Save
wedding

. expenses
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18 Mine
entrance
19 Kimono sash
21 TV's latest
Superman .22 Old pronoun
23 Fast
26 Network for
'ER'
29 Utah lily
31 Ginger
cookie
33 Peacock
butterfly
34 One who
presses
clothes
37 Former
1

2
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61 Group of six
63 Curved
letters
64 Symbol for
thallium
65 Ike

2 — Med
3 Down (prefix)
4 Soft minerals
5 Zagreb native
6 Part of the
day
7 Uggams ID
8 "Now — —
me down..."
9 City in Utah

DOWN
1 He was
Chachi
in 5
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I was fortunate when
growing up.We had
dog food every day.

•
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10 Ms. Babilonia
12 Earth
goddess
14 Thomas ID
17 Zadora and
Lindstrom
20 Character in
"Othello"
24 Very thin
25 No (Scottish)
27 Mr. Cosby
28 Zip —
29 Igneous rock
30 Sea birds
32 Chief exec.
35 Japan ending
36 Move
backward
38 "A Farewell to
41 —beer
44 Frolics
46 Drink to
47 Spur
49 Washington
bills
52 Hastened
53 A Johnson
54 Francis ID
55 Ginger(-57 Former
(prefix)
60 Concerning
62 Football
score (abbr.)
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,
.0111 tt hell I groiliialt.
You said
hoLLtIi +.% ill +-MA [IV 111 ftit
.\ ear
,it .1..141 1.11,711 ..4,1 kick to school
.11111 gradthite'''
. That dui ut lit,'
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111•.11
IIII• it,. ii
iii•C(11.11 1111,11 ill go hack
mAiiric it: IN I/ENVEli
DEAR MARTY C.: rhank you!
Your letter made my day.

DR. GOTT
By Peter H. Gott. M.D.
DEAR DR (OTT- I had a severe
case of labyrinthitis that was preced
ed by chirping mnses in my ears for
several months. My doctor treated the
vertigo with Antivert and was rather
casual about stating that hu didn't
know what causes it. Is this some
thing I must learn to live with?
DEAR READER: Vertigo is the
main symptom of labyrinthitis, an irri
tation within the balance Illechaniszn
of the inner ear
On occasion, this is associated with
tinnitus the perception of extra
sounds) In rare cases. vertigo and
tinnitus occur together with deafness
This is called Meniere's disease
Although most cases of labyrinthitis
last only a few days-and then disap
pear. doctors always worry that the
labyrinth irritation may be caused by a
tumor. especiallY if tinnitus is present
or the vertigo lasts. despite treatment - In such instances, ear nose and
throat doctors customarily order a Cl'
scan or MRI to rule out the presence
of a growth If your vertigo and tinni
tus have persisted. I urge you to be
examined by an otolaryngologist. who
will probably obtain the tests I mentioned. Vertigo is exceedingly difficult
to live with, and you shouldn't have to
To give you more information. I arn
sending you a free copy (il my Health
Report "Ear Infections and His
orders Other readers who would like
a copy should send $2 plus a long, sell
'addressed, stamped.envelope to P
Box 201 -i. Murray Mil Station. New
York. NY lot ii Be sure to mention
the Mk
[WAR DR GMT Nly daughter has
a tatty liver Her doctor is going to put
her on medication for the condition.
but [-would like to know what causes
it and if it is curable.
DEAR READER: A tatty liver is one
in which the hepatic cells have been
replaced by lat. II has many causes.
including diabetes, elevated blood
fats. cystic fibrosis. pregnancy. disor
ders oi metabolism, alcohol abuse. vit
anun A toxicity. obesit. arid others
Obviously in your daughter's case.
the doctor must lind (and treat( any
underlying condition, as well as giving
her medication to reduce the fat con .
tent of her liver If left untreated, tatty
liver can result in-sudden unexperted
death. lloWeCer. the condition is
reversible. even in its advanced stages.
Common symptoms include abdominal pain and jaundice. although many
patients with fatty liver have no physical complaints.
The diagnosis is made by biopsy,
performed by a gastroenterologist
Again. I want to emphasize that the
primary consideration in the therapy
of fatty liver is to identify and treat the
cause. Therefore. I urge you to ask
your daughter's doctor to explain the
nature of her liver disease, rather
than merely writing a prescription for
a fat-lowering drug. •
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Southside
Manor
Murray, KY

Register For Free
Gift Certificates!
—3 Lucky Winners—
Drawing held Thurs.,
Friday 81 Saturday.
Don't Miss It!

Register For Gift
Certificate!

Spring Is Bidding

Life Stride

Register for Daily
Gift Certificates
Thurs., Fri., &
Sat.
k

753-8339
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